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PREFACE

4

The development of the Project ACTIVE manual, Adapted Physical Educe-071: Communication
Disorders was a cooperative_ effort of the Township of Ocean School'District and the Office of Program
Development, Division of Research, Planning, and Evaluation, Department of Education, State of New
Jersey? The manual'provides a sound basis for individualizing a physical 'education program for students
who eviderice communication problems.

In 1975, the Project ACTIVIII manual, Adapted Physical Education: Communication- Nsorders was
validated by -the standards and guidelines of the United States Office of Education as successful,
cost effective and exportable. As a result, the program is now funded througPr the New Jersey Ele-
mentary and Secondary Act, Title III program to offer interested educators the training and material,
required for its replication. This manual was prepared as part of the program's dissemination effort.

The purpose of _Title I I I-IV(C) is to encourage the develppmentend dissemination of innovative
programs which offer imaginative solutions to educational problems. Priect ACTN EN achieved this
purpose by disseminating its innovative program to 500 teachers and araprofessionals through 24
regional workshops. Further, as of June 1975, 76 school districts and agencies in the State of New
Jersey have adopted or adapted some aspect of the individualized physical education program -in
accordance with the educational needs of their districts involving more than 10,000 individuals. --

This manual has been prepared as one of the components of the Project ACTIVE Teacher TrVining
Model Kit. Other component parts of the model kit which are available to those who are interested in
adopting or adapting the projects individualized-personalized instructional concept are cited below:-

Developmental Physical Education:
Developmental Physical Education:
Adapted Physical Education:
Adapted Physical Education:
Developmental and Adapted Physical

Education:
Adapted Physical Education:
Adapted Physical Education:

-Teacher. Training Filmstrip:
Mat& Atitity F

Low Motor Ability
Low Physical Vitality
Postural Abnoil-nalities
Nutritional Deficiencies
A Competency-Based Teaching

Training Program
Motor Disabilities or Limitations.
Breathing Problems
A CompetencylBased Approach
An Individualized-Personalized Approach

These manuals have been validated for naitional dissemination and may be "purchased from the project
director.

Adafted Physical Education is defined as that aspect of the physical education progr;rn which addretses itself to the provision of
enrichment of physiceactivities fortbpsa-retTagts who Manifest medically-oriented pfOblems.

V



0
Districts-iaterested in establishing individualized physical education programs for the handicapped

'need assistancl. The following dissemination-diffusion services are provided to aid implementing schoolg

during the initial phases of program installation:

Teacl-r4r Training Workshops
Individual Puttil Time Prescriptions
Certificates it:CT Merit for Pupil Achievement and/or Improvement
Monthly' Issue of the ACTIVE Newsletter
Test Instruments to Assess Pupil Performance
Development of School Norms
Other General Consults Service

4

For additional infetpation regarding the Model Kit, other wareness materials, or available services)

the reader is requested to contact:
/*!

I

Dr. Thofias M. Vodola, Director
Project ACTIVE
Township of Ocean School District
Dow Avenue
Oakhurst, New Jersey 07755
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION'

OVERVIEW
f

,1

Adapted Physical Education: Communication Disorders has bten developed to serve two purposes:

To provide a manual ,for training physical educators, special educators, recreation teachers and
paraprofes'sionals so they can achieve the minimal competenciet necessary to implement an

-vidualized physical activity program for students in grades K-12.
.

2. To provide practitioners in the field with a 1tructUred procedure 'for inslividualizit and person-
alizing a phVsical activity program for students who manifest communication problems.

During 1974-75, several research studies were condLictedrto compare the relative effects of indi-
vidualized physical education and -traditional physical education programming on students WhO evi-
denced a variety of handicapping conditions. Subjects were matched on the basis of age, sex, pre-test
scares, and handicatipirfig condition and placed in an experimental group (individualized 4)apte&physi-

, cal:education involvttment), and acontrol gaup (traditional physical education and/or classroom AO-
vibes). The post-test data revealed the individualiied drogrern as superior to traditional physical educa-
tion.' Based on these findings*: tethpiogram was validated according4to the standards and gUidelines of'
the United States Office of Education as innovative, successful, cost-effective, and exportable.

r

. The manual provides theteacher with i.sequential ap-

proach to. initiating an irndividualized and pertonalizeck..,
physical activity program This chapter contaws a defini-
tion of terms and criterion- referenced objectives which
provide a' basis for evaluating student and teacher per-
or ce Subsequent chapters detail the individualized

process 'Via the acronym TAPE, i.e , test, assess, pre-
scribe, and evaluate 1 A detailed descriptioon of the step-

* by-step. procedures necessary for program implementa-
tion, is presented in the, flow chart and activity checklist
in Appendix A.

DEFINITIONS

Since this manual provides an individualized-per-
sonalized physical education program for children with
communication disorders, definitions of the *three terms
are warranted .

Individualized Instructiofl
Diagnosis and ,prescription are the basic ingredients,

necessary for the provision of individualized instruction

1 Frank Haiiden, hysical Fitness'lor the Mentally Retarded. .
p.9

The strategies involved include. forrntil and informal test-
ing,. formative and summative assessment

'
prescription;

and evaluation.

PersonalVed Instruction
Personalized instruction deals with .the hunianistic as-

pects 6f the teachinglearning process It stresses not only
the development of teacher -pupil and pupil-pupil rapport
but also the enhancement of the4chfids self-concept.

Communication Disorders
Communication disorders may be defined as I?hysica1

handicaps whi-ch-imped the fenctiodtrig ofpgne or more
of the special senses. Under this classificatiorf fall the deaf,
the hard of hearing! the blind, the partially. sighted, the
autistic, and those with various speech impedamerits.2 -

STUDENT BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES3

1. The student dertionstrgtes an improvement in physical
fitness and motor ability1iK-12 Evaluative criteria

2 Thomar M Vodoia, Individu.;htect Physical Education Pro-
gram for the Handicapped ChNi p 81.

Appendix B proydes a sample copy of the.certificase awarded
to children who attain their program goals.

S
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10%im'proVement in those test iterlas he can perform.
(Student performance is assessed by the teacher.)

2. The partially-Sighted or llind student dwonstrates im-
proved posture (K-121. Evaluative criteria: analysis of
pre- and post-posture screening test results - 10% im-
provernent. (dent performance is assessed by the
teacher.)

3. The blind student demonstrates an increased kines-
thetic auxareness of total body position in executin a

task trallies 4-1* (Student performance is assessed
the teacher.)

4. The blind student demonstrates an increased kines-
thetic awareness of the properarm position netessary
to propel an' object accurately (grades K-12). Evalua-
tive criteria, 10% improvement in target throwing test
based on pre- and post-test score comparison. (Student

'performance is assessed by the'teacher.)
r 5. The hard-ofheanng or deaf student with balance prob-

lems, but. no significant semi circular canal dsyfunC-
hon., demonstrates improVed balance (K-12) valua-

tive,=.crit_eria 10% impro Ment in balance beam per-
formance based on pre- d post-test scores on tapered

balarite beam (i.e , dist e walked and length of time

balance is maintained).
6. The autistic' child demo strates socialization, aware-

ness and the ability to rforkm tasks and activities as

diredted (K12) Eyaluat e criteria initiation, or 1ri-

crease in torie, of play 'wit); other children, allows
physical 'contact with adults pr other children: and
actively makes contact with others, e,g., holds hands
during activity.

7. Thq )aphasic-studet displays both a 'desire to dartrci-
pate,`and an improvement in physical activities (K-12).
Evaluative criteria. 'nursed time spent in the activi-
ties during involverne in the D&A, Program) and im-

proved performance
f-4,riot_Ar-te

teacher asses=
8. The student evi

cal activity m
K-12), Evaluat
pation in the
personal satisf
by the teacker.

t left, 4wad by p re-
fitbesS icrcitiWand/or

"lldesire to aarticipate in iihysi-
ifieV according to his needs (grades

ve criteria increased student partic
ctivities after school and evidence of-

ction. (Student performance is assessed

TEACHER EliAVIORAL OBACTIVES2
The teacher: 4

1. Devises tests and assesses the peripheral vision and

,D&A refers td the 'Develtpmental and AdapeediPhysical Edu-
cation Program which is &signed to provide an indiv4ualized
,pbszical activity program for children with any of a variety of

handicapping conditions.
2Appendix C provides a sample copy of the certificate awarded

to Protect ACTIVE trainees who achAeve 80% of the course corh-
,

petencies.

2

ei

depth perception of a partially-sighted studentSEvalua-
'tive criteria: materials to be distributed in class,

2. Demoostrates and teaches two tasks and activities to

3.

4.

enhance peripheral vision and depth perception.
Evaluative criteria: Tasks and activhieS-that enhance
"span" of vision_ and assessment of different distances,
Devras a test to assess a blind student's'awareness of
his body in a static pOsition. Evaluative criteria: meas-
urement of body part in a requested position; deter-

minationof degree of error from-norm.
Demonstrates and teaches one task or activity to en-

hance the kinesthetic "feel" of an arm, leg and/or th.e
total body in a movement pattern. EvalUative criteria:,
use of sensory feedback to aid the subject in develop-

ing the kinesthetic awareness of his body in ,..move-

merit pattern.

Fig. 1-1 Trainee Precticum Experience
(Teacher Training Program Sayer City, New Mexico)- -

':1
....

5. 'Modifies and teaches one game for children mapifest-
ing each of the fOroWingdisabilities: the blind and-
partially sighted:. the deaf and hard-of-hearirig: the
breathing dtsab,d; those with motor disabilities or

limitations. tialliati 'terra: gainis modifiedby re-
ducing the size of t ing area, using lighterequip-

merit, slowing 'do -moving objects, changing the
-uleiv.and providinga 1dditional periods. 4tr6. Demonstrates pep, ply in the administration of the
tapered balance ttil, test. Evaluative, criteria. testing

,

of materiov:41tributedt in class.
7. Demonstiates three techniques which may enhance the

awareness -`'socialization hinctioning of the autistic
and aphasic student- Evalutive criteri'a:techniques to
be demonstrated'and explained in clasS.,

V
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CHAPTER*TWO

TEST PRCICEDU

9

The prime responsibility for the classification of; and prescription.for, 'students with communication
disorders is vested in the family or school physician, or other appropriate medical personnel. However,,
once the student has been so classified and referred for program involvementthe physical educator can
be of invaluable assistance by utilizing informal test instruments which indicate pupil progress.

gkapter II provides descriptions of the general problems manifested by children with commtinica-.
tionMisorders; suggested gui for the teacher; and a desdription of informal instruments used to
assess individual pupil progress.

GENERAL PROBLEMS AND
SUG4ESTED GUIDELINES

#t ally- sighted Blind RS

bb

; student with visual anity of 20/200 or less in
eye is considered legally blind. The figure 20/2001

Means that the student's vision at 2Q-jeet from the object
is the sarnia' normal vision at 200 feet.

A Au classified as partially-sighted' if he or she
can 0er overent, light, and form. The partially.-

,*
sighted h ilisuallicuity between 20/70 and 20/200 in

- the be ye after 'correction. Withih this category are
also thoaitudents with,some:r,estricted peripheral vision
(tunnel vision).

Blind ,.or partially-sighted "students tend to display
. faulty body mechanics, body tontrol, static balance, co=

ordination,and a general inability to perform motor tasks.
Many ot- the Problems result from overprotection, with
limited opportunities tobi00aboiit and exploie the en-
vironment. Contequently,, wine blind' students are very,
tense; walk rigidly with their heads tated.packward; take
lhort, faltering steps; and may exhibmGther characteris-
tics of poor posture.

The placement of the visually handicapped child in a
physical education or actiVity program depends upon the
nature of the child's problem(s), the type of program, and

° the physical iiironment provided. A visually handi-
capped' sttideithlvery poor mobility, poor coordina-
tion, or a :very low intelligence may derive more benefit

..from the 15&A program. Some partially-sighted may be
placed in e,regttiar clats; others with manifest characteris-
tics of blind children, or apprehensions because of poor
vision, will benefit frOm a special program.

The ,blind student must be prbvided with an indi-
vidualized prescriptive-program which, to meet his specific
needsl, showld focus on those typelirtivities %Arch will
improve the-above-mentioned pro -

Hard-of-hearing and. Deaf
Persons with hearing impairments are classified as

either hafd-af-hearing or deaf. The hard-of-hearing can.
hear eithet with or without a hearing aid enough speech to
learn how to speak; the deaf cannothear enough to com
prehend the spoken word.

Students with -hearing problems usually fall into two
categbries:, congenital, indicating the hard-ofhearing'or
.deafness was present at birth; or, acquired loss, indicating
the hard-ofhearing or deafness resulted-from disease, acci-
dent, or injury. -

I 3



Deaf students.can.learn speech and lip reading at the
elementary school level. The teacher must remember to
face tile deaf student when speaking to enable him to
lip-read. The hard -d1- hearing students can be taught to
speak either by the visual tactile method or by use of a

hearin. g aid. In some casei, the hearing device may not be
practical for constant use if amplification resultsin ion-
fusing distortion of sound.

It shoulci, be noted that for these Students a major
avenue of communication is eliminated or severely im-

peded. When -the impairment is congenital, the normal
acquisition of langtiage is arrested and subsequently the
thinking proceises may be affected. Further, the students
tend to feel isolated and dependent. F.

The student with peripheral deafness may manifest a
balance 0oblem due to reduced functioning'of the semi-
circular canals. The instructor should limit climbing and
apparatps work. Th4 balance problem may. be corrected
wholly'or to sore degreeyby Surgery and medication. -Care
'should also be exercised when the students are expoied to

low temperature, excessive wind and water. For such cir-

cumstances, it is .recommended they we proper clothing

- andear plugs.

Autistic
Autistic children canno be categorized as /having hear-

, ...44
. mg dysfunctions even though they ma,nifest auditofY

problems. Preddminantly' a problefof males, autism is
usually exhibited at birth, or during the early childhood

years. Some symptoms associated with autism may be:

feeding prbblems; constant crying or absence of crying,

spinning; sleeping problems difficulties MI to et naming'
fear of strangers, repetitive motion such asi rocking or

And unusual or no speech patterns. (Refer to Wing ft-and

Dewey2 for more detailed information regarding the be-,
haviors, characteristics and problems of pe autistic child.)

The autistic child can learn and would benefit from
involvemept in a' D&A program. However, progress may
be slow or at a "Standstill for months at a time and will
require extreme patience and constant individual atten-
tion by the teacher.

The autistic child, usually non-communicative, should

be scheduled in the D&A program primarily, because he

needs individualized attention. He tends to manifest some

of the following behavior patterns and characteristics:

1. A facial countenance devoid of emotions.
2., Periodic or complete- detachment from the, world of

reality.
3. Resistance to perform many requested tasks.

1 Lorna Wing, Children Apart, Autistic Children and Their

Families, 31 pp.
2 Margaret A. Dewey, Recreation for Autistic and Emotionally

Disturbed Children, 18 pp. 4.
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4. Preference for isolationism: he will avoid groups and

physical contact and often prefers to work of play

alone.
5. Inappropriate emotional reactions.

6
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Fig. 2-1 Preference for Isolation
(Courtesy of the Such Day Program, Ocean, New lersey) 3

Actiesic
-The. aphasic child will com'mnupication problems,'

such as expressive l:lnability to say What he wants to)* or 1
receptive (inability to understand Spoken slieech). It is,

therefore, necessary to augMent all .directions, no matter -

how simple, by demonstration.- Then test by having the

child do what is required to be sure it is correctly under-
stood.

FORMAL AND INFORMAL
TEST INSTRUMENTS

. -
The appraisal procedures recommended include the ad-

ministratidn of.

1. The Township of Ocean PhysicalFitness Test (norm-

referenced)
2. The Township of Ocean Physical Fitness Test (criteri-

on-referenced)

r

. 3SpeEial thanks to Mr. Ken Appenzeller, Director of the Search

Day School for Autistic Students, Or Board of Directors, Ms. Jane

Boyle (photographer), and the parents for providing, and granting
permission to include the pictures of their children on th.etcbvero

and section dividers of this manual..

4E4



°T' l*3.. Township( of Ocean Motor Ability Test (norm-
referenced)

1
. 4. The Township of Ocean Motor Ability Test (criterion-

_ referenced)
5. The We;;\?ork Posture Test1
6. The Modified Iowa Posture Test2 .
7.4he Kinesthetic Target-Throwing Test
8. The Pictorial Self-Concept Test (grades K -3)3 A Pic-

ture ChoiceSgrades K-11,4 0-Sorting Self-Appraisal
(grades 4-8), or wear Attitude Inventory6

01,

TEST INSTRUMENTS AND PROCEDURES

PhysicarFitness Norm - referenced .

Have the student perfo?m as many of the test items as

possible (while cognizant of the safety factor).

Test I

Facto Arm and Shoulder Strength
A r demonstration, the subject is as hted to the

'start, Qosition (with 'arms flexed and chin above bar).

directions, physical fitness.
41"

Attempts-
Scoring: Total suspension time in seconds
.

Fig. 2-2 Static ArmsHang

m No. 1: Static arm hang

The bject is not allowed to touch any part of his head
to t er, to kick, struggle, or move his bdily. Palms are ,

face away from the body. Special efforts are to be
made to keep the subject in the stariiig position, es-

pecially as-they begin to tire. The sco*. recorded is the
number of seconds from the signal ASO" (starting post-
ton) until the-arms are "lock:id" completely straight
(finished position).

11(!ew York St te Physic?! Fitness Test, pp 13-15

2M Glad/s.S It and Esther French, Measurement and,Eyalua-
t bon in:Physical ucation

S Bolea, Donald W Felker and Margaret 0 Barnes,
"A Pittorial Sed-Concept Scale for Children in K-4" Journal of
Educational Measurement, VIII, No 3, (Fall, 1971) pp 223.224

4Attitude Toward. School,'Grades K-12. {Revised Edition (Los
Angeles, Calif Instructional Oblectlyes Exchange, 19/21, pp
48.61

5Tile Behavioral 0-Sort As A Diagnostic Tool," Roger Kroth,
in Academic Therapy. 4/ol 8, No 3, Spring, 1973; pp 317-330

6C.L. Wear, "Construction of Equivalent Forms of An Attitude
Scale," Research Quarterly, XXV (1055), pp. '113/119

7The instruments presented will have to be modified in accord
ance with the types of handicapping condition encountered ft
may be that sortie items must be deleted or morjified to some
extent, e g , having a blind child run the 200 yard dasttwith a
"buddy," or alohgside a guideline However:once modifSci. the
instrument will aid the teacher in assessing individual needs and'
performance

4,

Test Item No. 2: Modified s (curl-ups)
Factor: Abdominal Strength

4fter demonstration, the abject awimes a supine
position on a mat, With Omit straight and palms resting on
the thighs: On the command "go," the subject%eaises his
head and shoulders and slides his hands forward -until he
touches the upper edges of his kneecaps; he, then, im-
mediately returns to the supine position. To increase re-
liability and objectivity, the 6istrator places histhand
.across the child's kneecaps and Counts as tile child touches
his arm.

a The .subject is not permitted to "bounce" bp, raise
hands of legs, or rest between curl-ups (stress a steady
rhythm). 'The-score recorded !,s: the number of times-the,

student -touches the extended arm,properly. Repeat The
count when performing incOrrettly.
Attempts: 1
Scoring: Total correct curl-ups

J.

Fig. 2-3 Modified Sit-Ups

5
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Test Item No. 3: dinStan-gObroad lump

Factor: Explosive Leg Power
After demonstration, the -subject stands with his toes

hehind the take -9ff line, his feet several inches apart. He is
to' jump' as far forward as possible, .Before jumping, he
bends hii knees and -swings his arms forward. No restric7-1---
tions are ,placed on his 'atm movements. However, the

. student is informed the jump will not count if he falls
backward. The score recorded is the best jump of t 'iree
attempts, measured and recorded in total inches. Measure-
ments are taken from the back of the take-off line to the
back' of the heel _nearest the take-off line The scorer
should stand to the side of the' subject to observe the
exact point of contact Of the rear heel
Attempts: 3
Scoring- Best distance recorded in inchei

Fig. 2-4 Standing Broad Jump 4
Test Item No. 4:
.200 Yard run, 8-minute run, 12-minute run
Factor: Cardioxespiratory Endurance
a.. 200 Yard run, ages 6-11 (grades 1-6)

After demonstration, of the sprint start, tile subjects
. il. are requested to Assume the starting position with finger-

tips behind thec starting line. Commands are "take your
mark," "get set," and "go instructor,should start the

the time when the subject "moves" rath2r than on the
-, command, "go ", Encourage the students to run at full

speed t eyond the finish line. lf, a student does not run as
fast as he can, do not record his score, as the time will be

invalid- For consistency, run the 200 yard -dash in a
straight lint (preferably on turf) Gym shoes or shoes may
be worn, stockings or bare feet-are not permitted.
Attempts lor mores, if necessary
Scoring Timi; in seconds

Fig. 2=5 200 Yard Run

6
I

b. 8-Minute run, ages .12-13 (grades 7-8)
(1) Sub-divide the 440 y,drd track into eight equal sec-

tionsi55 yards each section. (7 Place a flag marker at each

section, 'e.g., "1-," "2," '"j," etc. (3`"Pair"-aj) students a

"l's". and "2's," prior to testing. (4) On command have
of the "l's" (half the class)'run for an 8-minute peri .

The No. 2's are to keep a record of the distpnce coy- ed

by their partners. (5) At the termination of the 8-mi to

period, the instructor, blows the whistle, terminating the
run. The No. 2's report their partne*r'sscores,to th re-

corder, e.g.,- 3.6 would indicate three complete laps, lus

-
Fig. 2-6 8-Mintoe Run

the passing of six markers. (Table g-1 provi reliable

means for converting laps to yards and miles.) 46).Reverse

the proced6re and have the No: 2's run-and the No. l's act

as recorders.
Attempts: 1
Scoring- Total laps, plus flags passed in 8 minutes

t 12-Minute run, ages 14-18 (Odes 9-12) The 'same

test directions as for the 8-minute run except that the
students continue running for a 12-minute period.
Attempts' 1
Scoring: Total laps, plus flags passed.in 12 minutes

Test scoring. The nship.of -Ocean Physical Fitness

Test Form (Table 2-1 ;presents items that measure: arm
and shoulder strength; 'abdominal strength; explosive leg

power; and cardiorespiratory endurance. The student's

raw score in each area; plus anecdotal remarks describing

how the task is performed, should be recorded in the
appropriate 'raw score" column. (Three "raw score"
columns have been provided for the recording of test
scores, administered at periodic intervals.)

The raw scores will later be converted into percentile
scores, stanine scores, and a PR score so that a student's
performance can be appraised in terms of his or her age
-and sex. These pi.ocedures will be explained in Chapter III

Assessment Pr6cedures.



TABLE 2-1 ,

PHYSICAL.FITNESS TEST FORM (Courtesy of the Township of Ocean SChool District )

AGE 6 INSTRUCTOR Mrs. P. GalatroNAME , Jane Doe
, .- SCHOOL OcianTownlhiciSchool- MALE :

GRADE' 8 HEIGHT 5' 4" WEIGHT 95

*73,

STARTED PROGRAM: Date , Seotember 75

. COMPLETED PROGRAM. Date

FEMALE x

SOMATOTYPE Endo-Mesomorph

TEST JTEM FACTOR

RAW SCORE PERCENTILE STANINE

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
a

Static Arm
Hang ,

Arm
StNngth

24
set. sec. sec. 60 5 .

Modified
Sit-Ups

Abc1Bminal.

Strength 30. - 20 4

Standing
broad Jump

'4' Leg

Strength

r.

53
in in in 4. , 2

200 Yardi
Dash

' *a

Endurance . sec

.

sec

.

sec
N

.

:8-Minute2
Run Endurance 16

,

1 1
1

C.

12Minute3
Run Endurance .

'
.

,- ,11.

TOTALS

l
Number of

Tests

..
_

' .
,

. .

Total 'Points

`'__ 42 1 1 ti

PF1 = Total Stanines x 10

Number of Tests
Anecdotal Remarks

12 x 10
= 30 PF I Score

4:

Suppbrts body weight Primarily with thie right, arm Favors the right side of the body when performing modified sit-upt.

. Table for Converting Percentiles to Stanines- ....,

Percentile Intervals Stanines
:-

97 and above
90-96

- f
9

8
Very High

80 789
65-79%

i 7" .
6

High ,

-. 35:164 : 5 , Average

20-34
10-19

4
3 - Low.

,.^ 4-9
3- and below

2 , Very Low

/Administered to students, ages eleven and below

2Administered to students ages twelve and thirteen.

3Administered to students ages fourteen and above

7



. Physical Fitness, Criterion- referenced
This instrument js `.appticable for those students who have-difficulty with comprehension.

Test directions. w.
.

TABLE 2:2

BASIC PHYSICAL FITNESSJEST FORM

Name: School:
'

Age: IQ Mental Age:
41 .

ScDate:

Clas'sification

Sex:

Total Score:

Test Item #1: . .

Static Arm Hang -.

Factor: Arm and
Shoulder Strength

Procedure
Test No.

i II

0 Makes. no attempt to grasp bar

1 Hanging position, assisted

2 Assumes correct hanging position
v

3, Assumes hanging position (unasststedOtie mini-
,

mum of 5 seconds
4 Assumes hanging position (unassisted) for 10 seconds

Bent arm hang, with overhand grasp. Sus4en-

sion time is the number nds from the
signal "go" (starting posit' n) until the arms are
"locked" completely straight.

-

Test Item #2:
Modified Sit-Ups

Factor: Abdominal
_,P'

Strength 4 4
.1

Procedure
,:i

1. 1.

0 - Makes no ktempt to rise to a
1 Rises to a sit-up position, when
2 Raises head off the mat unassisted

3 Raises head and shoulders off

4 Raises body and touches fingertips
to kneecaps

sit-up position
assisted

the mat unassisted
(arms extended)

upine pclition on a mat,_ with arfns straight
and palms resting on the thighs.

- .

y

.

Test Item #3:
Standing Broad Jump

Factor: Explosive
Leg Power ,, Procedure

0 Makes no attempt to j
1 Hops or leaps rather an ju ps :
2 _ Jumps in uncoordm d fas ion (without arm swing :'

and knee flexion)
3 Coordinates arm sw Inn jump

4 Bends knees and ngs rms forwar n unison with
jump and lands with s fl- . s

Toes,behind the take-di line. Measur-ern)nts are
,

taken from the back of the take-off line to the
back of the heel nearest the take-off line._ -

_

Test Item #4:
RunningRunning

Factor: Cardio-
respiratory Endurance procedure

0 Make no attempt to run
1 Runs only when assisted ,

2 Runs and stops in an irregular pattern
3 Runs the predetermid distance in an awkward

manner . .
. .

4 Responds on command and runs the predetermine'd
distance with proper form

Runs a predetermined distance, upon command

,

Maximum Score 16 points - Total Score

Prescriptive Remarks-

8
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Test scoring. The instrument provides the teacher With
an objective means of identifying specific studeht be-,
haviors. It also serves the function of assessing pupil per-
fornianee gains. Score each student on the' basis of b4'
points for each factOr and record the total score at the
bottom. If all items are performed correctly, a student can
achieve a maximum of 16 points.

Motor Ability, Nor,m-referencedi
Have the student pgrform 'as many of the test-items as

possible (while being cognizant of the safety factor).'

Test directions. The tester should observe student pert
formance-carefully, and record anecdotal remarks for all `

that an individualized program can be pre-.failures so

Gross: Body Coordination
Test Item No 1. Walk__ k

Factor Gross Body Coordination'

Suiltect must walk at least fifteen feet in a smooth
manner Bilateral coordination of opposite arm and leg is
required. I e , left armright foot and right armleft foot,
plus subjective evaluation of gross body coordination
Attempts 2 Scoring Maximum-2 points

I

4

Fig. 2.7 Walk

Test Item No 2 Creep
Factor Gross Body Coordination

Blateral co--ordination of opposite hand and knee is ,1

required, i.e., left handright knealTrust come forward at
the same time and right handleft; knee must come for
ward at the same time. Subject must ai: (hands and
knees)-at least ten feet (5 x TO mat), o p
Attempts: 2 Scoring: Maximum,-2

)Modified instrument designed by D aid Hmsendager, Harol
K. Jhck, and Lester Mann,. Basic Mo r Fitness Test for E
tiona(ly Disturbed Children, pp. 7-11.

2Before administering the Moto Ability Te'st to a child wnh a
medically-oriented problem, be sore you have a medical release
form signed by the parent and (amity or school physician, plus
prescriptive activities from the physician.

Fig. 2-8 Creep

Test Item No. 3. Climb-stairs
Factor. Gross Body Coordination

Subject must elintb. et least four consecutive steps
(twelve, inches high) by using alternate footwork Both
feet must/not come together oh a step:but/ether one
fool on one step and thetnext step with thelgrher foot, no
.support may be given (Corridor stairs may be used

Attempts. 2 Scoring Maximum-2 points

2l)

M.

Fig. 2-9 Climb-Stairs

Fig. 2-10 Skip

Test Item No 4 Skip,-
Factor: Gross Body Coordinatibn

Subject must skip at least ten feet in a smooth manner
(withoUt extra hops) One practice attempt shall be per--
mitted

Attempts: 2 Scoring Maximum-2 pants

aw

iot

9
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T a

Test lterii No.'57 Marchn:place
Factor: Gross Body Coordination

To pass" the subject must keep in cadence with the
teeter who claps cadence of one clap per second (15 sec-,
on(*) for -tha, first atterept.fd two claps per second (15
seconds) for the second attempt. » .

Attempts: 2 Scoring: Maximum-2 Points

Fig. 2-11 March-In-Place

Subject's score on gross body coordinatibn it the num-,(k.

ber of successful accomplishments in ten attempts All of
the gross body coordination skills should evidence total
body coordination for a passing attympt,

Maximum total points-Gross Body Coordination-10
points

10

4*
Test Item No 2. Stan. rig

4ht foot
Factor: Balante and Postural Orientation.

Subject must stand on righVfoot with left foot off the
floor and not touch any stable objector fifteen seconds
(eyes open). Unsucfessful attempt if subject shifts right
foot or touches left foot to right leg. foot, Hoc?, of any
other supporting structure before the elapse of fifteen sec-

onds

Attempts: 3 Scoring: Maximum-3 points

Fig.2-13 Stand7Rigbt Foot

Test Item No. 3. Standleft foot
Factor. Balancaand Postural Orientation

.SPvlirections as for test item number 2 except feet
are reversed.

Attempts: 3 Scoring: Maxinium-3 points

BALANCE AND POSTURAL ORIENTATION
Test Item No 1 Stand-both feet
Factor Balance and Poktural Orientation

Subject must stand with feet togitherarms extended
forward from shoulders at a 90 de*pe angle and eyes
closed for fifteen seconds'An unAuccessful attempt is re-
,corded if the subjwt shifts his feet, or moves arms-115

degrees from the 90 degree position

Attempts. 3 Scoring' Maximum -3 points
."

Fig. 2-12 Stand -Both Fed

I
I

Fig. 2;14 Stand -Left Foot

tt
Test Item NO,4.4: Jump-one foot leading
Fdctor Balance and Postural Orientation

Subject must jump off eighteen-inch high step or
bench with one foot in front of the other.. No support is
allowed and balance must be ''mainfained on landing (no
shift of feet) The tester should have the subject jump and
land in an area immediately adjacent to the bench.

Attempts. 3 Scoring:Maximum-3 points

.3
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Fig. 2-15 Jump One Foot Leading

_Test Item No 5 Jumpboth feet simultaneously
Factor: Balance and Postural Orientation

Same procedure as test item number 4 except feet are
side by side

Attempts: 3 Scoring. Maximum-3 points

,

Fig. 2.16 Jump Both Feet Simultaneously'

Test It No 6 Stationary jumpboth feet
Factor Balance and Postural Orientation

__$ubjcoct n-rList jump on both feet for.at least three
jumps without stopping. losing balance, using a support,

; or stepping on, or o t o f'n 18" square.

Attempts. 3 Scoringimurn-3 points

Fig. 7-17 Stationary Jump Both Feet

Test Item No.,17: Stationary hop left fobt
Factor: Balance and Postural Orientation

'Subject must hop pn left foot for at least three hops
without stopping, losing balance, using a support, or step-
ping on, or out of an 18" sqUare.

Attempts.' .3 Scoring: Maximum-3 points

I

Fig. 2-1eStationary Hop Left Foot

Test Item No. 8: Stationaiy hopright foot .
Factor: Balante and Postural Orientation

Same procedure as test item number 7 except the sub-
ject hops on right foot.
Atterripis:-3,Scoring:,Maximum-3 points

_

4

Fig. 2-19 Stationary() Right Foot

Subject's composite score on Balance and Postural Or-
ientapon is the number of successful accomplishments in

' twenty-four attempts.
Maxrrnum total pointsBalance and Postural Oriente

tion,-724 points

EYE-HAND COORDINATION
Test Item No 1 Catch
Factor Eye and Hand Coordination

To pass, the subject must catch a nhifflebalt (the cir-
cumference of'a softball) using only his hands Juggling
the ball, haying it strike any part of the body, other than
the hands, or dropping the ball, constitutes a failure The

11



toss must beirom a distance of eight feet and thrown in a
sofa, underhand 'manner. The-trajectory, should be such
that it does not rise higher than the subject's head and
reaches the receiver at chest level.

Attempts: 3 ScOring.n. Maximum-3 points

Fig. 2-20 Catch

-west Item No. 2. Ball bounce and catch
Factor: Eye and Hand Coordination

4:

' The student must drop or push an eight inch diameter
utility ball to the ground and catch it on the rebound
immediately, no intervening
gling the ball, having it strike
than the hands),'Or a drop, constitutes a failure.

Attempts: 3 Scoring: Maximum-3 points

es are permitted. Jug-
part of the body (other

12

Fig. 2-21 Ball Bounce and Catch

Test Item No 3: Touch ball swinging laterally
Factor: Eyeand Hand Coordination

With dominant hand on shoulder (palm down, index
finger extended and hand motionless), the subject on
command "touch" must touch laterally swinging whiffle-
ball (softball circumference) with the index finger on the
side of bal . The indkctor holds the whiffleball sus-
pended on an 1 ' cord at mid-chest le;m1 and proceeds to

swing the ball laterally. Commands are issued: (1) when
the ball is at full arm extension across the midline; (2)
when the ball is at the midlinJ; and (3) when the ball is at
full arm extension on the dominant side of the midline.
An unsuccessful attempt is recorded if the subject plays,-
response, touches the ball with other than the index 'fin-
ger, misses, or moves his head.

Attempts: 3 Scoring: A5aximum-3 points

Fig. 2-22 Touch Ball Swinging Laterally.

Test Item No. 4: Touch ball swinging fore and aft

Factor. Eye and Hand Coordination
With dominant hand on --hip (palm up, index finger

extended and head motionless), the subject on command
"touch" must touch fore and aft swinging whiffleball
(sojtbali circumference) with index finger on the under
surfa6e of the ball. The instructor holds, the whifffebalf

C.

2 ti

Fig. 2-23 Touch Ball ea



ea/

suspended on an 18" cord at midchest level end issues
commands: (1 )when the ball is at full arm extension; (2)
when the ball,.is,at midpoint; and (3) when the ball. is
closest to the subject. An unsuccessful attempt is recorded

. If the subject delays. response, touches the ball with other
than the index- finger, misses, or moves his head

Attempts; 3 Scoring: Maximum=3 points

Test Item No. 5. Bat ball with hand
Factor: Eye and Hand Coordination

Same procedure as test item number 4 except the sub-
ject bats the ball with an open hand held in readihess
between the waist and'shoulder AP unsuccessful attempt
is recorded if some part of the hand does not touch some
part of the ball

Attempts: 3 Scoring. Maximum-3 points

Fig' 2-24 Bat Balk with Hand'

Test Item No 6- Bat ball with bar
Factor. Eye and Hand Coordination

Same procedure as test item number 4 except the sub-
ject bats the ball with a plastic whiffleball bat which' is

held in readiness between the waist and the shOulder An
unsuccessful attempt is recorded if some part of the bat
does not touch'some part of the ball

Attempts: 3 Scoring. Maximum-3 poiiits

Fig. 2.25 Bat Ball with Bat

Maximum total pointsEye and Hand Coordination-18
points

'EYE AND HAND ACCURACY
Test Item No. 1: Throwright hand
Factor: Eye and Hand Accuracy

The subject throws a whiffleball (softball circumfer-
ence) at..a modified version of the. Johnson Target Test.1
(See illbstratior) below). The subject may use either an
overhand or underhand throihing, motion, .rilmum
throwing distanceten feet. The ball must hit target
without previously touching the floor for a rect at-
tempt. Scoring: 3 points, me rectangle and line, 2
points, middle rectangle and line; 1 point.outer rectangle
and line.

Attempts: 3 Scoring: Maximum-9 points

60*

40"
20"

10* 25," 40"

Fig. 2 -26 Johnson

Fig. 2-27 Throw Right Hand

Test Item No 2: Throwleft hand
Factor: Eye and Hand Accuracy

Same procedure as tettritem. number 1 except that

IL William Johnson, "Objective Test in Basketball for High
School Boys

13



*
subject throws with the left hand.

Attempts: 3 Spring. Maximum-9 pOints

`I

1

Fig. 2-28 Throw - Left Hand

Maximum total points-Eye and Hand Accuracy-18
points

EYE AND FOOT ACCURACY
s,Test Item No 1'. kick-right loot

Factor: Eye ana:Foot Accuracy
Same prOcedure as test item number 1 above except

the subject kicks stationary volleyball at the target with his
right foot and the ball may touch the floor prior to con-
tacting the target.

Attempts. 3 Scoring. Maximum-9 points

Fig. 2.29 Kick - Right Foot

Test Item No. 2' Kick-left foot
Factor: Eye end Foot Accuracy

Same procedure as test item number 1 except the sub-

ject kicks stationary volleyball with his left foot:

Attempts: 3 Scoring: Maximum-9 points

14

fig. 2-30 Kick - 1-bft_Foin

Subject's composite score on eye and foot accuracy is

he Total number of poingscored in six attempts

Makimum total points-Eye and Foot Accuracy-J8
points

Maximum Grafi() Total-88 points

Test scoring. The Motor Ability Test For% presents

gems clustered in terms of the following factors: gross

body coordination; balance and posturer orientation; eye-

hand, coordination; eye-hand accuracy; and eye-foot act

curacy. The' student's raw-scores ip each 'area (for the

nuinber of attempts indicated), plus the anecdotal re-

marks describing how the tasks are 'performed. should be

recorded. Each trial in gross body coordination, balance

and postural orientation, and eye-hand coordination is

recorded on the score sheet in the trial column /ith a plus

(+) to indicate success and a Aro (0) to indicate failure.

The total numbet. of pluses will be the raw score. In the

areas of eye-hand accuracy and eye-foot accuracy, the tar-

get scores for each trial (or a zero if the target is missed -

completely) are each entered as a trial score. (example

2-0:11. A total fitir the accuracy task is then recorded in
the raw score doibmg. Sub-totals for each component ata
and a grind total for all raw scores are computed on the

score sh&t. 4(a student completes all attempts success-
fully, hewill compile a grand total,of 88 points.

Th; raw 'scores will later be converted into percentiles

and stanine scores for the purpose -of computing the
Motor Ability. Index (MA1). These processes will be de!

scribed in class. .

Table 2-3 provides the Motor Ability Test Form with
hypothetical scores so that the reader can review the scor-

ing procedure.

cs,
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TABLE 2-3
)

MOTOR ABILITY TEST FORM1
--

.
ee-

NAME-..
Doe John' ... ( . -6 1 Northeast M

Last. First
-1..,i.`1,

S. Age Grade School
,.,

Sex

HANDINESS: R x k I '

CLASSROOM TEACHER Mrs Smith

DATE 9/2/74 ,

WEIGHT 45 t
HEIGHT

4 et

PRETEST POSTTEST

TEST ITEM .
.

.
.ATT . FACTORMEASUREO TB IALS RS % S TRIALS RS % S

1 Walk , 2 Gross.Bady Coord +4- 2

20 -4

.

ct
2 Creep 2 -Gross Body Coord 1-0 1

3 -Climb stairs , ' 2 Gross Body'Cooid .-
+ + 2 -

4 Skip '' 2 Gr6ss Body Coord 1 1

5 March-in-place , -, 2. e Gross Body Coord +0 1

TOTAC (Maximum-10 Points) 00+. 7

1 Stand-both feet (15 sec ) 3 Bal-Post Orient 0+0 1

vi
.... .

.

.

.

2 hand -right foot (15 sec ) 3 Bal -Post. Orient +00 1

3 Stand-left foot (1 sec 1 3 Bal-Post Orient .00+ 1

4 Jump-one foot leading 4 Bal-Post Orient
5 Amp-both feet siroultanaously 3 Bai-Post Qrient 0+0 - 1

6 Jump-both feet ... ,.3 - Bal-Post Orient +00 1

7 Hop-right foot 3 BalPost ()nett
IL °°4-

1

iii Hop-left foot- 3 Bal-Post Irient. 00+ 1

TOTAL (Maximum-24 Points) 9 10

1 Cat'ch 3 Eye-hare Cbord , 0++ . 2

( 4
)

2 Balt-bounce and catch 3 Eye-hand Coord. .- 2

3 Touch ball swg. laterally 3- Eye-hand Coord 4-H. 3
4 Touch ball mg fare/aft 3 Eye-hand Coord +++ 3

5.Bat ball with hand . 3 Eye,band Coord '' 0++ 2
6:Bat ball with bat" -' 3 Eye-hand Coor4. 0+0 1

TOTALi(Maximum-18 Points) 13 50 5

1 Throw -right hand 3 I Eye-hand Accuracy 033
2 Throw-left hang 3 Eye-hand Accuracy 111' 3

OTAL.-Maximum -18 Points/
_ 9 7

-

1 Kok-right foot k 3 Eye-foot Accuracy 021 3
-.

'2 Kick-left foot 3 Eye-foot Accuracy 200 2

TOTAL. (Maximum-18 Points) - 5 50 5

GRAND TOTAL (Stanine Points) 24 1

ANECDOTAL REMARKS Di( ticulty with bilateral movements Balancing problem may tle attributable
to inability to align parts in accordance with principles of center of gravity FeaAul of height
Eye-foot accuracy needs wbrk

'Symbols

RS = raw score

% = percentile score Ws= Stanine score

1 D.R Hilsendager, H K Jack and Lester Mand Basic Motor Fitness Test fof
Emoticinally Disturbed and Mentally Handicapped Children Permission to
Publish wanted.

L
4:= passed

0 = failed
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Motor Ability, Critorionaferen Test Item No3: C limb-stairs

.The instrument is apPropriate foE students who.trave ' Factor: Grai Body Coordination
difficulty comprehending the test directions provided ii.' b Makis no attempt to walk up stairs

the previous motor abilitiinstrurdept./ 1 . Walks up one step and down with assistance

.
2 . Walks up and down 4 steps with assistance

BASIC MOTOR Agiuref r 3 Walks up and down 4 steps; two feet on each step
,

SCREENING TESTI /-1 sj# 4. -= Walks up and down 4 stein; alternating orie foot on ..."
, each step

GROSS BODY COORDINATION- '-\.'5 1

._

Test Item NP. 1: Walk
Factor: Gross Body Coordination
0 Makes no attempt to walk
1 Walks with assistance

2 Walks withitirregular bilat
3 Walks with p oper bilateral

feet
4 Wflks with proper bilateral

feet._
Correct bilateral pattern: left ar
arm-left foot.

, .

ern for less than 15
e

attkrt for 15 'oil-gore

-right foot and right

Walk

Test Item No. 2. Creep ,

Factor: Gross Body Coordination
0 Makes no atteniPt to creep
1 Will creep when physic,Ily assisted

2 Creeps with an irregular pilaterat pattern

3 Creeps alternating hands and knees for less than 10

. feet
4 Creeps properly for 10 or more feet

Creep

1

Format patterned after the Basic Movement Nrformance Pro-
file/designed by H.F. Fait, Special Physical Education: Adapted,
CorreCtiye, Deyelpmental, PP. 208-210.

,;"

Clitnb Stairs

Test -Ite $43
Factor :'G Coordination
0 M Illerttempt to skip
1 StepOrom left to right fait or right to left foot
2 Hops on left right foot
3 Combines st ping and hopping in an irregular

Patter n

4 Skips at least IO feet in a smooth manner

Skip

Test Item No. 5: March-in-Place
Factor: Gross Body Coordination _

0 Makes no attempt to march-in-place
Marchet-in-place if physically 'assisted

2 Marches in an irregu6r pattern
3 . Marches in a rhythmical pattern; 15 steps in 15

seconds

4 Matches in a rhythmical pattern; 30 steps in 15
seconds

Note: The tester sets the cadence by clapping_Wpp per
second (15 seconds) and 2 claps per' second (19tit conds)

Maximum Total Poirits Gross Body Coordibtion 20

points

-
9 7
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\ j
March In-Place

BALANCE AND POSTURAL ORIENTATION

'Test ItemNo. 1: Stand-both feet
Factor: Balance-Postural Orie tii5n
0 Makes no attempt to assn e the standing position
1 Assumes the'standing posi ion, but will not extend

, the arms forWard from the shoulders at a 90 degree
and/or beep his eyeidlosed ;

2 . Assumes the correct standing position (arms ex-
tended and eyes cloSed) when assisted

3 Assumes the correct standing positicin, but shifts his
feet or moves his arms 15-degrees from the 90-de-
greeposition prior to the elaptei;if 15\seconds

4 Assumes the correct standing{ position fors :15
seconds

StandBoth Feet

Test Item No. 2: Stand-right foot
Factor: Balance-Pbstuai Orientation 1

0 Makes no attempt to assume the standing position
on right foot
Assumes the standing position incorrectly, i.e., does
not raise the left foot

2 Assumes the correct standing position (weight on
right foot, eyes open) when assisted

3 Assumes the' correct standing position, but shifts
right foot or touches left foot to right leg, foot,
floor or any other supporting structure.prior to the
elapse of 15 seconds

4 Assumes the correct standing position for 15
seconds

i
ti

Y

X Stand Right- Foot

Test Item No. 3: Stand-left fgot
Factoratalaw-Postural Orientation

,

0 ; Makes no /apt to assume standing position on
le it fodt
Aisitriies the standing position incorrectly, i.e., does
not-raise the right foot

2 Assumes the correct standing position (weight on
IA foot, eyes open) when assisted

3' Assugles the correct Standing jx)sition,,but shifts
left foot or touches right foot to left leg, foot, floor

,,or ampoppr su rting structure before time lapse
of 15 sec4pds

; 4 sAssUmes the
secondt:.

rrect standing position for 15

StandLeft Foot

Test Item No.'4: Jump-land feet staggered
Factor: Balance-Postural Orientation
0 Mako,.no attempt to jump off 18" high step or

bench

Steps down -from step or bench with assistance
Jumps'with two-foot take-off and lands with assist-
ance

'3 Jumps with two-foot take-off, but lands incorriatt-
ly, i,e., does'not land with feet staggered or loses

1

2

balance
4 Jumps with two-foot take-off and lands correctly

17
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S

IP":

AlpOne Foot Leadin0
r'

Test Item No. 5: Jump-land feet parallel
tactortalance:Postural Orientation
0 Makes 'no attempt...10.4ump off 18" high step cir

bench
1 ' Steps down from step or bench with assistance'"-

2 Jur* with two-foot take-off and lands with assist-

ance

3 Jumps with two-foot take-eff, bu,t lands incorrect-

ly, i.e., does not land with -fett parallel or loses ,-
balance

4 Jumps with two-foot take-off and lands correctry
. .

JumpBoth Feet Simultaneously

Test Item No. 6: Stationary jump-both feet
Factor. Balance-Postural Orientation

0 Makes no attempt,to jump
1 . Jumps and linds rith assistance.
2 Hops and lands with one-foot take-off

18

Stationary JumpBoth Feet

3 Jumps with two-foot take-off, lands without strip-

ping, loses balance, uses a 9UPpOft, or steps on, or

out of an 18" square
4 Performs the jumping task correctly

Test Item No. 7: Stationary hop-left70ot'
Factor: Balance-Postural Ornetittion
0 Makes no attempt to hop

1 Reps with assistance

2
1 Hops irregularly, i.e., intermixes hops, jumps and

leaps
Hops on left foot incorrectly, i.e., does not hop 3

times without stopping, loses balance, uses a, sup-

port, or steps on, or out of an 18" square r ,
4 Performs the hopping task correctly

Stationary HopLeft Foot

Test Item No. 8: Stationary hop-right foot
Factor: Balance-Postural Orientation
0 Makesno attempt to hop

1 Hops with assistance
2 V-- Hops irregularly, i.e., intermixes hops, jumps and

leaps

3 Hops on right foot ihcorrectly, i.e., does not hop 3

times without stopping, loses balance, uses a "sup-

port, or steps on, or out of an 18" square

4 Performs the hopping task correctly

Maximum, Total Points Balance-Postural Orientation

32 points

2 9

Stationary HopRight-Foot



EYE-HAND COORDINATION
I--

Test Item No. 1: Catch
Factor: Eye-Hand Coordination
0 Makes

Bounces ball, keeps eyes on ball, makes tontact
with hands, bucloes not catch it

3 Bounces the ball, but catches it incorrectly, i.e.,
4 , juggles the ball or supports the ball with another

no attempt to catch a whiffleball (softball
circumference)

1 Keeps eyes on the ball momentarily, but does not
make contact with hands

2 Keeps eyes on the ball, contacts
does not catch"the ball

3 Catches -the ball incorrectly, i.e., juggles the ball, or
supports the ball with any other part of the body
other than the hands

4 - Performs the task correctly (3 correct catches)
Note: The' toss must be from a distance of 8 feet and
thrown in a soft underhand manner. The trajectory should
be such that it does not rise higher than the subject's head
and reaches the receiver at chest level.

part of the body other than the hands , =

4 Bounces and catches the ball with the hands (3
times)

it with hands, but"'Test item No. 3: Touch ball swinging laterally
Factor: Eye-Hand Coordinatir
0 Makes no attempt to touch a stationary or swinging

whiffleball.(softball tircultiference)
1 Touches a stationary`ball with hand

Catch

Test Item No.-2: Ball bounce and catch
Factor: Eye-Hand Coordination
0 Makes no attempt to bounce and catch a play-

ground ball (8" diameter)
1 -= Bounces the bgll, but does not make contatt with

hands

Ball Bounce and Catch

2 Touches a swinging ball with hand

-3 Touchei a stationary ball with index finger 3 times;
ball sopended left of mid-line, mile: and right
of mid-line (head permitted to rotate)

4 Touches a moving ball with index finger 3 times;
ball to be touched on command left of mid-line,
mid-line, and right of mid-line (head to remain
motionless)

Note: The instructor holds the whiffleball suspehded on
an 18" cord at mid-chest level.

Touch Ball Swinging Laterally

Test Item No. 4: Touch ball swinging fore and aft
Factor: Eye-Hand Coordination
0 Makes no attempt to touch a stationary of swinging

whiffleball (softball circumferencer
I Touches a stationary ball with hand
2 Touches a 60 swinging fore and aft with hand
3 Touches stationary ball with index finger 3 -times

(ball suspended at mid-line 24", 18", and 12"
from the student)

4 Touchej moving bait with index finger 3 times; ball
to be touched on command at distance of 24", 18",
and 12" from the student

:31) 19
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Touch Ball SwIiigfisiOore and Aft

Tet,),1tem No. 5: Bat ball with hand
Factor: Eye-Hand Coordinations,
O Makes no attempt to bat a stationary or swinging

whiffleball with hand
.1 Swings at 4 stationary ball, bin does not strike the

ball cleanly (i.e.,' hits the string)

. 2 Swings at a moving ball, but does not strike the ball
cleanly '

3 Bats a stationary ball with the hand correctly. (3
times)

4 Bats a moving ball (fore and aft) with the hand
correctly (3 times)

Bat Ball With Hand

Test Item No. 6: Bat ball with bat
Factor: Eye-Hand Coordination
0 Makes no attempt to strike a stationary or Moving

whIffletiai with a plastic bat
1 Swings at at a .stationary whiffleball, but does not

strike the ball cleanly (i.e., hits the string)
2 Swings bat at moving whiffleball, but does not

strike the ball cleanly
3 Strikes a stationary ball with bat correctly 3 times

1

Eir Bell With Bat

.4 Strikes moving/a g ball (fore and aft) with 'Sat COr:gt-

rectlY (3 times)

7 Maximum Total Points Eye-Hand Coordination 24
points

1 EYE-HAND ACCURACY

Test Item No. 1: Throw-right hand(Refer to page 21 for

target dimensions)
Factor: Eye-Hand Accuracy
0 Makes no attempt to throw -whiffleball with right ,

hand
1 Grasps ball with right hand and releases in an

attempt to throw
Throws or tosses the ball at a target 10 feet away,
striking on or within the overall boundaries 1 of 3
attempts. The ball must hit the target without pre-
viously touching the floor far a correct attempt.

11,

ThrowRight Hand.
3 Two successful attempts in 3 tries
4 - Three successful attempts in 3 tries

Test Item No. 2: Throw-lehand
Factor: Eye-Hand Accuracy
0 Makes no attempt to throw whiffleball with left

hand
1 -- Grasps ball with left hand and releases in an

attempt to throw

31
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ThrowLeft Hand

2 Throws or tosses the ball at target 10 feet away,
striking on or within the overall boundaries 1 of 3
attempts. The ball must hit the target without pre-
ciously touching the floor for a correct attempt

3 Two successful attempts in 3 tries
4 Three successful attempts in 3 tries

Maximum Total Points Eye-Hand Acc6;acy. 8 points

EYE-FOOT ACCURACY

Test Item No. 1: Kick-right foot
Factor: Eye-Foot Accuracy
0 Makes no attempt to kick stationary volleyball with

right foot
1 Kicks ball at target; but,does not strike it
2 Kicks ball at target 19 feet away, striking on or

within the overall boundaries 1 of 3 attempts. The
ball may touch the floor prior to contacting the
target

3 Two successful attempts in 3 tries 1
4 Three successful attempts in 3 tries

*

( I 110,

KickRight Fodt

Test Item No. 2: Kick-le-ft foot
Factdr: Eye-Foot Accuracy
0 Makes no attempt to kick stationary volleyball with

left fclot
1 Kicks ball at target; butt does not strike it

'A' A successful attempt is recorded if the,ball strikes within the
confines Of the target.

2 Kicks ball at target 10 feet away, striking on or
within the overall undaries 1 of 3 attempts. The
ball may touch floor prior to contacting the
target

3 Two successful attempts in 3 tries
4 Three successful attempts in 3 tries

Maximum Total Points Eye-Foot Accuracy 8 points

KickLeft Foot

60"

40"
20"

110"
25" 40"

JohnsoA Target Test

Test scoring. Table 2-4 proyides the form for scoring
pupil performance. Use the form in conjunction with the
test direction For example, if a student makes no at-

. tempt to walk ( t Item No.:1) when requested, record a
score of "0" in the opriate raw score column. (Scores
for each test item carkr fro'm "04.'1Men the entire
test has been administered; determine the raw scores. for
each factor and the total performance score.

2 When sufficient data is gathered; parpentile scores for each
test item, stanine scores for each test itereand percentile scores of
the motor ability index distribution wilt be determined.

'3 )
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TABLE 2-4

MOTOR ABILITY 'TEST FyRM1

NAME

Last First Age Grade

HANDEDNESS: R L

_CLASSROOM TEACHER DATE

School Sex_.

FOOTEDNESS R L

..- If PRETEST POSTTEST

TEST ITEM FACTOR MEASURED 4TRIALS ' RS %
*

S I TRIALS RS % S
low

1 Walk Gross BOdy.,Coord

2 Creep Gross Body Coord

3 Climb stairs Gross Body Coofd

4 Skip Gross Body Gooid

5 March-in-place ' Gross Body Coord -

TOTAL (Maximum 20 points)

1 Standboth feet (15 sec ) Bal-Post. Orient.

.

2 Standright foot (15 sec ) Bal-Post Orient

3 Standleft foo( (18 sec ) Bal-Post. Orient

4 Julp-Vne foot leading 0 Bal-Post Orient

5 Jullikoth feet simultaneously Bel -Post Orient

6 Jumpboth feet Bal-Post Orient

7 Hop-Iright fobt Bal -Post Orient

8 Hopleft foot Bal-Post Orient

TOTAL (Maximum 32 Points)

1 Catch --Eye-hand Co rd N 'l

4
4

.

.

2 Ballbounce and catch Eye-hand Coord-;

3 Touch ball swg. laterally Eye-hand Coord

4 Touch ball swg fore/aft Eye-hand Coord.
5 Bat ball with hand Eye-hand Coord \--

.5 BM ball with bat Eye-hand Coord

TOTAL (Maximum 24 points)

1 Throw-rught hagd Eye-hand Accuracy .
'

.

.
2 Throw-left hand Eye-hand Accuracy

.

3 Kick-right foot , Eye-foot Accuracy .
.

4 Kick-left foot Eye-foot Accuracy

TOTAL (Maximum 16 Points)
0

I 1' '
GRAND TC/TAL (Stanine Points)

.

MOTOR ABILITY INDEX

ANECDC)TkL REMARKS

Symboli-
% Percentile score

S Stanine score 4

' 1D R. Hilsendager, H K Jack and Lester Mann Basic Motor Fitness Test for Emotionally
Disturbed and Mentally Handicapped Children

22
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,Posture Screening
Appraise the posture of all students. .
Recommended screening procedures for identifying

students with potential body mechanics problems involves
the following series of steps (refer to Appendix D for
Posture Screening Grid Construction Directions):

1. Reproduce New York Posture Rating Charts. (Refer to
Figure 2-32.) Note: Permission was granted by tie
New York State Department of Education to repro-
duce forms as they are no longer available commer-
cially.1

2. Use constructed posture grid or Symrnetrigraf2 to
een students. Also have available a tray.with i foam-

ubber insert"filled with a foot disinfectant solution; a

chair.'1 stadiometer; anda reasonably bulky object.
3. Students to be tested (maximum of five at a time)

should line up alphabetically; as one finishes, here-
turns to class and sends in the next student. While they

'wait, boys remove gym shoes, stockings, and shirts and
don shorts, and girls remove shoes and stockings, and
don bathing suits. Another procedure for evaluating
postural and body alignment is given in Appendix E.

4. The testing sequence involves: height and weight check
by an assistant; posture screening to detect static

- posture (use foot bath solution to provide-imprint for
detecting flat feet and as a disinfectant), walking to ;
chair:sitting, rising, and lifting and placing an object
on the floOr as a means of assessing dynamic posture.

Tbst dirpctions, modified Iowa Posture Test. Subjec-
.tively, observe each punkas he walks to and from the
grid, 'sits,-rises from the chair, and lifts and places an
object on the floor. It is important the the leacher re-
peatedly request that each child relax throughout the
screening; rationale: rigid unnatural body mechanics will
decrease the validity of the screening.

Scoring procedure, modified Iowa Posture Test The
primary Purpose for including aspects of the Iowa Posture
Test is to, provide a means of assessing the student's
dynamic posture. The<leacher should be aware of, and
record, anecdotal remarks for the following atypical pat-
terns:

Improper alignment of body parts (while walking)
Slouched sitting posture (i.e., exaggerated back curve,
head and shoulders forward)

Lifting an object by bending the back rather than the
knees-and .hips and supporting the object away from
the center of gravity

Setting an object down (use the same criteria as for
lifting an object)

1.
Test directions, modified New York Posture Rating

Chart.3 Equipment needed.

1. Heavy, clearly visible plumb line.
2. Convenient stationary support.for plumb line.
3. Masking tape (approximately 1" wide).
4. Backdrop or-screen
5. Grease pen

7 \
Fig. 2-31 Posture Screening Sequence

1
Division of Physical Education and Recreation, New York

State Education Department, "Posture Rating Chart" Ner York,
State Physical Fitness Test

2.'symmstrigrat," Fleedji, Inc.
a

3
Dlynton of Physical Education and Recreatopn, op.cit, p. 14.
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POSTURE RATING CHART.

NAME. Doe John
First

AGE

SEX

12

M

Grade 1415161718191101111121,

Rater's Initials
Date of Test

IIIIT\111-111
[ I f I414 I/III1

NERD ERECT GRAVITY ONE
PASSES DIRECTLY THROUGH
CENTER

HEAD TWISTED OR TURNED TO
ONE SIDE SLIGHTLY

I.
'0(P-1

HEAD TWISTED OR TURNED
TO ONE SIDE mARKEDLY

SHOULDERS LEVEL
(HDRIEONTALLT)

ONE SHOULDER SLIGHTLY
HIGHER THAII OTHER

ONE SHOULDER mARREDLY
HIGHER THAN OTHER

SPINE STRAIGHT SPINE SLIGHTLY CURVED
LATERALLY

SPINE MARKEDLY CURVED
LATERALLY

ONE HIP mARKEDLY HIGHER

FEET PO NTED OUT FEET POINTED OUT MARKEDLY
ANKLES SAG IN RONATION)

ARCHES HIGH

24

Total Page One 33

Fig. 2.32

{Courtesy of the New York State Education Department
Screening has been modified to 7-4.1.) 'V

5



Grade [415 16171 819 101111121Fig. 242 (Continued)
Total Page One

NECK ERECT,

CtI-IN IN. BEAD

IN BALANCE

DIRECTLY ABO,,E

SHOULDERS

NECK MARKEDLY

FORKARD. CHIN

MARKEDLY Du7

CHEST ELEVATED

BREAS;BOKE

Ft,RTHEsT

FORKARD PART/

OF

Cw(5 CHEST

MARKEDLY

DEPRESSED

(FLAT)

SLIG.TLY

copAARD

SP.0-LOE.5

mARKEDLT

FopABD

(E.CJL7ER
BLADES
PROTRoCING
IN REAR)

,

TER 6A
NOR.* L L Y.

PPE. BACK

MTE BD NJEO

LPPER BACK

mARKEOLT

ROENDFC)

PEA.

Aec,C.,EN FLAT

LIPER BACK

NORMALLY

CLMED

LC.E. BACK

SL,CHILY

.CLL0K

6

LC)*E. RACK

MARKEDLY

OLLOP
sa,T.11.6,

TO OBTAIN TOTAL RAW SCORE.

'1 Determine the score for each of the above 13 items as follows
7 points if description in left hand column applies
4 points if description in middle column applies
1 point If description in right hand column applies

2. Enter score for each item under proper grade in the scoring column
3' Add all 13 scores, plus a constant of 9 and place total in appropriate space

)1,6

TOTAL

RAW

SCORE

Constant
Total

9
70 25



C

lurn

line

mashing
tape

examiner

Position for Rating
Lateral Posture

P

Ant
for Rating
erior Posture

ure1
Fig. 2-33 N.Y. Posture Screenuig P

Procedure:

1? Suspend a plumb line from a stationary support in

front of ao appropriate screen so that tfi'd boh,touches
the floor. Directly under the bob, construct a straight

line using -the mashing tape. This line shouldbegin at a

point on the floor three feet from the bob toward the

screen, pass directly under the bob and extend ten feet

on the examiner side of the bob. (Refer to Figures

and 2-33.)

2. Thopupil assumes a comfortable and natural starring
position between the plumb line and the screen, Strad-

dling the short end of the floor line with his back td'

the plumb line.
1 The examiner takes,a position on the floor line abOut

ten feet from the pupil with the plumb Ihie between

himself and the pupil.
4. After the pupil's lateral posture and feet have been

rated, the pupil thirmakes a one-quarter left turn's
that his left side is next to the plumb line and sta

with his feet at right angles-to the floor line.
5. Examiner scores each segment as shown on the Post re

Rating Chart.

ai Fi , obseree the pupil; then review the illustra-N

do and descriptions on the Posture Rating Chart.

E = luate the pupil and record his score in the box

r thoadpr grade column:
) Pupil's score each segment should be 7,4, or

1. The sum of 'the thirteen scores should then
have the constant of 9 added to it. -

(2) Each segment should be scored sepafately and

the scoring of the previous segrhents shieuld not

be allowed to influence the scoreof the segment

under. consideration at the moment.

Scoring procedure, modified New York Pditure Rating

Chart. The student's total score is a comdosite of the
13-item New York Posture Rating Test, Otis anecdotal

comments regarding the dyrialiiiretioweinentt. Note: A.

though the New Yorkk, « eening Test is scored on a 5-3-1

basis, the racomld ,procedure is to score on a basis of

7.4.1. if Pqfict. he New York Tait is 65; a
maximum score un rdposed procedure would be

91 (the addition o is to all raw scores gives a

dotential maximum sWoi. too): This adjustment lends

to make the scores m aning5ul t.1, the students since

they like to view term; the arbitrary 100

standprd.

26

1Pernuss'ton to publish granted
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. Kinesthetic Target-Throwing Test
Test directions. Administer the tartlet-throwing test to

all visually handicapped students.

Test Item: Kinesthetic Target- Throwing Test
FaEtoc: Kinbsthesis

Prior to testing, the subject is required to "pace" the
distance to the target and to "feel" the target dimensions
with his hands and arms. During the tactile process, the
instructor explains the "points", for each rectangle. The
subject is theh allowed three practice throws with his
dominant hand. After each throw, the instructor com-
ments upon the accuracy (e.g., "low and to the left,"
"high and to the right," etc.) Finally, the subject throws
the whiffleball (softball circumference) at the target ten
times (without verbal comment) The subject may use
either an overhand or underhand throwing motion from a
distance of ten feet. The ball must strike the target with-
out previously touching the floor for a correct attempt.
Scoring: 3 points, inner rectangle.and line, 2 points, mid-
dle rectangle and line, and:1 point, outer rectangle'and
line.

Atter/pis: 10 Scoring. Total Points for ten attempts

60"

40"

20"

3 Pts 10"

2 Pts

25"

1 Pt

40"

Floor Level

Fig: 2-34 Target-Throwing Test
-

Self-concept
Administer the instrument that is appropriate for the

age level and modify in accordance with the child's dsy-
function. For example, a blind student in grades 9-12
would' be administered the Wear Attitude Inventory. A
"buddy" .could be selected to read the statements and
record the verbal responses given.

Test directions, pictorial self-conpept scale.1 Boys and
girls,'my name is Today we are going to do some-
thing that is NOT a school test but is like a game (Have
teacher help in passing out cards, colored sheets, and small
blue piece of piper) Make sure teacher sees there are
BOY cards and GIRL cards 21

1 Angela S Bolea, Donald W Felker and Margaret D Barnes,
"A Pictorial Self-Concept Scale for ,Children in K 4- Journal of
Educational Measurement pp 223-224,

2 Note r A packet of test cards will be ptivided in class

r

i5oes everyone have a blue sheet dpaper, a pink sheet
and a yellow sheet? Does everyone have a pack of
pictures?

Put your colored paper on the desk with the blue an
the left. (Show them by holding up paper, or drawing
them on blackboard, or taping the sheet to the blackboard

big blue at the left as you face the blackboard.)
Now this is where the game begins. You each have a

pack of pictures. In eachteicture there is a boy or girl with
a star on his shirt or dress. Do you see the child with the
star on his shirt or dress on your first picture? So you are
looking for the child that has the star on his shirt or dress.
Sometimes there will be pictures with more than one
child. Which child will yotibe looking for? (A. child with
a star, etc.)' If you think that the boy or girl with the star
is like you, put the picture on thellue sheet of paper.
(Point to sheets on board). The blue sheet of paper is for
pictures that are like you. If you think that the boy or girl
with the star is sometimes like you, put the picture on the
pink sheet of paper. The pink sheet of paper is for pic-
tures that are sometimes like you. If you think that the
boy or girl with the star is not at all like you, put the
picture on the yellow sheet,tif paper. The yellow sheet of
paper is for pictures that are not at all like you.

If the picture of the child with the star is like you,
where will you' put the picture? (On blue.) If the picture
of the child with the stir is sometimes-like-you, where will
you put the picture, l(Pink.) If the picture atf the chltd
with the star is not like you, where wilt iou put ttte
picture? (Yellow.)

Do you understand what you are going to do? When
you have a question raise your 'hand and-TO help you.
Remember you are the one to Choose where your pictures
will go. When you are through, leave the pictures on the
sheets of paper, raise your hand, and I will come to see
you when I can. I might be busy so please leave the cards
in the piles and wait. Walk around, check layout. ,

To: Schools and Agencies Implementing Project ACTIVE
From: Dr Thomas M. Vodola
Re: Administration of Self-Concept Scale

Suggestions based on previous testing experiences

1. Administer only the "B" Form ft; pre-and post-tests
until we check the "A" Form out again The "A"
Form did not correlate highly with the total test (50
cards) therefore it may not be valid.1

2 Whether testing one student, or a group, have all stu
dents complete one card before moving on to the next
card

3 Explain each card to the individual or group Note:
The directions state that if the child in the picture is
like you, place in one pile, etc Our tinting revealed
inaccuracies with that approach because the facial

1 The writer divided the 50 cards into two evenly weighted
decks, tlite purpose to reduce testing time
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expression is the key factor for Self-imagt. For ex-
ample, "B" card number 6 shows a pupil doing a cart-
wheel with a smile on his face. A child may select "not_
like him" because he cannot do a cartwheel when in
actuality he should select "like him" if he is a happy
child as the facial countenance indicates.

4. If possible, have the.classr6om teachers administer the
test. I belieye they will find the experience enjoyable
and will be interested in the post-test results. Addi-
tional cards, may be purchased from ED Corporation.

5. Test only students who can reason since it is of doubt-
ful use with trainalAts or any students who cannot

i._ comprehend.
6. Record pre- and post-test scores on Evaluative Data

Sheets and submit to the Project Director in June.

Test scoring.
1. The scoring of the PSC is facilitated by the method in

which the cards are gathered after the subject has
sorted them into piles of "Like Me," "Sometimes Like
Me" and "Not Like Me." The most advantageous
method of collection is to put the child's name on a

, blue slip of paper. Use three envelopes sfapled together

(see diagram) and then put all of the cards from the
"Like Me" pile in an-envelope with the blue slip, the

`cards On the "Sometime" pile in the middle envelope,
,-'- Fhe cards frniii the "Not Like Me" pile in the other

- .-- 4, , eridiefiteppe. This can be done quickly and is almost
, .1, 1

c, , in\fessetitial for gthup testing. These cards then can be
) retained for preparation for scoring till a later time. .

IT

I LIKE SOMETIMES NOT
_-_ME LIKE ME LIKE ME

2. Scoring can be done by hand by using the "Pictorial
Self-Concept Scale Score Sheet" which contains direc-
tions. (See Table 2.5.) This is time-consuming and is
not advisable except when only a few ace to be scored.

at ED Corp. has a scoring program and will run data for
you for a small charge. (Address: ED Corp., 822 N.
Salisbury Street, W. Lafayette, Indiana 47906.)

1

4. The data must be put on computer data cards tp use
the scoring program. Each card in the "Like Me" pile
gets a score of 1, each card in the "tometimes" pile
gets a score of 2, and each card in "Not Like Me" pile
gets a score of 3. The use of IBM mark sensecards or
1230 answertmets allows you to record the data and
then easily produce a computer ddta deck for scoring.
The transferring of scores of data sheets takes approx-
imately 3 minutes per subject tested. Rattier than
purchasing from ED Corp., the service of producing a
computer deck (which is .06 -per card) .you should
check with your measurement and research center to
see if they have facilities for producing a data deck for
you. The charge for scoring by ED Corp:, is then only

%15.00 for each group of tests up to 1,000 tests per
group

Test directions, a picture choice, gredeki K-1.1 This
instrument seeks-to measure a child's interest in tour sub-
ject fields (language, listening and speaking; math; science;

and aesthetics art and music), by presenting to the child
28 sets of three hypothetical activities; he is to choose one
of the three activities he would most like to do. Each
activity is presented both orally by the test administrator,
and visually in the form of a picture on the child's re-
sponse si;iet.::Tbe picture' is included to provide the child
with a mnemonic device to aid.him in perceiving the
choices and in making his response. Each pupil will obtain
a profile of lour scores, each consisting of the number of
activities selected in a particular subject area. If desired,
however, only.certain subject areas of interest to the user
may be scored.

The activities were selected to ,represent both subjeOt
areas of concern as well as ctivities within the child's
realm of experience. It is assumed that relatieb interest in
the various subject areas may be inferred from the activ-
ities which the child selects.

It is expected that children wilt require approximately
20 minutes to complete the instrument. It has been found
that children of kindergarten age and above a4e able to
perform this task when the recommended practice activi-
ties are used prior to beginning the measure.

The following practice itemsk_may be _used to insure
that the children understand the procedure for \respond-
ing. These or similar 'pictures are to be drawn on the
blackboard, and different children are -asked to mark their
responses by 'Placing an X. over the appropriate picture.

1 Attitude Toward School, Grades K-12, Revised Edition, pp.
Permission to publish greased.
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1. Which one would you rather do?

play with a dog

2. Which would you rather do?

or

A

A

yr

chop down a tree

draw a frog read a story about a frog

3. Which one would you rather do?

find outihOw guitars
make sound

6

play a tune

on the guitar

, Emphasize that 'there are no "right" or "wrong"
answers, and that 'different children may be exrcted to

-4 respond differently to the items Therefore, pupils need
not worry if their response is different _from that of
another child.

Students should receive four response sheeti, stapled
together in sequential order. (See pages 33-40 for answer
sheets and scoring.tempiates.)

Each row of pictures may be identified by the numeral
at the left of the row. For pupils Who are unable to iden-
tify the numerals 1.28, close supervision will be required
to insure that pupils are responding at the right place.
Administration will be most efficient if conducted with
small groups of children rather Tan with the Wire cies
at once.

47.

r

pick a flower

find out how
frogs breathe

read haw the guitar
was invented,

Test scoring. Scores may be obtained for all four sub-
ject areas or only for those particular areas which are of
interest to the user. Subject areas represented by each
activity ate indicated on the scoring template. Scoring
templates may be prepared by cutting out the boxes. Sub-

, jest areas may be identified by the letters beside each box
= language, M = mathematics!S = science, A = aesthet-

ics). The template may be placed over;the student's re-
sponse sheets and the responses for al 'subject areas or
only for those areas of interest may tabulated. Each
sgtiject is represented by 21,different activities; therefore,
students may receive a maximum of points, on my
particular subject area.

II

For each subject are-a, anraverage scor for a group of
pupils may be computed by adding the i dividual scores
and dividing by the number of students in he group.
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TABLE 2-5_

PICTORIAL SELF-CONCEPT-SCALE SCORE SHEET

30

..-

Item Card Value Like Me , Sometimes
Like Me

.. Not Like
Me

8.1

2 -- 438 ,-,
3 3a-8

4 37 9

5 14.1 A .

6 _',18.1 . R , -

7 17 1 --,
.,

9 i4>
..<,-''r --

l
11 ' 12.5' ''' 1 -;;# kt.
12 d0 ,+--

13 4 . ,
1

14 . ... ,

15

17 -2.1 .
,

18 , 44.4 ' lr-k:s ..

19 11 5 --,4,
20 10,9

21 225

22 394

23 15.0

24 45.4

25 401

26 34 4 -
27 38 5

28 3943

29 37 5

30 39 5

31 39 6

32 ' 138
33 159

34 12,3

.35 145

36 185

37 169

38 153

39 154

40 13 9

41 37 3

42 131

25 0
.

44 16 6 .

45 37 r
46 Cit, 103 ..

47 32 4

48 61

49 1111 45 1 - ,

50 40,4
....

Total- ,_-__
-',7-

No

Avtrage

Definitions:
Item number on pictorial card.

Card' Value as mined by eight
judges; Low valUe-posMve. High value-
negative.

Like Me; Sometimes -Lifs;e Me; Not Like
ge. Determined by card placement dur-

test.

otals determined by adding the card
lralues for cards placed in each column.
tit
No. - number of cards placed in, each-
coluinn.

Average Total of each colunfW,Card
values- divided by number of cards placed,
in that column.

0 Bolea,.Barnes, & Felker, 1967

(Permission to publish granted.)

Name

Score = (X of Not Like Me col.) minus

(X of Like Me Col.) + 50
ti

High score = positive self-concept).



A PICTURETMOICE.

Primary Level iGrades K-4)1

Diretttions: (to be read aloud) Look at your paper and you will see that in each'row,theriare three pictures. Each
picture. it' about something you might do in school. I will tell you what is happening in each picture. Then you will put
an X over one of,the pictures to show which of the three things you would most like to do..

.

1. Find your name

ng2. Sii sond

Paint (picture

Tell a story

1011/. Color a book Change hard things into soft things
& soft things into hard things

_ 4. Speak to someone through a
can

5. Cut out pictures of cows

6. Count the sticks in a box
4 : ^

"*./
7. Draw a fish

Color tincans

Listen to tory about cows

Count the children in class

Tell time

Listen to a story

Fit little cans into big cans

Find out what cows have 'to do
with butter, cheese and milk

Listen to a story abou,t the sticks Find out what the sticks are made
of

Watch how a fish moves

B. Find out which trees have Count the treeson the block with
11121smooth bark' and which have smooth bark

rough Ark

9. Make something from clay

10. Count the beans in the

11. Listen to a story about a
teapot

Listen to a story about a fish

Draw a picture of a tree with
smooth bark 3t1d a tree with rough

.4111/141bark

Find out where clay comes from . Give each child the same amount of
clay

Grow a bean plant

Make a teapot

12. Draw pictures of different Tell about different kinds of trans-
. kinds of transportation portation ,

13. Be the one to tell how many Speak in a Christmas play-

days until Christmas

14. Find out why popcorn pops Tell

15 See who can tap marbles ,the
fastest r

16. See bow far you can shoot a
rubber band

/bid

Make a picture using beans

Find out how a teapot makes steam

Find out why some kinds of trans-
portation have two wheels and'

-others havi three or four

Paint Christmas cards

a. friend how to make some- Meastire oil and popcorn for
thiniibut of popcorn. popping

See what happens when marbles are
heated

Find out
stretches

Play a word and letter game with
marbles

why a rubber band Make designs on a nail board with
rubber bands
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17.- Hear a story about

18. Count how many planes go up
and how many-land at/he airport

19. Pretend to be a turtle

20. Listen to a story about a boy
and his shadow

21. Talk to a mailman

22. what things a magnet will
pick Op and what things it
won't pick up

.
23. Paint boxes to make a store

$

24. Paint with sponges

25. Grow cotton

A PICTURE CHOICE (Continued)

F_incfout whatmakes a train rho-
Talk to a pilot

See how long it takes a turtle to get
across the room

Count cars as a train goes by

P Find out what the wind does to ,a
plane

Feed a turtle

Find out why we see our shadow Firid ways to see how long our
and when

Find out how many days ,it will
take a letter you mail to get to your
house

Listen to a story about aboy and
his magnet

Count money in the store

Find out how much water different
sponges hold

Use cotton to make a picture

26. See how much a new leaf Use leaves for tracing on paper
grows each day

27. See ,what happens when you Use pine dines to make an owl
put water on a pine cone

shadow is

Sing a song about a mailman

See how many things a magnet will
pick up at one time .

Tell everyone there is a new store

%11I4Find out where spong1 re born
and grow

Listen. to a story about cotton

Find out which trees don't lose
leaves in winter

Tell the children in the room about
.0 pine cone

28. See how big something is See how pretty something is . Tell about something old
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A PICTURE CHOICE:-PRIMARY LEVEL (GRADES KM
Answer Sheet

Iro
!*Latk y
0-o5

9 -"C

2

a

b
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b.
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A PICTURE CHOICE, (Continued)

_ Answer Sheet

14

4
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A PICTURE CHOICE $Continued)
-4 AtNer Sheet

N.

6

4100

°08' %;$

.

19
A-iv°
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t
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1.

L

SCORING TEMPLATE

A

3.

4.

5.

6!

7.

A

L

A

M

A

L

S .

A

L

L

S

M

M

L

M

S

S
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S.

9.

10.

12.

13.

14.

S

A

M

41

L

A

S

SCORING TEMPLATE

r

-M

38 4 9

S

S

A

L

L

L

A

A

S

A

M

I



16.,

17.

18.

19:

20.

21.

M

M

L

M

A

L

SCORING TEMPLATE

.3 I)

M

M

M

$

M

A

Ca
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26./

27.

28.

40

A

A

S

M

0,

SCORING TEMPLATE

I

t

;2 t

M

M

A

A

A

A



0-sorting Tedmique )

Tatt-direertions and scoring procedures, q-sorting tech-
niquit This "forced-choice" technique provides the teach-
er with a means of identifying the child's self-concept and,
of greater significance, target behaviors that need atten-
tion-The procedure involves having the student fill in the
formboard twice. (See Figure 2-3B). Self- report No. 1:
The student reviews all ottfe behaviors listed in Table 2-6
and, starting with the behavior that is "most like me,"
records that number in column 1. For example, if the
child feels he "annoys classmates," he should record "20"
in the "most like me" column. In similar fashion, he
records all indications of his "real" self on the forrriboard.
Self-report No. 2 may follow immediately thereafter, or in
a day or two. However, on this occasion the student is to
record on the formboard indications of his "ideal"' self,
i.e., how he would like to be.

The two sets of scores are recorded as follows: (See
Table 2-7).

1. Test 14o. 1 (Real; Self): Record card number choices in
Column S-1. In the example cited previously, a "1"
would be placed in the S-1 column to the right of Card
No. 20. 20.

2. Test No. 2 (Ideal Self) Record card number choibes in 21.
Column S-2.

/
22.

23.
(Note: All numbers recorded for total administrations 24.
should range from 1-9.) 25.

3. Enter the difference between the scores for each card
in the "D" column. For example, the child who stated
he annoys classmates, might indicate_ that ideally
"annoying classmates" is "most unlike him." Thus, his

_ scores would be recorded as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.-

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Card Column
No S-1

20 1

Column,
S-2

9 -8 64

(Rule of thumb: difference scores of "3" or more may be
indicative of target behaviors that should be modified.)

4. Total the D2 scores and insert in the formula. For
example:

1- D2 200 .r= N 1 = 1 1.00
200 200

I

2

0
2

STABLE 2-6

ITEMS ON THE BEHAVIORAL Q-SORT
(Elementary Level)

PerThrms activities requested.
Pokes or hits clatsmates.
Leaves activity area without permissicin.
Scores high on the physical fitness test.
Easily distraqed.
Is well-cciordinated.
Disturbs classmates by making noise.
Is quiet during class time.
"Day dreams" often.
Follows directions.
Smiles frequently.
Often taps foot, or fingers.
Pays attention to assignments.
Performs s-tasks slowly.

Throws objects in class.
Performs skills well.
Talks out without permission.
Successful in athletics.
Talks to classmates often.
Annoys classmates.

Successful in intramurals.
Asks teacher questions.
Uses free time to practice skills.
Recognized by classmates for physical ability.
Walks around-gym during activity time.

2

W

2
w

La

, 2

z La

=1

2

0
2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Most Very Like A Uncle- A Unlike Very Most
like much me_ little coded little me much unlike
me like

me

like
me

unlike
me

unlike
me

me

Fig. 2 -35 The Formboord

Modified version of "The Behavioral 0-Sort As A Diagnostic
Tool," Roger Kroth, in Acedynk Therapy, Vol. 8, No. 3, Spring
1973, pp. 317-330.
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TAALE 2-7

BEHAVIORAL O-SORT RECORD FORM

Name of Subject Sex

Address Phone

School

Name of Examinee

Teacher

Date Tested

Date of Birth

^ Grade

Relationship to Child

Card
Na.

Column .

- _S-1,
Column

,

S2
D D2

1

2 ,
3

4

5

6
-

7

8

9 .

10

11

12.

13

14
,

'15

16'
.

,-

17

r.

18 t

19 .

20
.

21
i

22 .

.

23 , .
-

24
...

25

1 !bid

42
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An "r" (correlation) of 1.00 indicates a perfect rela-
tion between "real" and "ideal," or a well-adjusted child,
assuming the child is honest in his responses. The correla-
tion score provides,baseline information; it has no other
value. Following treatment intervention, the teacher
should readminister both tests and determine a Second "r"
score. With limitations, an increased correlation is reflec-
tive of an enhanced self-concept.

Test directions, wear attitude inventory./' PLEASE
READ CAREFULLY- Below you will find some. state-
ments about physical education. We would like to knbw
how you feel about each statement. You are asked. to-
consider phySieal education only from the standpoint of
its place as an activity cerufse taught during a regular class
period. No reference is intended in any statement to inter-
scholastic or intramural athletics. People differ widely in
the way they feel about each statement. There are no
right or wrong answers.

You have been. provided with a separate answer sheet
for recording your reaction to each statement. (1) Read
each statement carefully, (2) go to the answer sheet, and

(3) opposite the number of the statefrient place an "x" in
the square which is under the word (or words) which best
expresses your feeling about the statement. After reading

P
a statement you will knoW at once, in most cases, whether
you agree or disagree with the statement. If you agree,
then decide whether to place an "x" under "agree" or
"str,ongly agree." If you disagree, then decide whether to
place the "x" under the "disagree" or "strongly disagree."
In case you are undecided.. (or neutral) concerning Your
feeling about the statement, then place an' "x" under
"undecided.' Try to avoid placing an "x" under "unde-
cided" in very many instances.

Wherever possible, let, your own per nal experience
determine your answer Work rapidly, d not spend much
time on any statement. This is not a t t, but is simply' a
survey to determine how people feel about physical atten-
tion. Your answers will in.no way affect your grade in any
course In fact, we are mot interested in connecting any
person with any paper so please answer each statement
as you, actually feel about it. "Be sure to answer every
statement." (Administration forms and scoring procedures
are located in Appendix F).

(Courtesy of St Joseph's School for the Blind, Jersey City, New Jersey

C.L Wear, "Construction of Equivalent Forms of an Attitude
Scale," Research Quarterly, XXV, pp 113.119 (Courtesy of
AApiPER)

, '

r.

f
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CHAPTER.THAEE

T
____AssEssm Off PROCEDuRks

1

101

The assessment of performance is the second, step in the individualization of a program for students
with communication problems. Individual strengths and weaknesses can be determined only by the
proper diagnosis of pupil performance.

Unfortunately, teachers are taught to,diagnose perforplance almost solely on the basis of "product"
information (test scores), but lack,the observational skills to focus on the "process" information
provided by the child, namely how tie performs the specific task.

The Projett ACTIVE Teacher Training Program incorporates both appraisal strategies, objective and
subjective. Teachers aie trained, to assess "product" and "process" information so that they can compile
a complete "picture" of each child's periormance. This chapter provides a systematic 'procedure for
assessing pupil progress effectively and efficiency.

ASSESSMENT '
Partially-sighted or Blind

Objective aPlbraisal. Revietv all test data; note relative
strengths and weaknesses.

Subjective appraisal. Carefully observe student per-

formance during all testing. Recatd anecdotal remarks
that focys on the process hovi the child performs he
skill. Particularly observe how the child performs the tasks
of daily living. For example, record remarks'regarding the
blind subject's general posture (static and dynamic), pat-
tern of locomotion, and socialization with his or her peer
gawp. Fig. 3-1 T

5 t)

4

ure of Blind Student
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Hard-ofhearing or Deaf

ObjeCtive appraisal. Review all dbjective test data
(particularly tests of balance).

Subjective appraisal..Note mechanisms by which stu-

dent carries out test activities (e.g., position of head,
.movement of arms and body while maintaining balance on
beam.) Does he pick up his feet while walking, or tend to

..-,,shuffle? Is he generally graceful?

Autistic
Objective appraisal. Review the objective data from

any of the test items performed by the child. Does he

e mingle with other chiklren? Determine the time length.

-,Does he make "eye" or "physical" contact With others?
illetermine the time length. Record the number of Con-
versations per period.

vw

Fig. 3-2 Establishing "Eye"'Contaet with the Autistic
.

NOTES:

4

46

A

Subjective appraisal. Does the student seem friendlier?
Indicators could be facial expressions or tone of voice.
Does hi initiate conversations? Even if he shuns physical
contact, does he appear interested in activities?_

Aphasic

Objective appraisal., Review objective data from' all
tests.. Record the times the child is activelY involved in the
physical activity program upon first admittance to D&A.

Subjective appraisal. What is the students attitude dur-
ing class participatibn7 Does he enjoy activities? Would he

participate voluntarily? Does hi participate in any after-
school programs?

SUMMARY

The "key'P to a successful individualized prescriptive
Program is -the implemerttatioh-of- sound
cedures. Regardless of the instrument used, it ,is essential
that equal importance be given to the recordiripot the
"how" of pupil performance. At the present time, too
much emphasis is placed on "what" the student does.

4, Developing the ability to assess pupil performbnce sub-
jectively require/training designed specifically to cultivate
the teacher's observational powers. A successful technique

used in he Project ACTIVE Teacher Training Program is
to pair two teachers with one child during the testing \
periods. One teacher observes terminal behavior and
records the raw store, while the partner observes how-the
child performs the specilic components of the test and
records anecdotal remarks. After a period of time, the
teachers reverse their assignments. the end of each
session, the teachers discuss the total performance bf the

child on each task.

4

4. 4
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ASSESSMENT PROCESS

0
Medical Records

Cumulative Records

Special Services Conferences

Parent and Study Conference

Formative Evaluation
Informal observation

AZ'
jib' of performance based on

to
criterion-referenced testing

Otr

APPRAISAL

e

Summative Evaluation
Review results of all
objective test data

Fig. 3-3 Assessment Process

4

APPRAISAL
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PRESCRIPTION PROCEDURES
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CHAPTER FOUR

-.-

Previous chapters have suggested- guidelines for testing and assessing the performance of the visually,
auditorily, autistic, or aphasic child to provide the teacher with information necessary to preicribe an
individualized physical activity program. However, a prescriptive program cannot be presented in any
logical sequence because of the-diversity of the problems manifested by children with communication
disorders. Proper prescription requires that the teacher analyze each child's behavior and prescribe
accordingly. Each program shout focus equally °Roe child's dilabilitigs . .

Since there is a need for general prescriptive guidelines, particularly for-the practitibneil who has not
been exposed to the handicapped population, the following suggestions and student learning exper-
iences are pro4ided.

PRESCRIPTIVE GlicELINES

Visually Handicapped
. Movement exploration is beneficial in developing use
and control of the body. Body image, directionality, later-
ality, and special relationships should be included in the
program. .

Many of thest children do not have the slightest
cgelcePt -of how various sports are played. They do not
know how to dribble a basketball, swing a bat, or know
what various Oieces of equipment look like. Thus, there is

need for an initial orientation period in which the blind
student can develop his sense of touch (tactile) sid his
awareness of his bqdy parts in various positions (kines
thesis). Demoriitrations should be conducted on an indi-
Vidual basis. Skill teaching should be sequenced as follows:

1. The teacher or another student assumes the initial
body position.

2. The blind, studerit develops a tactile sensation of the
initial position $y exploring the performer's body posi-
tion with his hands.

3. The blind student assumes the initial position so that.
he can develop an awareness and a kinesthetic "feel"

for the position (with corrective feedback provided by
the demonstrator).

4. The same sequence is provided through the perform-
ance and termination phases of the skill.

Blind children tend to take shqFt, faltering steps
because of their fear of colliding with an object. Running

Fig. 4-1 Guidetvire Running
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with a partner will help to overcome this fear -and improve

the child's locomotor pattern and skilldevelopment. Once

the student has gained confidence, he should be provided

the experience of rung alone, first, by maintaining
hand contdct with a directional guidewire and finally by

being guided by verbal cues or an audible beeper.1 Robert

D. Mason of the American Junior Bowling Congress, has

devised two systems whereby the blind can bowl quite

successfully. The directions are as follows:2 --
-

A. Bowling with the "Rail"
1. Strike Ban Hook the crook of the elbow of the

guiding arm over the rail, adjust rail position so,..that

the ball is lined up with the center of the lane when

hanging at the side of the bowler in his delivery

hand. The rail will now remain in-this position for

all succeeding shots.

2. Left-side Spares #4-7 and 8 pins. Hook rail under

the arm pit of the guiding arm; this will line the

delivery_ arnsl_up with the_above pi

S. Right-side Spares #6.9 and 10 pins. Hold rail in

hand of guiding arm with the arm extended straight

out to the side parallel to the floor. This will line up

the delivery arm with the above pins.

4. Ceoiter Spares ,cleturn to the Strike or position
. This position will wirier the *1-2.3 and 5 pins.

B. BoWling withoot "Rail" Many blind INwlerscarefer

not to use the rail. Thite people use the ball return as a

starting position from which to adjust. This is accorty-

plished by resting the leg against the side of the pall

'Nreturn and then side stopping to gainthe proper posi-

tion for variou shots. Since the ball return is between

the two lanes in a match, this will entail using the

left' leg on the ght lane and the right leg on the lett

lane. It is y to develorka uniform side step. The

moves in this ethod are usually as follows: (Right
Lane) rest left leg against the- ball-return, Strike/Ball
and/or Center Spares two side steps to the right, Right

-side Spares, three side steps, to the right. Left -side'

Spares, one side step to the right. When using the left-

hand lane, the right leg will rest against the ball return.

The Strike Ball or Center Spare move will remain the

same, two side steps to the left. Left-hand Spares,

three side steps to the jeft. Right-hand Spares, one side

step to the left.

Assistance should be given the bowler when drying to

establish the proper length of side step. Then, the only

assistance necessary is to guide them to the lane. These

people develop a sense of hearing that can generally tell

them approximately how many pins have been knocked

down. Of course, assistance is needed to call out the pins

remaining. erne blind bowlers roll a hook ball, this

1Manufectured by the American Printing House for the Blind.

2 Robert D. Mason, American Junior Bowling Congress. Re-

printed by permission of AAHPER..
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creates an almost impossible problerh in picking up the #6

or:TO pins. Try to develop a stight ball with the thumb
of the bowling hand at about-, 2 o'clock at the titre of

delivery.
When teaching beginners, it is advisable to ;tend the

person at the,foul line in the proper position and deliver

the ball with just a pendulum swing and no steps. This

later can be developed into one; two, or three steps for an

approach. The shorter the lengti of the step, the easier it

is to maintain a straight line. /lolling the ball smoothly
and slowly in the beginning is of the utmost.importance,

for as soon as the ball is throadn, or rolled too hardrthe

person tends to pull the arm'across the body and angle the

ball.
Persons not tota(lly blind should stand about two feet

back of the foul line with the delivery arm in line With the

center or "big" dot on The floor at foul line. Make

sure that their shoulders are square to the foul line and

then let them roll over the center dot for the ike Ball

._..docLCentet_Soare,s the dot to the right of cent or the

,#3-6 combination or the 8-9, move to the 2nd dot

right of center for the #6 or;Ahe 6-10 combination or the

*8 pin, second dot to left of center for the #4 pin or the
4.7 combination: In Halifax, Nova Scotia, a man with

impaired .vision was observed Who refused any help; he

used a pair of field glasses to determine the pins that

remained steeting and then used the adjustment-method

explained above. His average is 130.

It is recommended that the partially-sighted or blind

student be .integrated in the regular physical education

program during appropriate -pats of instruction 'such as

wrestling, weight training, tumbling, gymnastids, and
swimOTIng.3 During team sports such as softball, basket-
ball, volleyball, and flag football, the student should be

scheduled in the D&A program.

Pig. 4-2 Skill Development through Tactile Exploration

3AngelorMontagnino, Jr., "Visually Handicapped Children Can

Be Integrated In Regular Physical Education Classes." New Jersey

Commission for the Blind.



Suggested teaching and safety cues, for working with
Or visually handicapped:
:kr

1. Require the partially :sighted to wear glass guards.
2. Standardize the placement of mats, barbells, apparatus,

and other equipment so that the blind student can
learn the layout and thus move around with con-
fidence.

3. Verbalize constantly and use other audible cues so that
the student can orient his body in the direction of the
sounds.

4. When teaching skills, emphasize strongly the develop-
- ment of the student's tactile and kinesthetic senses.

Hard-of-hearing or Deaf

Cooperative games and activities are important for the
auditorily handicapped students since they tend to have a
lOw frustration level and may be socially immature. Activ-
ities at the elementary level should focus on movement
exploration and a variety of balancing activities. The deaf
tend to be aggressive and will readily accept competitive
activities. Auditortly handicapped children can participate
in most athletic activities and games but not in those skills
or stunts which require the ability to orient the body in
space. For example, tumbling skills and stunts in the
supine or prone position are contraindicated.

Suggested teaching and safety cues for workingSwith
tithe auditorily handicapped;
1. Provide printed rules, regulations, and scoring pro-

cedures.

2. Always face the student when talking.
3. Provide a "buddy" during game situations so that he
--. can alert the deaf student when the whistle blows.
4. Be wary of permitting the student to climb the gym

rope or perform on'apparatus that is above floor level.
5. Becomt conversant with hearing aids; learn how to

change batteries and check for a proper fit to avoid
irritations.

Autism

General prescriptive suggestions would include the pro-
vision bf a variety of movement education experiences.
The teaching method used should incorporate the follow-
ing features:
1. Make the learning experiences simple and concrete.
2. Use gentle persuasion to insure performance of the act.
3. Reinforce immediately the most minute accom-

plishment.
4. Have the child perform the act accomplished repeat-

sedly until he has "ihternalized" the skill.
5. Vary the skill constantly so that motor patterns are

learned rather-than discrete motor ski //s
6. Once the skill n learned use the still in an activity in

which the child and teacher perform together Eventu
ally try to involve other children also

_ Aphasic

The aphasic child unable to communicate because of
either motor or receptive aphasia should receive special
attention.

The teaching method should include, as a major tech-
nique, demonstration by the teacher qr teacher assistant.

The aphasic child marnot understdrid verbal directions
but is able to duplicate physical activities that he sees.

Repetition with tactile and kinesthetic cues will help
establish the skills.

Reinforcement and further training will enhance skill
retention.

Student Learning Experiences

1. Devise and Participate in Verbally-Guided Throwing-
Test and Games for the Partially-sighted or Blind
Student, Grades K-12.

Teacher's Role.

a Explain and demonstrate ':kinesthesis" (an aware-
._ness of the body Parts in various positions) and how

its development can aid the partially-sighted or
blind student.

b. Explain and demonstrate "laterality" (left-right
concepts) and how its development can aid the
partiallysighted or blind student.

c. Ciplain and demonstrate directionality.and how its
development can aid the partially-sighted or blind
student.

d. Explain and demonstrate spatial relationship and
how its development can aicrthe partially- 'sighted or
blind student.

e. Review use of the motor ability target-throwing
test.

f. Pair sighted-students with the non-sighted for test-
ing purposes.

Student's Role.
The sighted student is to:
a. Review testing jnd scoring procedure for adminis

tering the motor ability target-throwing test.
b. Provide verbal feedback for each of his partially.

sighted or blind partner's attempts (10). For

example, if the object strikes low to the left, he
should comment, "Raise the next attempt slightly
upward and to the Right."

c. Record his partner's total score for ten attempts
(pre-test).

d. Participate with his partner in other verbally-guided
games.

e. 'Administer post-test at periodic intervals and note
progress.

f. Participate with his partner in games and activities
to strengthen laterality concepts.

g. Participate with his partner in games and activities
to strengthen directionality concepts.
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h. Participate with his partner in games and activities
to strenghthen spatial relationship concepts.

The partially- sighted or blind student is to:
,a. ,Perform the test as directed, while concentrating on

verbal clues.
b. Attempt to "feel" the arm and hand position as his

accuracy improves.
c. rticipate in other verbally-guided games for

concepts:
terality, directionality and spatial relationship

con
d. Attempt to throw accurately at the target, using

only the kinesthetiC "feel" of the arm and hand
position.

2. Devise and Participate in Verbally and Sound-guided
Running.

a. If children are aNaehensive, initial runs may be
made using a line with a movable handle to guide
the child.

b. The blind student runs 25 yards (verbally-guided) in
a lane 36 inches wide. A sighted partner helps the
runner stay in the lane by voice cues (e.g., "lean -
left" or "lean right").

c. The blind student is guided only by voice or clap-
ping of a sighted partner, with no other verbal cues.

3. Devise and Participate in other Verbally-Guided Tests
and Activities for the Partially-sighted or-Blind Stu-
dent, Giades 3-12.

Teacher's Role

a. Devise tests and games for the blind student in
grades K-8.

b Assist and guide the partner in developing tests and
devising games that enhance the blind or partially-
sighted student's kinesthetic 'performance, grades
9.12

Student's Role.
The sightedstudent is to
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a. Devise tests and games to assess and Rnprove the
partner's abilit o perform skills that involve moVe-
ment such as tum ng, and proper body mechanics,

bowling, etc., grades 12 Iv g., bowling via use of
the auditory goal-locate

b. Participate with his p rtner in track and field
events, tumbling gymna ics, wrestling, swimming,
and weight training.

c*iireassess partner's performance at periodic intervals.

The penally-sighted or blind student is to
a Perform all tests and games as directed, while focus-

ing on the verbal, kinesthetic, and tactile cues.'
b. Endeavor to develop kinesthetic and tactile abilities

to the extent that he can perform the skills without
verbal assistance.

Safety factor for the Blind: The teacher should use a
specific signal-such as a special bell or whistle, that means
stop all activity" immediately and remain motionless.

4. Devise and Participate in Tests and Games for the
Hard-of-,Ilearing or Deaf Student, &adea

Teacher's Role.

a. Administer the balance, postural orientation, and
ocular pursuit test items from the Motor 'Ability
Test Battery to students in Fades K -8. (Refer to
Ocular Pursuit Test cited below.)

Ocular Pursuit Test:

Monocularity, Binocularity, Convergence Test Des-
cription: --
Holding a pencil 20-24" from the subject's eyes, the
instructor moves the pencil horizontally, vertically,
diagonally, (both directions) and in a circle. The
subject is requested to follow the movements with
both eyes, without moving his head. (Move pendP.
in 18" arc with head as center of circle).

Assessment

tracking horizontally jerky pattern

tracking vertically midline problem

tracking diagonally loses object

tracking circle lazy eye

Remarks:

b. Devise games to enhance factors listed in "a" above.
c. Print or type rules of the games.
d. Demonstrate rules of games.
e. Parr the deaf students with students that do not

have a communication disorder, grades 9-12
f. Assist and guide partners in developing tests 'and

devising games that enhance the deaf student's
balance, postural orientation_,4 visual scanning
ability.

Student's Role.
The partner is to-
a. Devise tests and games to assess and improve the

deaf students balance antf use of his eyes.
b. Notify his buddy "when play. ends" during team

games.
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III
The Hard-of-holing or Deaf student is to:

. a. Perform all tests and games as directed, while con.
. centrating on developing his kinesthetic and visual

apparatus.

Safety factor for the Deaf: The teacher should use a spe-
cial signal, (such as, turning off gym lights to indicate that
all students immediately stop all activity and face front of
gym.

4. Devise and Participate in Games and Activities for the
Autistic Child, Grades K-12.

Teacher's Ro/e.
a. Explain and demonstrate various games acid activi-

ties to strengthen weaknesses indicated on the
physical fitness and motor ability evaluations.

b. Explain and demonstrate activ that the child
f . nay like in order to gain his c fidence.

c Review use of the physical fitness and motor ability
evaluations

Student's Role-
The Autistic child is to
a. Perform the test as directed, while focusing on the

verbal, kinesthetic, and tactile cues
b. Endeavor to develop skills and activities 'to the

extent he can perform without verbal assistance.

v.

)

--(Courtesy o

,,....-,

SUMMARY

The implementation of an individualized physical edu-
cation program that will benefit the child with communi-
cation problems requires . a close working relationship
between the physical educator, the school nurse, the
learning disability specialist and the family physician. The
following suggestions will aid the teachers in the attain-
ment of that goal.

1. Obtain parental and medical approval for student in-
volvement in the adapted physical education program.

2. Obtain a list of approied activities.
3. Review the student's medical and academic records.
4. Administer appropriate pre-test instrument to gather

additional baseline information.
5. Prescribe an instrictiorial program based on all infor-

mation collected. (A recommended teaching strategy is
to strengthen those sensory modalities that have not
been impaired to compensate for the handicapping
condition which is manifested. For example, over-
develop the blind child's ability to hear, feel, and
orient his body in space.)

.6. Counsel the `student and explain the values to be de-
rived from participating in the recommended exercises.

7. Integrate the student in the regular physical education
classes whenever the activity and physical environment
are appropriate. `

In

seph's School for the Blind, Jersey City, New Jersey 1
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A

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Previous chapters have focused on gathering baseline informatipn, assessing perforMance and pre-
scribing activities. This chapter evaluates student progress-ft the end of a specific block of time so that a
decision can be made regarding subsequent programming. Evaluation differs from assessment in that
"assessment" implies the constant gathering of "process" information so that the prescription can be
modified as needed; whereas "evaluation" is viewed as the gathering of "product", or terminal infor-
mation so that an adminitrative decision can be made.

The first section of this chapter provides suggested guidelfhes for ascertaining whether a student
should:

1. Be returned to the unrestricted program.
2. Continue in the Developmental Program with the same prescaption.
3. Continue in the DevelopmentafOrogram with a modified prescription.
4. Be scheduled in the unrestricted program and the Developmental Program.

'Other sections describe a procedure for informing parents of their child's progress and provides a
summary of the TAPE process based on an actual case study.

SUGGESTED EVALUATIVE GUIDELINES1

To evaluate pupil,progress properly, it is necessary to
review all data collected.- The evaluation should be.con-
ducted every nine weeks. At each -terminal periad, the
teacher should:

1. Rpadminister the Township of Ocean Motor Ability
and Physical Fitness Tests.

2. Compute MAI's and PFI's
3. Readminister all other appropriate informal test in-

struments
4. Record anecdotal remarks regarding process changes
5. Compare the pre- and ;3°h-test objective and subjective

appraisals.

The teacher should always recognize the fact that evaluation
ts.a continuous process and cannot he restricted to a precise test
ing schedule It might be advisable to retest a student prior to the
Pre-planned schedule because of his performance An interim evai'
uatiOn ensures that the individual prescriptive process is being
implemented to the fullest extent

If a student achieves an MAI or PH score of 50 or
more, with no single component stanine score le less than
4, he is to be released from the D&A program. If these
minimal standards are not achieved, further evaluation is
necessary. Attempt to discern whether thg lack of im-
piovement was attributable to improper prescription.' If
this is the case, determine why the prescriptive tasks did
not improve performance. Were the tasks too easy, too
difficult, not performed correctly, or not practiced iuf-
ficiently7 Represcribe to correct the problem. If the prob-
lem is attributable to poor motivation, then prescribe
other tasks which focus on the same factors, but may be
more appealing to the student. (See Chapter VI for
sequential tasks.I Other approaches to solving the motive-
von problem: rake the tasks more meaningful by having
students test one another; record their daily progress; and
use any other comparable strategy which enables the
pupils to note the concrete benefits derived therefrom.

If the student has not achieved the appropriate MAI or
PF I score, but shows steady progress toward his goal the
teacher may elect to continue the present prescriptive pro-
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TABLE, 5-1 .

MOTOR ABILITY PROGRESS PROFILE
(Courtesy of the Township of Ocean School District)

'TEACHER COMMENTS

our child has completed nine weeks in our Adapted
Physical Education program. However his retrogression in
balance (from 90" to 65") suggests he would benefit from
continuation in the program.

His performance may, be attributable to an inner ear prob-
lem. It is recommended that you have your son checked
by your family physician to ascertain whether a problem
exists and/or activities he wants prescribed.

PARENTAL COMMENTS

PARENT'S SIGNATURE PUPIL John Doe

PARENT WISHES CONFERENCE YES GRADE 3' YEAR 1974

4

67

No CLASSROOM TEACHER Mrs. F. June Graf'
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TEST ITEM

Gross Body Coordination
1. Walk
2. Creep

3,, Climb-stairs
4. Skip
5.Atacch-in-place

_. 40, Total Maximum Points

)3alance ind Postural Orientatio#n

1. Tapered balance beam walk

Eye acid Hand CdOMination
1. Ca..11) ,

2. Ball bounce and catch
3. Touch ball swinging laterally
4. Touch ball swinging fore and aft
5. Bat ball with hand
6. Bat ball with bat

Total Maximum Points'
1

Eye and Hand Accuracy
1. Throw right hand
2. Throw left hand

41 Total Maximum Points

Eye and Foot Accuracy
1. Kick right foot
2. Kick left foot

Total Maximum Points

HIGHEST
POSSIBLE SCORE,

PR E-TEST,

YOUR CHILD'S
SCORE

POST-TEST

YOUR CHILD'S
. ,

SCOR E
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2
2
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Case Study: John, a hard-of-hearing student, was
referred for testing by his classroom teacher who noticed
he had exfreme difficulty orienting his body pcisturally
during various class activities. Upon being tested by the
D&A, teacher, John scored a 90 on the tapered balance
beam test.

John's prescriptign focused on gross body coordina-
tion, eye-hand coordination, eye-foot accuracy, and
balance-posture orientattri, items in which he scored very
low on the test. After nine weeks John was reteited. It
was noted thak: his gross body coordination scores im-
proved significant(y; however, his balance-postural orien-
tation retrogres .,As a reset-of his performancq, John's
progress report ggested that since his balance - posture
orientation did not i?nprove durinijthe nit-I-week period,

41 center.perhaps it would be advisable to have his bala ing nter

in the inner ear checked by the family ysician. A
,67hange in prescription was implemented with activities

,
focused on John's balance-posture orientation. After nine '-.

4

a

more weeks'aohn was tested a third time His score on
static and dynamic balance rose to 120. Upon the tecom-,,
mendation of the D&A teacher, Joh% wax released fromj
the program.

John's case study demonstrates a synthesis of the in-
dividualization of a motor activity program via the TAPE
process. The prodess involves:

-y-

SUMMARY OF THE TAPE PROCESS

The sequence th4 teacher uses for individualizing in-.

struction involves:

T Testing tt/student to gather Wieling data'
A Assessing tilt individuafperformance of the student
P . Prescribing a sequentially developed program of indi-

fA.
vidualized activities

E Evaluating student progress at periodic Intervals,

(Courtesy of St. Joseph's School for the Blind, Jersfy City. New Jersey.) ti

. .
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RESOURCE TASKS AND ACTIVITIES
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CHAPTER SIX' 9

.1

I

RESOURCE TASKS AND ACTIVITIES'

The tasks and activities'in this chapter are structured to providt a cluster of student learning
experiences that will enhance the performance of students with communication problems. The chapter
includes' sections which provide a variety of activities addressed to the following Motor and p ysical
factors:

Gross Body Coordination
Balance and Postural Orientation
Eye-Hand Coordination
Eye-Hand Accuracy
Eye-Foo ccuracy
Arm a Shoulder Strength
ethcf final Strength
txplosive Leg Power
CardiorespiratoN Endurance

,

As the teacher identifies deficiencies; he need only refer to the-appropriate section for riptive
tasks. Although an effort hat been made to sequence the tasks from the,simple to the complex, they
shbuld be used with discr@tion. The unique needs of each learner may necessitate modifications of
either the tasks, or their sequential arrangements. The overriding concern of the educator is to select
and prescribe-those tasks that will enable each individual to achieve success. (See Appendix G for
supply and equirent needs necessary for Program implementation.)

,

GROSS BODY COORDINATION ing, crawling, walking, and hopping. The specific gross,
motor skills presented to enhance individual performance

.('cross body coordination ishe ability Alf ttie child to are walking, creeping, marching -in- place, stair climbing,
perfoim specific overall body movements sLictiNas creep- and skipping.

I ,

1The ii'tasks and activities proented have not been grouped for each handicapping candttoon to avoid repetitiously presenting the
tsame expertences.

_
Thin. the teachg should select the act deemed al:spropriate for each child

. -

.?,
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'Fill. 1 Walk

Fig. 3 Mai eh-In-Place

1. Name: Know Your Body
Equipment: None
Description.: Ask the child to point to the parts of the
body (i.e., the fbot, ball of the foot, the toes, the arch,
gilt arm, right leg, left arm, left ankle, riga ankle, left

la.e, and rignt knee).
Teaching. Hints:

Incorporate identification of various parts of the.
boll!, into game such as "Simple Simon Says," (

2. Name: Walking Forward On A Straight Line of Mats'
Equipment: Six one-foot square ,rubbermats, '4 inch
diameter circle painted in the'center of each square,

Fig. 4 Stair-Climb*

04. 6 Walking Forward on Straight Line of Mats

Description: Place mats abdut six infipet apart. H,ave
the chiki.step in the center of each mat in sequence.
untikall six mats have been stippedon. Indicate which
foot to start with.
Teaching Hints:

Space mats-kcording to the size of the.children.

Use differenf corored mats.

1 HAI Bud Fredertcks. et al The Teiching gesearch Motor-
Development Scale: For Moderately and Severely Retarded
ohildren.p: 12
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Fig2 Creep

Fig. S Skip, *.

If mats are not available, use any material to con-
struct square such as tape, paper, white shoe polish,

etc.
If the child haiirouble differentiating left-from
righf, mark L for left foot and R for right foot.
Have the child walk back;lmard using same pattern.

. _

3. ,Name: For.var,ci on Staggered Mats*

,'Equipment: Same as above. . .

Description: Place mats in stagge;ed -order. Sartie prd-
cedureas previous task except that stePs. are not* ip
line,
Teaching Hints:

Same as above.

Fig, 7 Walking Forivard oil Staggered Mats

4. Name: Walking For-Ward on Footprints
Equipment: Make footprints out of whatever materials
are avtilable.
Description: Space footprints in desired pattern for the
child to follow. Demonstrate, then have thg child per-
form walking.

2/bid, p.13.



Teaching Hints:
Chalk or white shot polich can be used to diagram
footprints.
Letter footprints L for left' foot and II foNight
foot.
Have the child walk backwards.
Change pattern Example, semi-circle, circle, space
footprints further apart: etc.
Change footprints to stepping stones, bear tracks,
etc.

5. Name: Walking Fortkiard
Equipment: Straight line(s) approximately one inch
wide.
Description: Have student walk forward on a straight
line which is on the floor. The lerth of the line is
predetermined by. the teacher. ;

.Teaching Hints:
a Use existing lines on gym floor.

Use appropriate tape, white shbe polis r chalk to
construct 'lines if there are no existing lines on the
floor.
If the child has difficulty with walking on one in ch
line, use a wider line.
Have the student walk backward along the line.

6. Name: Knee Walking
Equipment. Small.rubber pads..
Description:Children assume knee position. Spacirub-
ber mats so that each child can walk on pads using
knees.

Teaching Hints-
Use' different color pads.
Use R for right knee and L for left knee when
needed. '

Use child's imagination by traveling through woods,
stepping stones over water, etd.

7. Name; Creeping with Handprints
, Equipment. Handprints made out of Whatever material

is accessible.
Description. Have the child assume hands and knees
position (creeping stancp). Space handprints in desired
pattern for chid

A Teaching I-lints
Use imaginatig Caling 'out the pattern for

'

children.
Constfbct path thrOligh simple obstacle course (e g.,
a tunnel, low fence to'go under, slight incline, slight
decline, etc

V '

)4,
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rig: 8 Obstacle Course

c.

8. Name: Directional Creeping
Equiprhent: Mat
Description: Child assumes hands and knees position
(creeping stance) and follows directions df the teacher. -
Base directions on what the child understands and can
perform.
Teaching Hints:

,Be safety conscious. .
Make student(s) safety conscious.

9. Name: Bear Walk
Equipment: Mat
Description: Child assumes hands and knees position.
Signal child to move like a bear. Have the child move
right In and right arm and then left leg and left arm.
Walk slowly and stress to the child that he is a bear.
Teaching Hints:

Use child's imaginatign: for example, walking
through the woods.

10. _Name: Creeping BatkViard and Sideward
Equipment: Mat -

.....- ....

Description: Child assumes creeping position. demon-
strite how to move backward. Have the child move
backward. 'Demonstrate how to move sidewards. Have
the child move sidewards.
Teaching Hints:

Observe a i record homolateral and bilateral prob-
lems, i.e.; rdinating the use of the extremities on
the same side and opposite sides of thebody.

11. Name: Creeping Through Obstacte.Course.
Desicription: Use tunnel (rolled up mat), slant board,
stepping stones, winding path, circle path, etc: Child
assumes and moves in -a creeping position through the
obstacle course.
Teaching Hints:

Vary methods used, for example, creep forward,
backward crawling,rolling, etc.

12. Name: Marching-in-Place
Equipment; Record or musical instrument:
Description: Explain and demonstrate how to march-
inplace. Have the child resi%nd as follows:

'e Stand' up/straight.
Lift left leg .up, hip high, then place left leg on
floor.
Lift right leg up.%hip high, then place right leg on
floor. .

Up with the left leg a nd down with the let teg.
Up right leg on count of one, and dOwn on count of
two.
Up left leg on count of three and down
four

Teaching Hints
Use slow and fast cadence.
Have children run in place, then slow down.
Tell boys they are football players getting in shape4 4r

:4' Tell gals they areliracticihg-cheerleading.

an count of

11 L
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13. Name; Clim bing Stairs
Equipment: Stairs, bench, gymna.sium leachers.
Description: Explain and demonstrate how to climb
stairs. Have the child respond as follows

Stand up straight.
Raise right arm and left leg, and plant left foot on
landing of first stair.
Raise left arm and right leg, and plant right leg op
landing of second.step.
Continue until all stairs have been completed.
Have the student climb down the stairs.

Teaching Hints:
Stress the use of all four limbs.
Have the child learn to pull up with arms and push
with legs.
Have the child climb in a straight line and keep his
body in the direction of the climb.

14. Name: How Many Ways Cast We Walk?
Equipment. Norie
Description. 'Arrange the children in any formation
(e.g., circle, line, or at random). Caution children to
avoid colliding with other childrehAsk the children,
"How many different ways can we walk?" Ask the
children to:

Wally anywhere -in the gymnasium.without touching
anyone.
Walk backward anywhere in the gymnasium with-
out touching anyone.
Walk as if you are happy.
Walk as if you are.sad.
Walk very quietly.
Walk as if yoU are carrying a big heavy box.
Walk as if you are barefoot walking on hot sand.
Walk as if are barefoot and ylalk ing on pebbles.

Walk up a steep hill.
Walk on your toes.
Wajk moving your arms like a bird. t*
Walk making yOurself as big.as you can.

Teaching Hints:
Be safety conscious. Remind the children to be
careful and watchful of others.
Have children work in pairs, then in groups of vary-

ing ages.
Have children think up other ways of walking.
Devise additional walking variations

15. Name: Ways to Skip
Equipment: Record or musical instrument
Description`. Arrange the class in the formation desired
(i.e., circle, hair or random formation). Ask the chit
dren to

Skip around the roorh without touching anyone

Skip backwards,'
Skip sidewards
Skip as if you are carrying a large package.

Skip quietly.
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Skip slowly.
Skip with arms held tight to your side.

Teaching Hints:
The same hints as suggested for No. 14. The activi-
ties suggested for walking and skipping are classified':

as movement exploration. Additional movement ex-
ploration ideas can be found by referring to Basic

MoVement Education for Children.
1

16. Name: Mystery Object2
Equipmeht: Mystery Object e.g., large stuffed

animal, cardboard box, etc.
Description: Instruct student to get in crawlingposi-
tion on hands and knees. Have student search for
mystery object. Some students may require a sound

'-

clue to locate ob' ut frustration.
Teething Hin

This activity works well with a group. See who can
be first to locate the mystery object.

17. Name: Crawling, Auditory Sound
Equipment: Audilocator, cassette tape recorder or
transistor radio.
Description: Instruct student to get in crawling posi-
tion on hands and knees. Have student crawl to source
of sound. Student should move independently.
Teaching Hints:

This activity works well with a group. See who can
be first to locate sound.

Fig. 9 Crawling, Auditory Sound

Fig. 10 Knee Walking

1 Bonnie L Gilliom, Basic Movement Education for Children
Rationale and Teaching Units. Unit 3, pp 133-180.

2Tasks 16.26 were developed by Maureen Murphy, St Joseph's
School for the Blind. Jersey City, N.J. (fiermission to pubiish
granted.)



18. Name: Knee Walking

Equipment: Gym mats
Description; Place two gym mats together lengthwise.
Have student kneel on rug with back straight and head
upright. Instruct-student to walk on knees tg. end of
mats.

Teaching Hints:

Motivation 4iciu Id be provided by placing a "surprise"
at the end ',the mat a raisin, toy, or other object of
value to the student. This activity may also be done in
competition with another student a knee walking
race. Students should be orientated to the end of the
mats through sound e.g., audi-locator, bell, clapping,
or teacher's voice.

19. Name: Cross Lateral Walking

Equipment. Strip of rug approximately 3 feet wide to
cover length of auditorium.
Description: Instruct student to remove shoes and
socks. With an adult on each side of student, instruct--
student to walk the length of the rug. Adults lightly
hold wrists of student and coordinate swing -of arms
with let movements. Left foot forward, right arm for-
ward, etc.
Teaching Hints:
This activity is meant to enable the studenf to experi-
ence a free flowing movement pattern in a space which
he can trust. After several practice sessions, encourage
the student to walk the length of the rug independ-
entlyWhile keeping up a steady rhythril. In addition to
the rug, a student may be orientated to a sound at the
end of the rug. '

20. Name: Alternate ArmSwing
Equipment: None
Description: Student stands with back against wall.
Arms should be hanging freely at sides, palms touching
wall. Instructor stands facing the student. -While hold-.
ing the student's wrists, the instructor establishes the
rhythm of alternately.s;ving arms, saying "swing right

. swing left" as arms swing- forward. As arms swing
back, palms should tap wall. When the student has
become familiar with the activity, the instructor
should establish the rhythm with verbal direction only.
Teaching Hints:
It is important that this activity be done in contact
wpb the wall since it provides the necessary feedback

movement.

21. Narrte: Running With A Buddy
Equipment: None
Description: Epch student is paired with an adult for a
"part race." Student should hold the hand or upper
arm of the adult with whom, he is paired. Partners are
instructed to run towards the sound of the leader's
hand clapping.
Teaching Hints:
This is,a good group activity. By running with a sighted

1b

1
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adult the student is able to experience the speed and
free flaw of movement involved in "normal" running.

The adult's movement assures the student that the en-
vironment is alafe one in which-to run.

22. Name: Running, AuditOry Cue

-Equipment: Strip of rug stretching across width of
auditorium.

Description: Instruct students to assemble at one end
of the room. Leader stands.at other end of room be-.
hind strip of rug and instructs students to run towards
his/her voice until their feet touch the rug.
Teaching Hints:

This activity should follow the one of pinning with a -
partner. This is a godd group activity running race.

23. Name: Movement to Sound

Equipment: Percussion instrument fb establish rhythm
e.g., drum, triangle, guitar.

Description: Have students listen to rhythms for walk-
ing, running, and jumping. At fist, instructor should
identify rhythm for student e.g., "Listen to the
walking music: Walk towards the music."' Once the
students can identify the movement to be made for
each' rhythm place rhythms in sequence walking,
running, jumping in various combinations. Students
should shift movement according to rhythm heard.
Teaching Hinti:
This is a good group activity. Students may-require
verbal reinforcement to know what movement is re-
quired by each rhythm.

24. Name: Unilateral Movement
Equipment: None
Description: Student lies on back with. arms at sides
and feet together. Student is instructed to move one
whole side e.g., right leg and right arm.
Teaching Hints:
Student should be 4Isisted in any Way necessary in
order that the correct response be made e.g., pro-
gramming the correct movement, providing tactual
clues, and holding down opposite side. Two aduks may
be necessary for tflis activity. t.
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Fig. 12

25. Name: Bilateral Movement
Equipment: None
Description: Student lies on back with arms at sides

and feet together. Instructor holds feet of student and

moves them apart and together establishing a rhythm

and verbalizing, "out and in.* After sufficient practice
student performs activity independently- to instructor's
commands. Follow same procedure with arms, moving
them until hands meet together over-head. Finally

combine arm and )eg movements. . -

26. Name: Cross Lateral Movement
Equipment: None
Description: Student lies on back with arms at sides
and feet together. Student is instructed to move left

leg and right arm. Student is instructed to move right
..leg and left arm.

Teachipg Hints:
Student should be assisted in any way necessary in
order that the correct response be made e.g., pro -

am the correct movement, providing tactile
s, and holding -dol,lin limbs that are to remain sta-

ary. Two adults may be necessary for this activity.

Fig. 14

BALANCE POSTURAL ORIENTATION

Balance is the ability of the child to sustain control of
his body when using both sides simultaneously, indi-

viduallt or alternately.
If a child has good balance, his body can act in an

integrated manner, freeing his mind to concentrate_on ab-

stract matters,

Fig. 15 Balance Two Feet One Foot

1. Name: Line Stand
Equipment: Line tape on floor.
Description: Child stands on a line with feet apart and
parallel. Stands on line, feet and heels together.

Teaching-411nm
FoOt positions may be drawn on floor with/chalk.

2. Name: Seated Balance
Equipment: Mat
Description: Child sits legs out, arms resting on thighs.
Student should be made to maintain seated balance for
increasingly longer periods of time.

Teaching Hints:
Teacher may help the student into balance position.

3. Name: Push Balance
Equipment: Mat
Description: Child in sitting position, hands resting on

_
thighs. Gently push the child off balance in each ,i-

rection. Childregaini balance.
Teaching Hints: .

Stress shifting body weight to maintain control.

4. Name: Hands, Knees, and Toes Balance

Equipment: Mat
Description.

Hands knees toes Pouching Alat (six point

balance./- -
5-point balance by removing one hand.
Remove one Ciand?nd one knee (same side.
Remove one hid and one knee (opposite side.
Remove one hind, one knee, one-toe (opposite side

same side.

. ,
1

.

William T. Braley, Dail), Sensortmotor Tramtng Achvities. p.
)
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Teaching Hints:

Start with simple balance (6 point) and gradually
make the task more complex by reducing the points
of body contact.

' Fig. 16 Six-Point Balance

5. Name: Heel-Toe-Balance
Equipment: Tape or white shoe

Description: Child stands on a line with the toe of one
foot touching the heel of the other foot. 1'

Teaching lints:
Start b using an imaginary line.

6. Narne:;DitToe-Balance' ,

EquipmeSt: Mat
Description: From a standing position, the child raises
up on toes. Repeat to see how long the child can main-
tain the balanced position.
Teaching Hints:

Child must-have muscle strength to be able to hold
balanced position.

7. Naine: Step-Through Balance
Equipment: Hula hoop
Description: Child holds a hula hoop in front of him
with both hands; steps one foot at a time into the
hoop, and brings the hoop up and overhead.
Teaching Hints:

Initial attempts should be performed on a mat.

8. Name: Elephant Walk
Equipment: Mats
Description: Child bends forward from the waist, arms
hang limy, hands clasped. Walks forward by taking
large steps.

41111i Teaching Hints

Place three or four mats in a line for a longer
balance walk. .

9. Name: Egyptian Balance
Equipment: None
Description: Child stands feet together., arms straight
out, with palms touching. Raises one leg until parallel
to floor. Holds Position as long as possible.
Teaching Hints:

Raiied foot cannot touch opposite leg: Try first
attempt with eyes open.
Stress body weight is to be shifted to support leg
Stress balancing on right and left foot.

rig. 17 Egyptian Balance

10. Name: Ladder Walks 1

Equipment: Ladder and mats-
Description: Lay ladder flat on floor.

Child walks forward with one foot
the ladder.
Walks forwa o right side of ladder.
Walks forwar left side of ladder.
Walks forward, stepping in the spaces between the
rungs.

TeachineHints:
Instructor may have to help the child by holding his
hand and walking him through activity.

11. Nime: Jump and Turn
Equipment: Mat
Description: Child stands feet together, jumps up, and
lands on both feet.1

Child jumps p and lands on one foot.
Jumps up and does one quarter turn, and lands on
both feet.
Jumps up and does one half turn, and lands on both
feet.

Teaching Hints:
Instructor may

,with ihim.

Tape marks on floor will alb with one quarter and
one half turns.

12. Name: One Foot Balance
Equipment: Mat
Description: Child stands on one foot. Holds position
for five .seconds. Vary tasks eyes opened and eyes
closed.-
Teaching Hints:

Change feet.

Use arms to help with balance.

13. Name: "V" Sit
Equipment: Mat

efiild sits on mat, raises hands and feet off mat,
holding balance.

on each side of

hold hands of the child and jurAp

.

1W ahem T Braley et al Daily Sensorimotor Activities,
P40.
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--Child sits on mat with legs raised and knees straight.
Keeps arms straight out and pointed toward toes.
Locates balance position and holds as long as pos-'

sible.
Teaching Hints:

Teacher may assist the child to find balanced posi-

tion.

Fig. 18 "V" Sit

14. Name: T" Balance
Equipment: Mat
Description: Child stands on one foot with other leg
out behind. Bends forward from waist with arms out
front. Holds position.
Teaching Hints:

If too difficult to be accomplished on mat, try on
gym floor, but be sure to have a spotter.
Stress balancing on right and left foot.

Fig. 19 "'V' Balance

15. Name: Jump and Balance'
Equipment: Bench and mat
Description: child jumps from low bench and tries to
maintain balance upon landing.

Jump and land in area.

Teaching Hints:
Teacher may hold the child's hand during the jump
if necessary.

L

Fig. 20 Jump and Balance

16. Name: Goss -Over Walk
Equipment; None
Description:

Child stands and slides right foot to side, then slides
left foot to right. Always keeps right foirt leading.
Child slides left foot to side, then slides right foot
to left. Always keeps left foot leading.
Child crosses left fOot in front of right and con-
tinues walking. Always bringing left foot in front.
Child crosses right foot in front of left and con-
tinuts walking: Always keeping right foot in front.

Teaching Hints:
Have the child perform the tasks with eyes open.
Increase the difficulty level by having the tasks per-

formed with eyes closed.

Fig. 21. Cross-Over Walk

17. Name: Walking Activities Involving Balince
Equipment: White shoe polish, lta!loons, plastic bowl-

' ing pins, beanbags, and chalkboarderasers:
Description: Put. a series of circles down on the flock
with white she polish and have the child walk through'
the row of circles putting his foot squarely in the mid-
dle of each circle. The circles should be about six
inches in diameter.
Tasks:

0 0 0 0 0
F. 22 Walk Through Circles

Walk backward through the circles on your tip toes,
keeping your arms out for balance and looking to
see where you are going.
Walk backward and place each foot squarely in the
middle of each circle."
Walk through the circles and at the same time keep
batting a balloon on the air over your head.

/ 9



Walk through the circles with a beanbag on top of
your head.

Walk forward and backward through the circles on
A.

A

your tip toes with a beanbag on your head.
Walk through the circles, stop and balance on one

-- foot, and pick up an object that has been placed on
one of the circles.
Stand on one of the circles and perform a "T" bal-
ance.

Stand on one circle and-pick up an object, while
performing a "T" balance.
Stand on one circle and balance yourself on one
foot, while .touching your raised, outstretched leg
-with both hinds.

Teaching Hints:

Focus eyes on the task.

Hold arms outstretched to, naintain balance.
Perform tasks slowly.
Maintain proper body position at all times.

Fig. 23 Picking Up An Object

Fig. 24 Balance: Touch Leg

18. Name: Walking Activities on a Balance Beam
Equipment: Balance beam, balloons, plastic
pins, chalkboard erasers, beanbags
Description:

Walk across the balance beam.

Walk across the balance beam on your tip toes.
Walk backward across the balance beam
Walk backward across the balance beam on your tip

toes.
Walk across the balance beam and at the same time
keep batting a balloon in the air over your head
W back *ard across the balance beam and at the
s e time keep batting a balloon in the air over
y head

Wa forward and backwargracross the beam with
your hands held behind yoNr head,

Fig. 25 Balance Beam

Fig. 26 Walking Activities on Balance Beam
-

Walk to- the middle of the balance beam, stand on
one foot, reach over and pick up an object.
Walk to the middle of thealance beam and pick
up an object that is lying on the beam and walk
backward to the end of the beam.
Walk across the beam stepping over objects placed
at various intervals on the beam.
Walk across the beam with an object on your head.
Walk backward across the beam with an object on
your head.
Stand on one leg in the middle of-the balance beam
with an object on your head for ten seconds.

Teaching Hints:
Have the child walk slowly across the beam.
Be ready to assist the child if he needs help.
It is a good idea to have the students work in pairs

one performs the task while the other "spots.'

19. Narge: Balance Activities, Varying Body Positions
Equipment: Mats, stall bench, white shoe polish, tires
Description: The child performs the following tasks:

Four-point balance (i.e., four parts of the body in
contact with four spots on the floor).
Three-point balance (e.g., tripod balance.
Two-point balance (e.g., Squat hand balance, hand
balance).
A cartwheel.

Teaching Hints:
Preface the unit with strength-building activities.
Have all stunts performed, initially, on a'mat.

.1

Fig, 27 Tripod Balance
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Use "spotters" for the more difficult stunts.
Stress maintenance of balanced positions for
creasingly longer periods of time.
Emphasize use of a wider base to stabilize the body.
Four-, three-, and two-point balance activities: Add
creativity by requesting the child devise varying
combinations of contact- points with spots on the
floor.

Fig. 28 Squat Hand Balance

20. Name: Sitting Pqsturel -

Equipment: Chair and stde -
Description: Instruct student to assume correct pos
tore in chair student may need to be shown. Haye
student raise feet from floor until legs are level with
the ch4r. Maintain this posture for approximately ten
seconds. Follow same procedure while sitting on stool.
Teaching Hints:
This activity provides experience in maintaining bal-
ance and postural orientation under unusual circum-
stances.

Fig. 29 Sitting Poilture

21. Name: Sitting, Standing, Walking Posture
Equipment. Book or bearthag
Description Place an object on the head of a student-
who is in a sitting position. Instruct him to hold still
and see how long he can keep the object on his head
Proceed to standing and finally to walking'

Tasks 20-31 were devised by Maureen Murphy. St Joseph's
School for the Blind. Jersey City. N J (Pormission to publish

.granted.)
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Teaching Hints:
This activity works well with a group. Have students
compete against each other: Students who may be fear;
ful of the book dropping should use bean bags. Bean
bags are easier to balanCe and should be used with
students who experience difficulty with this activity.

Fig. 30 Sitting Posture with Object on Hgad

22. Name: Rhythmical Swinging
Equipment: None.,
Description: Students stand facing a partner with arms
slightly extended. Holding the hands of their_partner,
they swing their arms from side to side.
Teaching Hints:
Swinging should be done in rhythm. A simple song will
help to maintain the rhythm established. Feet should
be spread slightly (approximately 6 inches) to provide
better balance.

16,

Fig. 31 Rhythmical Swinging

23. Name. Wall Exercising
Equipment: None
Description. Child stands with back touching wall. In-
structor recites the following poem, and when neces-
sary, helps the student to perform the action

8 1



We stretch-to the ceiling (hands upwards)
And reach out to the wall (arms reach outTrom sides)
We bend to touch our knees and toes (knees straight)
Then stand up straight and tall. (arms at sides, head
up)
Teaching Hints:

Feedback is provided through contact with ,the wall.
Other stretching exercises may be used to develop pos-
ture and balance.

0

Fig. 32 Wall Exercising

24. Name: Rug Walking
Equipment: Strip of rug length of auditorium
Description: Students should remove shoes and socks.
Instruct students to walk on edge of rug heel to toe
Teaching Hints
The edge of the rug can be used for t ctivities similar to
those suggested for use on,the balance beam with
the element of fear eliminated

Fig. 33 Rug Walking

25. Name: Walking Barefooted
Equipment: Walking boards of graduated idths 2"
x 8", 2" x 6", and 2" x 4" eight t lye feet long
to beheld in brackets 2 inches abovr7loo j
Description: Child should be instructed to the tex
ture, width and length of the board. If the board is
raised, he should "feel" the space between the floor
and the board.In order to provide greater tactile feed-
back, shoes and socks should be removed. Proceed
from wide to narrow, first on floor and' then raised.
Child should be instructed to walk forward (heel to
toe), backward Atoe to and to the_side, in that
sequence.

Teaching Hints:
If a child experiences difficulty maintaining balance or
is fearful, the instructor should assist.

Fig:'34 Walking Barefooted

26. Name: Statues
Equipment: Record player
Description:, Tell students that they are going to play a
game called, "Statues." Explain meaning of word; In-
struct students to-move in unusual positions to the
music. Various possibilities should be shown them by
putting them through the motions. When music stops,
students are to become "statues" and maintain posi-
tion for approximaxely ten seconds. --
Teaching Hints: r
This activity works well with a group. Ariy appropriate
music may-be used.
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27. Name: Animals in a Zoo

3

Equi mord: Record player - "Animals in the ZOo"
rd. 1 .

\(Description: Ha4students listen to and follow
..tion on record. Students should be helped in

' correct positions.
Teacteg 41

('This is a very enjoyable activity which work
a 9roueaFreedom of expression should be e

' by ttle instructor.

*28. Name: Loss of. Balance. _
.rquipmenti Gym mats .

Description: Present this activity as a
Discuss prevention o falls and what_hap
Oe'qpie do -fall. Teach child to brace his fal
Ms head by extending his arms to floor if falling
forward position. If falling backwards, teach studet\t o
fall on lower% half of body and again to use his arms
anVands-for plotection. 1 / \ ,

I 11

should be taught in the same way.-Students who are
learning to hop Should hold onto the back of a chair

r for talaTice until they are able to hop independently.
30.: Name: .lumping From A Height 4p

Equipment: Large wooden blocks or platform approii-
triately six inches high.,
Description: Instruct student to feel the distance front
the block to the floor. Instruct student to stand On tOe
block ancrti5" jump off _while holding the instructor's '-
hands. After- sufficient practice, eneburage the student

to jump independently.

4 Teaching Hirtitg

As the itud t betomes mole confidentrheight Should
be increased up to twelve inches. Feet should remain

landing positron after juinping.

31.
/Name: %lance on One Foot

Equipment: P rallel bars or chair

Teaching Hints:
Put ,a child through motions of falling showi
how to protect himself. Have child .practice on gyfrl-
mat, This activity provides very practical experience
and the rescjanseof the students has been positive. All
safety precaZITOFis should be taken to prevent a child

from getting hurt during this activity.

/

Fig. 36 SafetyTafsks

29. Name: Bunny Hop
Equipment: Record player - "Elxinny-hop" record. "

. Description...Students should listen to'song and be in-

w
atfuoted to jump or hop (i4tIley are able) at Siipropti,

.. ate places throughout the song. ' .-.

Teaching Hints: 7.:,

Students should fiist bp instructecto ju iiiplace, if
they are able to i mp in place, they shbuld be,taught
to jump fotward by' hblding hand or upper arm of
adult whp performs action. A rug may be placed 6.12

' inches away from the student to provide feedback of
having jumped forward onto the rug. Backward jump

f

-

lAlpy

-

andLearn Games and Dances t, P.O. Box 445, Higlp

land Park, 4Ig
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Deiscri on: Instruestudent to hold onto parallel bars

Or ck of chair and raise rigbt foot-I-elk-Student to try
keep foot raised While you count to 15 - approxi-

mately 15 seconds. Provide positive reinfortemtnt for

,effort and success, Follow same procedure with left/foot.
Teach'ing Hints:
As student's skill increases, (when he can keep his f t
raised for 15 seconds while holding), have him attempt

task withoCit holding.

Fig. 37 One-Foot Balance

EYE-HAND COORDINATION

Eye and 'hand coordination involves the integration of
both body parts so that the eyes visually steer the hands
through space to accomplish a given task Almost all tasks
and activities may be found in One, or a "CombipatiOn of,

three categories, tharareplesented here. ,
These categories of eye and hrd coordination are

throwing, catching and striking TIWtasks an& activrtles
described here - provide' experience in each of the three

.
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categorips:Nthe activities selected shoidd be based on the , Tap the bellow( in the air and call out the name of
'needs of the iridividual student as determined by the ob- another student who must tap the billoor;12 .

jective and subjective assessment. -, -:'''' ..r-t7 : Tap the balloon against a wall.
,-...

Teaching Hints:
1, Name: LeadUp for Throwing1

, , i "Control" the galloon by gehtly
Equipment: One whiffleball ort a s ring per two than t k' .

r,

tapping rather

students, or ball hanging froegtstring 6r a fixed struc-
Keep the balloon at all ttmes.

ture. k.

Deicription:
Oise partner/ holds a string with a softball size
whiffieball at approximate eyeldvel of his partner.
Active partner 'stands in astride position facing the
ball with his throwing shoUlder lined up with the
ball.

(For right handed thrower) right leg is back right
arm prepared to.krow.
Left leg is forwa;c1 leftarm is raised forward in
horizontal position pointing to tip ball.
Student hits stationary ball with right hind.
Student Fins, ball with right hand and flings left arm
to the rear
Student hits ball With right hand and steps with left
foot (simultaneously) as,left arm is flung rearward.

Teadhing Hints. ,

ml Stress developmen of the total bilateral compe-
tency via throwing right and left-handed

-
2. Name: Playing with Balloons

Equipment: One balloon per student
Description: _

Devote eq time to developing,the use of the right ,

and left hand.

3. Name: Tapping and Catching A Whiffleball (Partnefs)
Equipment?tne whiffieball.(softbill size) on a string
for every two students (string approximately 12"
18" long).
Description: A whiffleball is suspended between two
partners {approximately midchest level).

'Pass the ball back and frith and catch with two
hands,-one hand", and alternate hands.- -

O Tap the ball back and forth with right hand, left
hand, and alternate hands.

Teaching Hints:
Use woolen ball.
Vary arc of, the ball to increase difficulty of catch-

Throw balloon in the air (underhandarle.and catch
,* 4. .it upon return
,./ Repeat task while throwing and catching with the -..

-3-
_

right and left hand. ' ,-;--

Attempt t4keep the ballOorn t tr bii tapping it'
withvne.or two hands.

4

I

1
Developed

Teachec, Wor School, Newark, N J.

Fig. 1 Playing with Balloons

by Lawrence A GuarrOo, Physical Education

i

ing and striking. '
Relax as you catch the bait.
Develop use of both hands.

'ft

Fig. 1:Cptching Whiffleball

A Name: Taiping Whiffleball (Swing or Push tyle)3
Equipment: bne whifflebal 'for every two students.
One rod (wand, dowel, etc.) -

) Descripitio-n: Partner's st scattered (facing each
other). One petner holds he,kufflebali on a string
while the other partner holds a rod, wand, etd.:The rod
is held with one hand at each end.

i.

2..4.nilham T. Braley
ties. p 94*

/
et at Daily Ansorim otor

3 Gerald'N Getman, Pathway Program 1. Eye-Hand Coordina,
ti?n, pp..1115:

11
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Partner swings ball toward hitter who' strikes ball
With the center of the rod by using a pushing mo-
tion. ; , .

Partner swings ball and hitter strikes ball on rod
near his right hand.
Hitter strikes ball with rod near left hand.
Hitter continues to strike ball alternating right; left,
or center of. the rod.
Hitter taps ball, holding the rod in a diagonal pizsi-
tion with left hand up and right hand down.
Ritter keeps this po/sition and hits with left, center
and right section of the rod.

. --

Hitter thanges petition so that right hand is up and
left hand isclowii(in opposite diagonal position). ,

Hitter strikes. all with right, center, anti/left poi-

tions of the rod.
Hitter holds rod in a vertical position with the left
hand on top and right hand on the bottom. `
Hitter'strikes ball with top, center bottom of rod.
Hitter reverses position of the hands (i.e., right

hand in/top position)
, Hitter strikes ball with top, center and bottom of
- the rod.

3 Tapping Whiffleball

5. Name. Batting Whiffleball [Baseball Style)
Equipment.pne paddle. One bat and whiffleball on a
string for ,every two students One plastic bat or wand,
dgwel, etc. '
Description: Partners jacing each other (standing). One

.1 partner hold% a whiffleball on 12" /8" string. The
other partner holds,a paddle (b)at, walicl, etc.) with two
hands, then left and right hand.'

r
6. Name: Batting
' Equipment: One

1,

As batter becoMes more proficient he hits ball base-

ball style with extended 1.mis.
Teaching Hints:"

Use large ball at first, then gradually spriallerones.
Paddles or large surface Striking implements should
bee.- utilized first. Also should be light for quicker
swing.
As batter improves use--th inner irtiplernent.

Partner swings ball towards the other partner who
strikes the ball with the bat held vertically.
Hitter strikes the ball, holding bat hortzontal to
floor.

ilritter strikes swirling ball with right ha nd, left
hand (using vertical swing.anchierizontal swing).
Partner with bat now stands sideways to swinger.
Hitter strikes ball with,near hand (backhand).
Batter hits ball with far hand (wing horizontal
swing).
Batter hits ball using both hands, holding bat base-

..

ball style.

t

72
,
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An

bat per each group gf students. One
large bell, one medium size and one small size. One

,. (batting "T" or traffic cone. ,j
Description.:._Dne student at I*, others §eattered_to
retrievejialls.

Using a replat batting stantee_student .hits sta-
tionary ball en ground iri,front of him. .
Child hits ball off 'of a batting "I." '7*

- Child bats a ball that is bounced to him.
Ohild hits a larfieball pitched t'IS him (no bounce).

Teaching Hints: , .

Sequence the four tasks as follows: 64

'Bat with large hitting surface ta,.bal with
hitting surface. .

Large %all to small ball. .
Stationary ball, slow rolling ball, bouncing-ball-to'
pitched ball (no bound).

a
Fig. 5 Battipg "T- Practice

1
Bryant J. Cratty., PridtOr Acalivity and the Eduction of Re

tardatea, pp 147-8. .

8 .)
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7.,Name: Serving. _ Equipment: On Bali. per student; -one paddle per
4 student; one-balloon per student.

Description: Stand facing the wall (5-10 feet);
tance from wall will vary with age and size of student
( Description is for a right-handed person.) '

With an underhand swing, hit balloon (ball) towards
the wall (with Your right hand, palm open, first
th with fist = parm facing wall.)
Re at taking a step forward with your left (frOnf)
foot.
Using -a

forviSr
Hit n (ball) with 'overhand stroke (serve) to-
'wards a . . ,

Repeat overhand stroke with body (legs) in astride
position.
Throw ball in the air with an underhand toss and

- tap it towards the wall with both hands- palms fac-
t'''. ling upward.

Teaching Hints:
Use balloOns qr'whiffleballs for'beginnerrand very

le, repeat, the undethand serve (palm
;1..

young students.
Use large sizbans first, then reduce sure.
Use light paddles-if possible.

Fig. 6 Underhand Fig. 7 Overhand

8. Name: Pall Rol g

Equipmen ne ball for each studttit
Ascription: Straddle - sitting position.

Roll the ball to the left side, to the right side using
both hands as a guide.
Roll the ball towards, your left leg, and stop it with
your left hand.
Repeat to the right side.
Roll the ball back .and forth (side to side) pushing
with one hand and stopping it with the other.
Roll the ball towards you, using both hands
Rollit awry from you,using two hands.

.

,
41; Roll, it tow s yowl -using one hand.

Roil it away fr m you, using the Other hand.
'Rpli-the ball towards-yoU,, and then away from you,
using the.right and lefrhand.

Teaching Hints:
Stress keeping eyeson the ball at eh times.
Progress from moving the head and eyes to follow
the ball to keeping the head motionless while fdl-

'"lowing the ball.
Uie yarn ball, fluff ball, or styrofoam ball.

fill,"
otap

.
110411111461

.

Fig. 9 Ball Rolling, Straddle-Sitting Position ,
I -:'

Fig. 8 Two 'Hands

. Name: Ball Rol-linO tPushing)1

Equipment: One ball pit student.
Description;

Sifting, tuck. position: Rd1I the ball around your
body, roll the ball in and out of your legs.
Kneeling: Roll the ball around you in a circle,-first-
10 the left, then to tha right.
Roll the ball in between your le*s and around you
Roll the ball to a line and trap it-with your hands.
Roll the ball In and out of a row of bdwling pini or
any obstacle course (using one hand). dr
R611 the ballet a, target using one hand (bowling
pin).
ROI) the ball arid try to hit, a target on the wall .
(using one hand).

Roil the, ball and fry to push it so it rolls into a
target (e.g., wastepaper basket).

Teaching-Hiois:
Stress pushing the ball slowly to maintain c&trol. -

k ph as ze use of right and left hand.

10.-Name:'Rolling and Trapping Balls 74,

Equipment: One ball per student.
Description: Children standing in a line an arms--dis-
tance apart. A line parallel to the children, 1Q-15 feet

1 away. 4 . _4

Roll thE'ball slowly walk qui kly after it and pick

04-

it up.
Roll the ball faster. run for rot) after it and pick'
it up.
Roll the ball towards the line run to the line nil
trap it.
Roll the ball towards the line run to the line and
pick it up.

Marx, Erich, The Ball Primary Book for Schools and Clubs,
p.13.
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Roll the ball toward the line - run to the line, turn
"your back to the ball and pick up the ball as it

...passes under your legs.
Roll ball through an obstaCle Course., then hit target

(or stop it).- _

Repea' the same activities, but Use a paddle, or

. hockey stick to propel and stop thebal1.1
Teaching Hints:

Stress control and accuracy rather than Speed.
Erfsphasize"eyes on ball" at all time.

. 'fig. 10 Trapping A Rolling Ball

1.1. Name: Ball Bouncartgl
,Equipment: One-ball for each student
Description: Straddle;rsitting positron

Hold ball head high- bdOnctartd-datch,
Bou,pce.the ball,-catch two times, three, etc.
Bounce and catch as many times ai,you can.
Botince the ball, catch it high and losiv.

nee the ball and clap your hands before you

catch it. -
Bounce the ball. See how manytimes yo- u can clap

your hands before you catch it.
-,Bounce the ball and clap hands on thighs before

' catching it., .-
Throw theball up (overhead) let it bounce, catch it.
Throw the ball up'again/See how many times you
can clap your hands (allowing it to bounce) before
you catch it.
Throw the ball" up again.-See how many times you
can clap your hands before you catch the ball (no
bounce)

L)

Fig. Ball Bouncing Siaddle- Sitting Position

iMkhael J. Hardistry, Education wcirougo We Genies Expetri--/
'nee, p.28

74
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Teaching Hints*:
Use bright 'colored ball (visual stimulus).

` Use balls pith bells or other objects in center (audi-
tory).tory).

1! Use balls of various sizes and textures (tactile).
Use music or other rhythmic device to keep time
with the bouncing.
Have the children deyise other ball-bouncing activi-

ties:

12. Name: Ball Bouncing (Dribbling)
Equipment: One ball for each Student.
Descripidn: Standing position.

Bounce (dribble) the ball with the left hand, the
right hand.
Bounce,the ball with alteinate hands.

hands).

the ball high a,kak(right, left, alternate-.

lb Dribble the ball and walk forward, backward, side-

ways, etc.
Dribble-the ball high and low as you have around.
Dribble the ball through aq obstacle course.
Dribble the ball, following a straight line or a circle..
Dribble the ball and top; skip, etc.
Dribble the ball on your right side, left side. -

' Dribble the ball around you, first to the left, teen

to the right.
Dribble' the. ball in between your legs and around
you.

TeaChing Hints:
Stress pushing rather than batting the ball:
Emphasize use of both hands. ti

Fig. 12 BOuncing Ball

13. Name: Partners Catching
Equipment: One ball for every two students. -,

Description: Partners strIddleitting, facing each other

(feet touching). I

Hand the ball-to yotir partrier retuo - re

hands).

peat several tithes keeping eye on the bar (two

VI Move away from each other (a little) and again

hand the ball back and forth (using two hands).
Roll the ball back and forth, to each other 'Itwo

hands). .1

1

co



ti Trap the ball beforif you puih it back to your part.
ner. '

Roll the ball with one hand --: partner traps it with
halids.

..

tYRII the ball with the ottier hand. .
. .imoll the ball slowly at first, gradually increase'

Isiah the ball tack and forth without stopping it. ,

Using two hands, throw the ball.on_qpe tNiunce to
yAsur partner.
Using ego hands, -throW the ball to your partner
without a bounce (underhand or push pass). '
Repeat ab ove tasks from the kneeling and standing

poitions.
TeaChing

I lUsc large balls initially,
Use mui:co4r balls.
Use yarh &r .fluff ball for aM the above except
bouncing.

--_-
Pig. IS Partners Catching

i4. Name: Beanbag Activities1
Equipment: OnT beanbag per child.
Description: Straddle-slitindposition.

Hold the beanbag in both hands, the left hand, the
right hand.
Mold it on the back of one hand, the other.
Toss it iri the air and catch it.
Toss it in the air and clap your hands before you
catch it.
Throw and catch it with one hand, the other hand.
Balance the beanbag on your hiad, elbow,- wrist.
Balance it on other parts of the body..

. Balance the beanbag on your elbow, and toss it up,
and catch it. Try the other elbow? .

Throw it up with your hand; but catch it on the
back of your head. Try it with the other hand:

'Throw it up jn the air ,with yourhand and try to
catch it on your elbo\ni.

af Try to catch it on your shoulder.
Teaching Hints:

Use beanbag% of different colors.
*Use vinyl btanbags for easy cleaning.,

'
IL/wee C. Hackett, Movement Evooration-epg Games lo;:the

Mentally Retarded. p ,87,

1

Use different shapedbeenbags.
Make your own beanbags.

5. Name: Beanbag Juggling
Equipment: One beanbag per student, later two for
each student.
Description: Standing, scattered position. ) ;

Balance the beanbag on different parts of your
body.
Walk with the beanbag on your wrist, shbulder,el-
bow, head, etc. 4,5'

With the beanbag on your head and/or on your
shoulder(s) walk in a low position.
Throw the beanbag, in the air, and catch it with two

hands. '
Tin/ catching it with one hand. ,

Catch it low-to the grdund. Catch it high.
Clap your hands before you catch it
Catch it with your wrist, elbow, shoulder.
Hold a beanbag' in each hand; throw them in the air

.and catch them.
* *Catch them on the back Of, your hands.

Start with a beanbag in each hand. Throw the bean-
bag in the air with the left hand. Prior to catching
the bag with the right hand, release the bean
from the right hand to the left hand. After the skill
is mastered, juggle back and forth.

Teaching Hints:
0- Refer to No. 14. I

Cam

F. 14 Beanbag Activities

88,,

Fig, 15 Beanbag Juggling
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06. Nar he: Newcomb:-Volleyballl
Equipment. One ball per group, one volleyball net on
standards, or rope tied to two posts.
Description: Partners or groups evenly distributed on
each side of Mt. -.

A Wing two 'hands, .throw the ball over the ,net to
your partner. Partner catches It and throws it back
(two hands).
Using two hands, tap the ball over the net. Con-
tinue.
Partner taps the ball in the air twice and then taps
to teammate. Continue, increasing the npmber of
taps before passing.
Partners tap the ball back and forth over the net

Illtsiolo

/

(immediately upon receipt)'
Teaching Hints:

Use plastic or soft rubber ball to avoid injury.
Use multi-co' lored balls.

Have children devise other variations.

I

Fig. 16 Two-Hand Overhead Ti
17. Name: Patty Cake-

Equipment: None
Description. Pertriers facing each other.

Clap your hands,together.
Clap your partner's hands (right to left and left to
right).
Clap your hands.
Clap your right hand IQ your partner's left hand.

,....Clap your hands.
Clap your left hand to your partner's right hand.
Clap your hands together.
Clap -your right hand to your parMer's right hand.
Clap your hands.
Clap your left hart6Ao your partner's left hand.
Clowy-8ur hFhfds.,

Teaching Hints
Repeat, clapping hands twice:
Make pattern more complex by, including the
tapping of'thighs ''"`

3 Latchaw, Marjorie and Glen Egstrom, Human Movement, pp
302-303.
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EYE-HAND ACCURACY

Eye and hand accuracy is directly related to tie and
hand coordination. It involves throwing objects at a tar-
get, striking ior hitting) objects at a target, and throwing
an object by using a tool such as a stick, or scoop. At-
tempting to knock milk bottles from a table, attempting

'tofthrow a ball into a goal as in team handball, and shoot-
ing at abasket, are examples of the first category (throw-
ing at a target). Putting as in golf, hitting a hockey puck at
a goal, or a forehand stroke in tennis are examples of the
second category (hitting an object towards a target). An

4,--.Uriusual combination of both categories (throwing, and
striking at a target with an implement) occurs in thegame
of---lacrosse when a priyerthrows the ball with wilacrosse
stick.

The following tasks 'and activities provide a_number of
experiences in the.first two categories, throwing an object'
at a-target, and hitting an object at a target with an imple-
ment (i,e., bat, paddle, stick, etc.).

1. Name: Throwing for Accuracy
Equipment: Target (2' sware) and, or-line on wall five
feet-from floor: throwing lines on floor 3'; 5', 8', 10'.
One ball for each student. Large balls for two-handed
throwing, smaller balls- for one- handed tass_Students
standing least five inches apart from each other (side

Description: Line formation parallel to wall surface.
Throw the ballagainst-the wall above. the lisle and

__ pick it up after it bounces on the floor.
Throw the ball against the wall and catch it after
hitting the wall but before it touches the ground.
Throw the ball at the target and pick it up after it

Gradually, i ease the distance from thewall,
bounces, thTepeat and catch it do n the fly.

ce

Change to smaller balla and use one hand throw.
Now have pupils fork' lines one behind the other.
Use two hands overhead, for_overhead pass'. First
student throws the balragainst the
to the end of the line as the next stu
after it bounces.

I and moves
ent cat*ts it

."

Repeat with student catching it before-it bounces
(student may have to get closer to the wall and, or
throw the ball higher).
Repeat activity using smaller ball and one-handed
throw.

' Teaching Hints:
Teacher could use point system for every successful
attempt at hitting target.
Vary 'throwing level' (e.g., two hands in front of the
face for the chest pass):

2. Name: Ring Toss.
Equipment: Rubber rings and dowels that stand
upright.
De, cridtion:



'7. :ft

a

Students throw rings at woodeb dowels.
Task No. 1: Students perform as individuals.

. Task Vb. 2: Pair students and perform, peti- .

Lively.
Teaching Hints: .

Vary distance of dowels in accordance with indi-
vidual

,
abilities. t,

.Stress: smooth, flowing toss not poWel, eyes con
stantly on the-target. Bilateral throwing: step with
left foot and toss with right hand, or step with right
foot and-toss with left hand..

-- ,
Fig_j Ring Toss,---

One partner (A) throws a ball at the target ,with
two hands).
Other partner (B) catches the ball after it bounces.
Other partner (B) throws the ball at the target and
partner (A) catches it.
Repeat using smaller ball, throwing with one Ifaild.

Teaching Hints:
Have points scored every time student hits the
target.

S. Name: Group and Team Games.2 Throwing at a Target'
Ba --

uipment: One large ball (or movable targett; one' .--
all bail per student.

Description: Two teams approiiimately ten feet apa rt.
with' team members standing side by tide facing the
other team. A, ball is placed on the floor halfway be
tween each teams

-Pupils throw their balls at the larger ball.
Objective is to hit the ball so that it rolls to the
other team.

Students retrieve balls thrown by the other team. .-
Repeat throwing until large ball rolls on, or beyond;
either team line.

Teaching Hints:
1 Score points for every hit.

Kaye intiTher pupil- or teacher roll the larO ball
4aterally.
Students try to hit moving target.

--
3. Name: Rubberoll6rseshoes

Equipment: -Rubber horseshoes and doWels that stand'
upright._
Description:

Perform the same as description No 2 above.
Teaching Hints.

Refer to No. 2 abcive.

4. Name. Partners and Targets 1

Equipment: Hoops, ropes, beanbags, or lines on the
floor. One ball for every two students.
Description: Partners facing each other with a target
between them on the floor

--fig. 2 Partners* Throw Ball at p Target .

'25.

1Marx, Erich, 71.4 Ball Primary Book

Fig. 3 Teams Throwing at a Moving Target

6'. Name: Groups and Target3
Equipment: One hoop for every three students. One
ball for every three students. s o

Description: students standing three in a line with
student in middle holding a hoqp in front of him.

One of the outside students throws the ball through
the hoop.

The other outside student catches ball on the
bounce.

He throws the ball through the hoop.
Middle student holds the hoop at various heights.
Students can use overhand and underhand throw.

2Marx,.Erich, The Ball Primary Bad* for Schools fnd Clubs, P.
28.

for schools and Clubs, p' 3
Marx, Erich, The Ball Primary Book for Schools and Clubs, b.

30.
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Teaching Hints:
Vary size of the ball and hoop.
Use beanbags and oth4r throwing objects.
Award points when ball passes through hoop.

Fig. 4 Throwing Through A Hoop

7 Name: GridTossing Gamel
Equipment. One beanbag per student, one hoop per
group; paderbasket, or floor grid foarget.
Description; individuals scattered or groupetnn a cir-
cle with hoop in center :-Groups in line side by side '1-

facing hoop.
Hoops and Grids:

Student stands near hoop and throws beanbag in
hoop
Student moves back a few steps and repeats.
Student should use both overhand and underhand
toss.

Studerrt-Sfrciuld use shot-put batkcaball type:throw.
Baskets-

Repeat the above with a basket instead of a hoop.
Student moves back gradually
'Use Itirge liaskets at first with small balls
Use smaller size baskets with larger balls

) Raise, targets (baskets) to various heights to ap-
proximate height of pupils.

Teaching Hints:
Have students use.two hands when throwing.
Have students, use onehand

. Vary by having students toss beanbags at specific
.numerals on floof grids.

*a

Fig. 5 Grid-Tossing Game
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1Btyant .1 Cratty, Active Learning p 99

8. Name: Throwing at Targets2
Equipment: One beanbag or ball per student; one tar-
get (clown with holes for mouth, eyes and nose).
Description: Scattered, or on a line side by side facing

target.
Throw beanbag at large holes, theh smaller holes.
Move back and try to throw 6eanbag into openings.
Use various throws underhanded, overhand, side-
arm,shotptst, basketball type.
Have-studeffi devise their own way to throw at the

target.
Teaching Hints:

Use -balli after_ the beanbags.

Use other types ol~ tbrowing objects: fluffballs;
whiffleballs; etc.

9 Narrte: Hitting for Accuracy
. Equipment: One ball per student, one-b at fore similar.

-mol) per student. One target cone, beanbags, etc.
Description:

With ball on floor, student hits ball at target using
baseball or golf swing.
Student uses one hand swing first, then two hands

' Student attempts to hit ball into a target (three or
four beanbags forming a circle or square), or open-
ing of traffic cone.
Raise ball off floor (use small traffic,cone) and re,
peat above tasks.

Teac,ing.,Hints 1
Use different size balls
Use balls of varying weights
Use different type hitting sticks

2Marx, Erich, ihe Ball Primary Book for Schools and Clubs,



10. Name: Hitting for Accuracy Using CircleCames1
Equipment: One to three balls pingroup of students.
Description: Students straddlesitting in a circle with
feet touching..Students straddles nding in a circle,
feet touching.

Sitting:
Six to eight students in a circle.
Plate one, two, or three t9alls inthe circle. Start
with one.
StUdents attempt to hit the balls so they touch the
legs Of the other students. r,.

Students`try _to keep the balls from hitting their
legs. --

Standing: -

Si to eight students standing in a circle.
. Place one to ttrree balls in the circle.

Students attempt to hit the balls so they go through
the legs of other students.
Students "it-tempt to Ise is- the ball from going
through their legs.

Teaching Hints:
Vary by having students kneel, or squat in a circle.
Begin the activity with one ball, then two, and
three.
Use large balls first, then smaller ones.

Fig. 7 Circle Game ,tb

EYE -FOOT ACCURACY

Eye and foot accuracy involves the integration of both
sr body parts so that the eyes visually steer each foot

through space to strike given Objects. The main areasln
volved in this activity are striking (kicking) with the foot
and hitting a predetermined area or target The tasks and
activities in this section Provide a seq ential approach to
strengthening the integrated response

1 Mar x, Erich, The Ball Primary Book for Schools and blobs,
p. 35

1. Naiiie: Spot Walking
Equipment: White -shoe polish, rubber rjngs, play
ground balls.

Description: Lay down a series of "spots" on the floor
with tape or shoe polish. Have the child walk on the
spots making sure tbey`step on each one.
Teaching Hints:

Demonstrate how you want it done. .

Walk the child through the spots emphasizing that
he must touch each one.
Have the child walk on his toes.

2. Natne: Wall Spot Touching
Equipment: Tape or white shoe polish.
Description: Put a row of three spots on the wall six
inchei apart. The height of the spots should be about
three feet, or whatever is appropriate for the child. --

Have the child* o /is back and hold his leg upin
the aiP so that his foot is about six inches away
from the middle_spot on the wall.
On command have the child alternately touch the
left, middle and right spots on the wall..

Teaching Hints:
Have the child torch tile spats with his toes.
Have the child touch the spots with his heels.
Have the child use both feet.

Fig. 1 Wall Spot Touching

3. Name: Spot Kicking
Equipment: Shoe polish or tape.
Deicription: Child stands facing the wall.

Put a spot on the wall with either shoe polish or
tape

The spot sho uld be about four inches up from the
floor.
Have the child stand where he is most comfortable
and kick the spot with the right foot and left foot.

Teaching Hints.
Initially emphasis- should be placed on striking the
spot with any part of the front of the foot. Then_
have the child strike the spot with toe, instep, in-
side of foot and outside of foot.
Proper balance while kicking shpuLcl also be noted ,

by the teacher.

4. Name. Ball Kick Off Tee.'
Equipment: Playground ball and rubber ring. .

Description. Child stands with ball in front of him.

79
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Put playground ball on a rubber ring.
The student kicks the ball off the tee (right and left
foot).

Teaching Hints:
Proper kicking form should be emphasized.
Put a spot on the ball and have the student kick the
spot on the ball (no target-area involved).

O
Fig. 2 Ball Kick Off Tee

5. Name: Ball Kick to Wall
Equipment: Playground ball, rubber ring, shoe polish
or tape.
Description:

Student,-executing proper_ kicking technique, kicks
a playground ball off a rubber ring against a wall.

'2,,,Student should try to hit the same general area on
the wall fright and left foot)'.

Teaching Hints
The teacher shoiski emphasize proper bkance and
kicking technique throughout.

6. Name Ball Kick to Spot on Wall
Equipment Tape or white shoe polish, playground
ball, rubber ring.
arcription: A large square (one yard square) is drawn
on the wall with either tape or shoe polish.
``Student kicks a playgrourid ball off a rubber ring

and hits the Square (right and left foot).
Teaching Hints:

Vary the distances from the wall.

Fig. 3 Ball Kick to Spot on Wall

7. Name. Ball KickarBowling Pin
Equipment; Balls, bowling pins
Description:

Kick ball off rubber ring at plastic or wooden bowl-
ing pin (right and left foot).

80
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8.

Teaching Hints:
AlwayS have student kick the ball in the same spot.
Vary the distance.
Award a point each time the student knocks the pin
down..

Name: Ball Kick into Basket
Equipment: Playground ball, rubber ring, wastebasket.
Description:

-Kick a playground ball off a rubber .rjng into a
wastebasket lying on its.side with the opening fac-
ing the student (right and left foot).

Teaching Hints
- Have the -student vary positions kic from in

front directly into the center of wasteba et, kick
from the left side, kick from the right side.
Vary the distances.
Emphasize p?oper balance and technique.

9. Name: 13"all"Kick Between Pins
Equipment: Playground ball, rubber ring, two bowling
pins.
Description:

Have student
ring between

kick a playground ball off a rubber
two bowling pins that are two fee

apart. The object-is not to knock down the bowli
pins (right and left foot).

Teaching Hints: .

Vary the distance:
This can be playedf'wityi a partner, pins-set up be

a-

tween them with the stu ts taking turns.
Emphasize proper balance and tec ique,

4
Fig. 4 Ball rk Between Pins

10 'Name: Kick Suspended Ball .

Equipment: Large whiffleballs suspinded,from
head support.
Description:

Student kicks stationary ball with right and left
foot.
Student kickS moving ball with right,and left foot.

Teaching Hints:i
Adjust height of whiffleball so that the cont t is
made during various leg pinitions.
Permit kicking a mpving ball only after the ,child
achieves succ9ds will the stationary task.
Increase the difficulty of contacting the moving
whiffleball by releasing )t in an arc.

y,



Fig. 5 Kick Skstiended Ball

11. Name: Punt Ball into Air
Equipment: Ball
Description:

Have student punt the ball over hi(head and catch
it when it comes down (right and left foot).

,

Teaching Hints:

- Have student hold ball waist high.
Stress placing the ball on the toe not dropping it
down::
Emphasize follow-through 'andextension of kicking
leg.

Emphasize control not kicking, for distance.

fkka.
lT

Fig. 6 Punt Ball into Air

12. Name: Kick A Ball Rolled to the Student
Equipment. Playgrinund ball
Description:'

Roll- a playground ball to the student and have him
kick it back to you with right, then leftfoot.

Teaching Hints:
Emphasize proper balance and technique.

I Vary the kokingOstance.
Stress keeping eyes on the ball until it leaves
foot.

,

13. Name: Kick A Rolled Ball into Basket
Equipment, pall, basket
Descriptibn:
441ave student kick a ball that is rolled to him into a

astebas et turned on its side, with right and left

fr

the

f
Teaching Hints:

Emphasize proper balance and technique.
Have the basket situated on left and right sjdes of
the person rolling the ball.

a

14.

15.

Fig. 7 Kick Ball into Basket

Name: Run and Kick Ball into Basket
-EqUipment: Ball, basket
Description:

Roll a ball along the ground.
Have student run next to it.

When the ball rolls past the bisket, the student tries
to kick the ball into the basket.

Teaching Hints:

Emphasize proper balance and techniq

Explain that the student must wait urrt 1 thi ball
Aolls in front of the open basket.

.... ..Na e: Kick A Bouncing Ball
Equi ment: Gall
Description: ,t

Have student drop a ball and kick has it leaves the
floor (right and left foot).
Have partner toss the ball gently so that it bounces
to the kicker (right nd left foot).
Have the child perf rm the first two tasks with'an
added dimensio9 target area. %

Teaching Hints:

Emphasizes proper balance and technique.
Stress the importance of keeping thq eyes on the
ball until it leaves the foot.
Follow sequence until success is attained at each
level.

16. Name: Kick A Thrown Ball at a Wall Square'
Equipment: Ball, tape or white shoe. polish ,

,Description:
The student kicks a thrown ball, about knee high,
at a square on the wall (right and left foot).

Teaching Hints:

Erriphasize proper balance technique.

Fig. 8 Kick Bouncing Ball
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ARM/SHOULDER STRENGTH1.

1. Name: Puppy Dog
Equipment: Mat --
Description: Have the student assume a "puppy" posi-

--lion on the mat. On command, the student:
Raises and extends his left hand forward -and places

it ortthe mat.
Brings left knee forward.
Repeats movement with his right hand and right

leg.

Repeats the task.

Teaoking Hints:
-4 Tell the student he is a puppy -and he is to use his

imagination in moving:
Have "puppies" move to various auditory stimuli,
i.e., bongos, hand clapping, music, etc.

Fig. 1 Puppy Dog

2. Name: Turtle Walk
Equipment: Mat.
Description: Hay the student assume the "turtle"
position, with han s, knees and toes touching the mat.
On command, the student:

Moves left, klieg forward to he 4 of left hand.
'Extends right hand forward and places on the Mat.

Brings right knee forVard in line with left hand'

Repeat.
Teaching Hints:

Refer toNo..1 above.

3. Name: Frag Hop
Equips) rit: Mats, Shoe Polish
Descrip\jon: Wave the student assume the "frog" posi-
tion on the ijiat. On command, the student:

Extends both hand_ s forikard and places them on

the mat.
Transfers body weight to arms<
Lifts both feet simultaneously and places them

iiind_the heels of the hands (hopping fashion).
Repeat

Teaching Hints:
Vary the task by placing a series of patterns on the

floor for the students to follow.

be-

Refer to Appendix G f9r necessary supply and equipment

mods.

82

Fig. 2 Frog Hop

4. Name: Crab Walk
Equipment: None
Descriptioti: Have the student sit on the floor and
assume a "crab" position, with his hands placed adja:

cent to his buttocks. On command, the student:
Raises his trunk from the floor so that body weight

is support by 'the hands and feet.

Moves foridard.
Moves backward..
Moves sideward,.

Teaching Hints:
Stress moving slowly at first, taking short steps, and
keeping the body off the floor.
Iritraduce the game of "crab soccer" as soon as the
students become proficient "crab walkers." Crab
soccer involves two teams who face each other in
the crab-sifting position. The object of the game is

to propel a large cage ball 'across yOur opponent's

end line.

E

N X X

D X X
X X

,L X X
I X X

N X X

E

1.)

Fig. 3 Crab Walk

E
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0 ,0' D
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0 0 L

00 '6 I

0 0 N
'E

Fig. 4 Crab Soccer
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5. Name: Seal Crawl
Equipment: Mat
Description: Have the student assume a "seal" position
by lying face down on the mat. On command, the
student: ^

Places his hands under his shoulders, with palms
down and elbows bent.

ei_zilaises his upper body, by straighte mg his arms.
Travels forward by. alternately -oil ding the arms

--and dragging the legs.
Teaching Hints:
A Have the students make seal sounds 'M y movsk

After the skill has been mastered, add tIle c mpeti-
tive element by conducting seal races.

Fig. 5 Seal Crawl

6. Name: Inch Worm
Equipment: None
Description: Have the student assume a "worm" posi-
tion by lying face down on the f or, with the 1-ms

extended forward and the palnis o the floor. On corn-6-
mand, the student

"Walks" the legs toward his h ds, keeping the
hands and forearms in place until the.body forms a
bridge.
"Walks" the arms away from the feet until the
body is-in the original position.
Repeat the tasks

Teaching Hints
Demonstrate the task before having students per-
fotrn.
Encourage "walkingt" forviard as far as possible to
create a "high bridge."

0

Fig. 6 Inch Worm

.

7. Name: Cheesel
Equipment: Parachute (mousehouse), two-four balls of
any size (Cheese).

Description: Students form a circle around a parachute
and hold the edges. One student is selected as the
mouse, another student is the cat. The object of the
game is for the cat to catch the mouse before the

brings all of the cheese /the balls) into his
house. On the command:

"Up" the parachute is lifted and the mouse leaves
his house in an effort to retrieve the cheese while
the cat tries to catch him.
"Down," the parachute is lowered. If t he cat
catches the mouse, he has the option of becoming
the mouse (and select a new cat), or selecting a newt
mouse. If the,mouse gets all the cheese in his house,
he_may select a new cat, or be the cat and select
new mouse.

Teaching HLs:
IncreaWe time the""house" must be held in the
"up" position.
Make the task more strenuous by requiring the
students to raise and lower the'par'achute continu-
ously.

0111P-11

7

fig: 7 Cheese

8. Name Hand Push
Equ ipment/N one
Description: Pair' two students and have them face.one
another, toe-totoe. On comrand, both students:,

,Plate their hands in frbnt of their shoulders, with
palms facing away. from their bodies, in contact
withlhe partner's hands.
E xert maximum pressure against each other's. -
hands. - e

Repeat.
Teaching Hints

Pair students according to size and strength.
-Jtemind students to keep their feet in place'at all

.1 Devised by first grade classes at thq Alan B. Shepard Iwo ary

School, Vadison Township, New Jersey.

9 6
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Fig. 8 Hand Push

9. Name. Wall Push-up
Equipment None
Description: Have student assume a standing position
facing the wall, with the toes Six to twelve inches from'
the wall. On command, the student`

Places his plams on the wall, shoulder height, with
his hands shoulder width apart.
Leans fdrward and flexes his elbdris until his chin
touches the wall.
Returns to the starting position by e
arms.

Repeats the exercise.

Teaching Hints.
Stress proper body alignment

84

1

postural problems. (Prop

straight back, with the neck
the shoulders.
Increase the difficulty of the task
develops by increasing the distance
the wall and/or the spacing of the

tending_ his

wall.

Wall PushUp

,strengt.h

t from.'
hands Adon,thesr

0:

8

10. Name: Modified Push-up
Equipment: Mat
Description: Have the student assume a six-point
stance on:the mat (i.e., toes, knees, and palms of the
hands in contact with the mat). On conmand, the -
stUdent:I Lowers his body to the floor by bending his elbows

until his chin contacts the mat.
Returns to the upright position.
Repeats the exercise.

Teaching Hints:
Stress proper body alignment fhroUghout the move-
ment. '
Increase the 'difficulty of the task as arm strength
develops by placing the handstfarther forward, in-
creasing the space between the hands and/or in-
creasing the number of repetitions.

A

Fig. 10 Modified Push-pp

1.1. Name. Stall Bar Bench Push-up .

Equipment: Stall Bar Bench,-br Stool
Description- Hate the student assume a regular push-
up position, with hands grasping the sides of the
bench. On command, the student:

Lowerstus body until his chest contacts the bench.
Returns to the original position by extenclifig his

s the exe Ise,

Tea twig Hints,,,t
r Reduce the heig

thiltarms and sho 'Ider *Ole.
t, of thetbench to increase sires` on

Figure 11 Stall Bar Bench Push-Up

9 7
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12, Nettie: Regular Push-up
Equipment: None
Description: Have the student assume a regular push-
up position on the floofr. with palms of the hands di-
rectly under the shoulArs. On command, the student:

Lowers his body. until his chest touches the floor.
Returns to the upright position.
Repeats the exercise.

Teaching Hints:

a The difficulty of the task can be increased by: mov
ing hands forward, mcreasinkthe space between the
hands and/or raising the level of the feet above the
hand position (e.g., inverted push-up).
Remind student to touch cheit rather than chin to
the floor.

1,

Fig. 12 Regular Push-Up

Fig. 12a Inverted Push-Up

13. Name: Overhead Ladder Traveling
EquipmencOverhead Ladder
Description:, Have the student jump- and-grasp a !Oder
rung with an overhand grip. On command, the student:

Releases the rung with his right hand and grasps the
second rung with the right hand.

Release ttfe rung with his left hand and grasp the
second rung with the left hand.

Fig. 13 Overhead Ladder

14. Name: Parallel Bar Traveling
Equipment: Parallel Bars
Description: Have the student Jump to a support posi-
tion, with the arms extended. On commas- -the '-
student:

. "Hand walks" the length of the bar.
Teaching Hints

Apply hand chalk
Shift body weight to the side opposite the hand
being lifted to permit ease of movement.
Retie the forward end of the bar to make the task
more difficult.

Fig. 14 Paraliellir Traveling

I
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15. Name: Static Arm Hang
Equipment: Pull-up Bar, Stall Bar Bench
Description: Assist the student to the flexed arm hang
position on the bar, with overhead grip and head above
the bar. On command, the student:

Endeavors to maintain the flexed arm hang position
for as long as possible,

Teaching Hints.
Use of a stop watch will permit the teacher to
"time" the student's performance. Start the timer
when the student assumes the flexed arm hang posi-
tion; stop the timer when the arms are completely
extended.
The task can be made easier by having the student
use the underhand grip (i.e., palms facing toward
the body).
Use hand chalk.

Fig. 15 Static Arm Hang

16. Name' Pull-ups
Equipment. Pull-up Bar
Description: Have the student grasp the bar, overhand

grip, with 'his body extended and feet off the floor. On

command, the student,
Pulls with his arms until his chin is above the bar.
Lowers his body until his arms are completely ex-,
tended

Repeats the exercise.

Teaching Hints
/Use of 'the underhand grasp will make the task
'easier.
I Stress- full arm extension before starting the next

pull-up.
Usp hand chalk.

86

17. Name: Parallel Bar Dips
Equipment: Parallel Bars
Description: Have the student jump to a cross support
position on the,parallel bars. On command, the
student:

Lowers his body by flexing his arms until his

shoulders contact the bars.
Return to IW cross support position.
Reppets thakercise.

Teaching Hints:
Use hand chalk.
Extremely difficult task. If the student cannot per-
form, start with on* partial flexing of the arms.
Vary the task by having the student perform
"swinging dips" (i.e., flexing the elbows on the for-
ward swing and extending the elbows as the body
moves-to the rear).

Fig. 16 Parallel Bar Dips

18. Name: Shoulder Shrugs -

Equipment: Barbell, Weights
Description: Have the student grasp `1 11 with the

overhandortp, stand upright, with thearnis extended
and the barbe resting on the thighs. On command, the
studpny

Raises the barbell by lifte his shnuislets while
maintaining the arm extension position.
Adducts shoulders (brings shoulder Olades
gether).
Maintains raised and adducted position for five
seconds.
Returns to original position.
Repeats the task.

Teaching Hints:
Tell the student to try to touch his ears with his
shoulders.
Emphasize arms straight at all times.

'When the skill is mastered, include the proper
breathing procedure (i.e , inhale during lifting phase
and exhale during lowering phase).
Adjust weights according to individual needs



Fig. 17 17 Shoulder Shrugs

19. Name: Curl-Up
Equipment- Barbell, Weights. :-
Description' Have the student grasp the barbell under
hancrand assume a standing positie feet shoul-
der width, arms extended and the restmg on his
thighs. On command, the student,

"Curls" the barbell upward: xing his arms,
until It touches his chest
Lowers the barbell, by extending his arms, until it
touches his thighs.
Repeats the task.

Teaching Hints.

Avoid "arching" the back to prevent injury The
teacher can minimize this problem by 'having, the
student stand with his back to a wall.
Emphasize full extension of the arms, when the
weight is lowered.

Add the proper breathing procedure when the skill
is mastered.

Adjust weight according to individual needs.

Fig. 18 Curl-Up

20. Name: Reverse Curl-Up \
Equipment. Barbell, Weights
Description The same procedure as when performing
curltips except the student grasps the barbell with an
overhand grip. .

V

Teaching Hints.
The same as for curl-up exercise.

The overhand grip places more emphasis on devel-
oping the strength of the wrists and forearmi.

-Sr

Fig. 19 ReverswOurl-Up

21. Name Overhead Press
Equipment: Barbell, Weights
Description: Have the student grasp the barbell with an
overhapd grip at l raise to the shoulder support posi-
tion, i.e., feet shoutefVf width apart and the barbell
resting against the 4upper chest. On command, the
student:

Raises the barbell to the firm extension pqsi-
tion.
Maintains the position for five seconds.- _

Returns the barbell to the original position. kb
Repeats the exercise.

Teaching Hints:

Preface task by teaching the student "how" to lift
the barbell from the floor properly (i.e., raising the
weight by extending the legs, with a straight back).
Place a "spotter" on both sides of the "lifter"-and
have them ready to grasp the barbell if the student
weakens.

Minimize "arching" of the back.
Adjust weights according to individual needs.
Add weights as the studerit attains a pre-determined
goal.

I I
Fig. 20 Overhead Press

187
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22. Name: Tube T
Equipment: Bicykle Tire Tubes, Goal Markers, Mats

Description: gopl4narkers 30' apart 2 yards wide.
Inv mats beyond the goal markers. Have two con -
tes nts grasping a tube in the center between the

goals. On co and, the contestants
Lift the tube and begin tugging.
Endeavor to place one-foot beyond and between
one of their goal markers.

Teaching Hints: -

I

`14

Record one point each time a student steps overt.
and between his goal markers

Establish a time limit for eq4;31-1y-matched- con-

testants.
Place mats to prevent injuries

I 011

23.

24. Name- Scooter Race
Equipment One Scooter Per Student
Description: The students lie on scooters in a prone
position behind the starting line, with the scooters
positioned under their hips, the students legs are ex-
tended-rearward or bent upward. On command, the
students'

Propel themselves forward by using both-hands.
Stop when they cross the finish line

Teaching Hints
Award team points to increase the competitive
element.
Make the task more difficult by requiring the use of
only one hand.
Disqualify those students whose feet touch the
floor.

Fig. 21 TUba Tugging

f War
ng-heitiy rope with large loops at each

Jong. n PI ce a team of 6 to 12 members at each

end of the rope e last ttlm member is inside the loop

, of rope gl each en. Upon signal, the contestants
Tug until. one tea can pull the other team beyond

etermined di ce

eaatmg wits

Gpduct on grass to mini
Be alert and call "time"
and falls'down

88'

ize accidents

any player loses footing

Fig 22 Tug-Of-War

.
,Fig. 23 Scooter Race

25 Name' 'Pullovers"
Equipment Barbell, Weights, Mat
Description Have the stud,e,nt lie vi a supine petition,
with arms extended overhead On command, the

student
Grasps the barbr1.II, with the arm fully tended

Moves the barbell fol`ward until it t ches the,

thighs
Returns the barbell to the original rtositi n
Repeats the exercise

Teaching Hints
Have student observe the contraction of the chest
muscles as the barbell approaches thighs - develop-
ment of hack muscles as the barbell nears the mat

It necessary, mgke the exercise achievable by having
the student flex the arms slightly or use minimum
weights
Max rnize repetitions d minimize weight of bar-

bell to increase expenditure of energy
Minimize repetitions and maximize weight of bar-

hell to increase muscle bulk
Minimize "drching" of the back

1

ih



Fig. 24 Pullovers

ABDOMINAL STRENGTH

1. Name. Belly Dance-
Eqtnpment. Mats

Description. Have student lie on back, legs e tended,
place hands on abdominal wall, and contrac muscles
of the abdomen; then, relax muscles.
Teaching Hints.

Concept to stress is that working
felt.
Vary task by performing in a standing position.
Place table tennis ball on abdomen and try to roll
the ball off the stomach by contracting and relaxing'
the abdominal muscles.

muscles can be

Fig. 1 Belly Dance

2. Na : Alternate Knee Bend
E ipment. Mats

escription: Have student lie On baCk with his legs
extended and hands placed behind head. On command,
have.student

Bring rigtt knee up to chest.
Return to starting position
Bring left knee up to chest.
Return to starting position
Repeat.

Teaching Hints'
Place hands on abdominal wall to feel muscles

* lorkng.

p

I.

Fig. 2 Alternate Knee Bend

ti

'' 3: Name: KneeitAnd'
EquiPment:
Description. Havt student he on back, legs extended,
and hands placed behind head. 'On command, have
student.

Slide feetailang mat of
3

floor until heels touch but-
tocks. r

Return to starting position.
Teaching Hints.

Remind student to keep feet in contact with the
floor hand to keep low!' black flat on the floor by
rotating hips downirard.

Fig. 3 Knee Bend

4. Name. KneeRaise
Equipment: Mats.
Description Have student lie on back, legs extended,
feet together, hells on floo_r,with hands along side of
the body. On command, have student.

Slide feet along the5at until-heels touch the-but-
tocks.

Bring knees to chest, keeping heels close to hips.
Raise hips by rounding back.
Hold position for three seconds.
Return to sfartinq position.

Teaching Hints'

Stress "tuck" rather thin "arched" body position
Increase repetitidns as abdominal strength im-
proves)

101

Fig. 4 Knee Raise

5 Name Knee Circles
Equipment Mats

Description Have student he on hack, knees, bent to
chest;; and hands behind head. Op comntand7,.have
student

Rope knees in small circillar pattern to.the right.
Si Reverse directicin

Rotate knees in alternate circles

-.

f
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1

Fig. 5 Knee Circles

Teaching Hints-

,- If abdominal muscles are creak, have students wrap

arms around knees to hold legs in position.

Increase, the ki zi of the circles as_ abdominal

strength increases.

6. Name: Leg StretchaiL

Equipment: Mats
Description' Have student lie on back, knees bent, feet

flat on mat, anchands behind the head. On command,

haVe the student:
'Bring right knee to chest.

Extend right leg to vertical position.
Lower extended leg to the floor.
Repeat exercise with the left leg.

Teaching Hints '
Dorsifiex and plantar flex feet to stretch and con-

tract lower leg muscles-.

Fig. 6 Leg Stretcher

7. Name' Inverted Bicycle Ride

Equipment Mats
Description: Have student lie on back, knees bent, but-

tocks raised off mat, with body weight supported by

bent arms and 'hands' tinder hips. On command, have

the student:
M8ve legs as it riding a bicycle.

Teachihg Hints:
Elevate hips until they are above shoulders to main

tain proper balance:
Increase cycling time duration at periodic intervals.

. 90

8.

Fig. 7 Inverted Bicycle Ride

Name: Partial Curl-Up-
Equipment: Mats
Description: Have student lie in a supine position,

hands resting 'on front of thighs, and elbows straight..

Ocs.command, have the student:
Tuck chin in and rift head and shoulders until the

shoulder blades are clear of the mat.
Hold curled position for five seconds.
Return to starting position.

Teaching Hints:
Assist student with weak abdominals-by holding his

feet down and/or pulling him to the eiartial_sit-up

position.
Vary the exercise by Having the student perform

rhythmi. ta Ily.
Discourage "straight back" sit-ups it can be in-

jurious to the lower back.

Fig. 8 Partial Curl-Up

9. Name: Curl-Up
Equipment: Mate
Description. Have student lie in a supine position, with

the palms of the hands resting on the thighs, and el-

bows straight, On comma 113kstudent:

Tuck chin in trod shoulders off the

I

mat.
Slide palms forwa
fingertipt tottchNthe to
Return tchtrting position.

Teaching Hints:

arms emended, until the

of the kneecap.

VIM
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Stress Maintenance of a steady rhythrh, keeping
palm; in contact withthe thighs, and only rising to
fingertip-kneeoap position.
Have studehts work in pairs one student performs
the curl-up, the partner extends one arm across the
performer's kneecaps and keeps record of- the
rulmbet of correct curl-ups.

tl

Fig. 9 Curl-Up

10. Name ReyerseCurl-UP
Equipment: Mats
Descreption:..Have the student sit in an upright position
ori the mat, arl-ns extended, and ealms.resting on the
thighs. On command, have the student.

FleZ the turhbar spine.
Slowly assume the lying position on the baShwith
the lumbar region touching the mat before the
thofacic region.
Return to the upright position by reversing the
orotess.

. .
Teaching Hints

Vary the pdsition of the hands according to
Cliduai capability. Placing palms o-Othighs requires
less abdominal effort. Placing hands behind the
head or overhead creates more abdominal stress.
Thi reverse curl-upshould be sequenced before the
curl-up.because the performer is assisted-by the pull
of-gravity in the former task.

11. Name: Bent Knee Sit-up
Equipment: Mats.
Description:. Have student he on back, knees bent, feet'
flat on mat, and hands behind the head. On command,
have the student:

Curl torso up to sit-up position.
Touch elbows to knees
lipid sit-up position for five seconds.
Return to starting position.

Teaching Hints:
Have students who have trouble with bent knee sit-
ups work in pairs. One student holds his partner's
feet securely on the mat
Student can use wall, mats, and any other device to
secure legs.

Increase difficulty of the task by having the student
perform situps on an incline board, orby placinga
weight in the hands behind the head

-11 111

e-

'Fig. 10 Bent Knee Sit-Up .

12. Name: Cross-over Sit-Up
Equipment: Mats

,Description: Have the student lie on back, knees bent,
feet flat on the mat and hands behind the head. On
command, have the student:

Curl torso up to sit-up position.
Toil& right elbo* to left knee.
Return to sit-up position.
Touch left elbow to right knee.
Return to sit-up position._
Return to supine position.
Repeat.

Teach ingHints-
,Remind student not to arch lower back.
Hands must rain clasped behind head, If hands
are removed from behind the head, \he student will
tend to use the arms to add moment)Jm to the sit-
up. This action will, mwimize delropment of "the
abdominal muscles.

Fig. 11 Crossler Sit-Up

13. Name: Inclined Sit-Ups
Equipment: Inclined Board
Description. Have the student assume a supine position
on the board'. On command, have the s dent:

_ Curl to sit-up position and touch to
Return to the supine pOsition.

Teaching Hints:
Varythe exercise in accordance with4the abdominal
strength of the individual. A sample Sequence might
include: (board secured at the second notch).
Practice until 10 curl-ups can be performed.
Perform .10 sit-ups; with arms extended.
PerfOrm 10 sit-ups, with hands behihd neck.
Perform 10 cross-over sit-ups with a wei
behind the neck. 1

ti
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Readjust the board to the third notch and repeat ,
the sequence.
Insure that students keep the knees in a flexed posi-
tion throughcit all exercises to minimize lower
back strain.

Fig.-12 Inclined Sit-Up

14. Name: V,ee Sit-Up
Equipment: Mats
Description: Ha,e the student assume:a supine position
on ,the mat, with arms and legs extended. On, com-
mand, have the student:

Raise upper torso and straighten legs simul-

. taneously.
Balance body weight on buttocks.
Touch extended hands to toes, while maintaining

F balance.. /
Return to supine_ position.

II( Repeat,
Teaching Hints.

A difficult task Which requires considerable abdom-
inal strength; coordination, and balagce.
Use the part-whole orthod. Have the students per-
form the component parts of the task until mas-

Nered Afore atteihpting the Vee sit-up.

Fig. 13 Vee Sit-up

15. Name: Gather Sit-ups
Equipment: Mats
Description: Supine position on mats, with arms ex-

. tended overhead. On command, hive the students:
"Curl" upper torso forward, bringing arms toward

92

toes.
Flex knees, witb heels touching the buttocks.
Wrap arms around knees and squeeze.
Return to starting position..
Repeat.

Teaching Hints:
'When raising upper torso, have students -roll the
head, neck, shoulders, upper back, and .lower back
forwird in that order. Reverse the process when
returning to the supine position.-
Encourage, diaphragmatic -breathing by haO?ng
students inhale when moving-to a sit-tip pdsition
and exhaling during the "Squeezine-phese-ef th%
exercise.

4e,

Fig. 14 Gather Sit-Ups

EXPLOSIVE LEG POWER
ti

Name: Point Toes
Equipment: Mat
Description: Have the studtnt assume a suPinposition
on the mat. On command, have the student:

Doisiffex left foot.
.

Plantar flex left foot.
Return to starting position.
Repeat with right foot.
Return to starting position.

Teaching Hints:
When working with _a/child who does not under- ,
standithe explanation or does not exhibit muscular
control, it will be necessary to assist the individual
through the exercite.
Have students work in pairs. One student applies
pressure on the performer's feet; the performer en-
deavors to point his toes.
Vary the task by Fraying the student flex or extend
both feet simultaneously.
Hrie the-student note which -muscles contract dur-
ing the flexkA and extension phases of the exercise.

Dorsiflexion

I')

Plantar Flexion

Fig. 1 Point Toes

4
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2 Nainec Bend the Khee
Equipment: Mat \
Description Have students work in pairs. One student
Lies down on his back The partner places one hand
under his,right knee while the other hand rasps his

..right ankle. On command.
, The peTharmer endeavors to maintain the extension

position while the partner strives to ilex the knee
. The partoer shifts his hands to the performer's left

leg and the task is repriated.
Partners exchange positions.

Teaching 1-lint ."
Variations Maintaining knees in the flexed posi.;/
Lion, applying pressure to perforrheCs, feet as he/-
endeavors to ride a bicycle in the inverted position/
(on his back)

t

6,

1
I

:4?..

fry"

Fig. 2 Bend,theKnee .

Name Blast Of f 1 1

. Equipment ,None
Description Have the 'student stand erect
arms at hrs side On command, the student

Lowers his body to a semi- squat' nosh
teacher counts to ten 1

On the command of "blast off," the stu
Is high as possible arid lands in the start'
Repeats the task eight to ten tirbes

. '
,f:'

NNk /
,

\

r

Teaching Hints
Variations Landing on the same spot each time,,

covering as much distance as possible on each 'blast
off
Caution the student to avoid flexing the knees be
yond a 45'degregongle to avoid a knee tniury,

4. Name. Jumping the Square
EquipmenteWhite Shoe Polish
Des011otion The teacher draws a series of three-foot.
squares on the floor. Have the student stand on one
corner of the square On command, have the student

'Jump to each corner sequentially in a counterclock
wise direction.
Jump, to each corner sequentially in a clockwise
direction - .

,Vary directions,. for ezamplump left to three
..., ' corners and right to four corners, etc.".

Teachiong Hints k
Vary the tempo
Have student perform the task.by hopping on an
imaginary square

Add creativity by requesting the student act as at
jacly dabbit, kangaroo, etc

,Have student shove through imaginary' o bstacle
courses For example, lumping over a log, a stream,
or a crack in the earth

w th his /
/

ni (the
r

jumps
sition

Fig. 3 Blati

......,

AI.

4

i

Fig. 4 Jumping the Square

Name Leg Straightene 2
Equipment None .

Description Have the s udent sit erect,' knees bent.
heels on floor, with hands grasping toes On command,

' havithe student
Straighten legs while maintaining hold on toes
Return to the startling position
Repeat the exercise

Teaching Riots
el Stress "pushing" anion of legs and "pulling" action

of hands

1 s
E du( ah oldi Fi:9-a,c4 C Bin( 11 c,f Amen ca, Phys,ci.i film at,ot;

13,orpain r"k.._ .

t,

2E
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Fig. 5 Leg 7traightener

6. Name- Tiptoes
Equipment- None /

Description- Have the student stand erect. Qri com-
mand, have the student:

Rise up on his toes on the count of "1."
teturn to'standing position on the count of "2.",

7

' Repeat the task.
Teachutg Hints.

Have. the situdent

left foot

perform alternately on right and

Have the student feel the calf Muscle-and explain
what happened
Increase time duration for holding No .1 position.

Place a iiext tinder the toes and perform.

Fig. 6 Tiptoes

7; Name Jump and Stretch
Equipment None
Description. Have student 'stand erect with arms at
sitles. On command, have the student.'

1111..sSwing arms backward while bending knees.

Jump for height and distan.ce, stretching arms-over-

head.
Throw body and arms forwar.d as he lands

Repeat

Teaching Hints:
Have the child jurhp repeatedly across the gymnas-
turn'and keep alecord of the total attempts.

e V by.excluding the use of the arms:. Discuss the

di erence in distance resulting from the elimination,
of arm usage

. Record'each student's bestdistance ip inches."

+el

C.

Fig. 7 Jump and Stretch

4

8. Name. Jumping for Height
Equipment- Chalk
Description: Have students work in pairs. The per.
former should stand ,upright, adjacent to a wait: wit
piece of chalk in his hand. Ori cons nand, the per-
former

Jumps as high as he can and makes a mark qn the
wall.
The partner measures and records the height!'
Oartnetri.reVese positions and repeat.

Teaching Hints'
Mark a grid on the wall, with graduations in inches.
Variation Have each partner lamp, repetitively, for
oneminute and record the number of jumps.

Fig, 8 Jumping 'for Height

4
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9. Name: Mountain Climbing
SquiPmen't: None

Description: Wivestudent tassurhe push-615 position,
pith one leg flexed:a_rxt_Alle other in the eetended posi-

tion. On cprornand. have the student;
Reversal* leg position_continuot4ly.

Teaching Hints: .

Establish a sloe. cadence, initial; so that the
student can learn the coordinated movement.
By htvi4 the student transfer all body weight to
his arms as he shifts his leg position, the task be
comes an arm strengthening exerase.

Fig. 9 Mountain Climbing

10. Name: Squats (Knee Bends)
'$ Equipment. None

Descriptipn Have the student stand erect, feet shoul-
der width apart:with( hands On hips..On command,
have the student:

Lower his body 'so that knees are flexed at a 45
degree angle

Maintain position for five seconds.
Return to_the starting position.

Teaching Hints:-
Increase repetitions at periodic intervals.
Caution student regarding the performance of knee
bends beyond 45 degrees

Fig. 10 Squats (Knee Bends)

11. Name; Barbell Squats' '
R. #

Equipment; Barbell, plus Assorted Weights.
Description: Have the student stand'erect,-feet shqul-

, der width apart, with barbell on shoviders.
On command, have the sludent-

Perform the task as cited in No. 10.

Teaching Hints:

Have the student start 'the
weights on the birbill equal
body weight. Increase or decr
until he-performs a-range of fiv
with a specific weight. Front that
student use the same weight load
form ten repetitions, and then inc
load. .,

--

program by placing
to one-third of his
sethe weight level

to ten repetitions
int on, have the
ntil he can per
ase the weight

Fig. 11 Barbell4Squats

12. Name: Barbell Heel Raises

Equipment: Barbellplus Assorted Weights, Plank
Description: Have the student stand erect,with toes on
2' x 4','feet shoulder width apart, and barbell on shoul-
decs. On commend, have the student:

.Extend body upwrftintil the entire body weight is
supported bit hisjoes.
Maintain the position for five seconds.

. Return to the starting position, with his heels on
the floor.

'Teaching Hints:

determine appropriate barbell weight and exercis-
ing regimen as per instructions in No. 11.

e- Vary the angle $1.1-:the feet to develop different
musculature.

Vary the height of the support that is Placed under
the toes.

Fig. 12 Barbell Heel Raises

.
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.13. Name' Wall .Tapping
Equipment: Timer
Description. Marks are made on a wall at 3",)ntervals

"The student is to hand adjacent to the wall. On com-
mand, the student

'jumps 4 high 'as' he -can and touches the- wall aS
[ugh is he'cin reach.. 'i
Repeatsthe tastOtone minute,
Attempt's to continually lump above' a predeter-
rtunetlimark,,i.e.,,,above 3 6, 9, or 12 inches.

Teaching
Have a partner record his score, tftit is the number

of successful jumps - .

Record his h "touch point "
:Record a meature 764 his explosile leg 'power
jumping touch minus standing touch.

Ir

-s

Fig. 134811 Tapping

14. Name Flutter Kick 4

Equipment Mat
Description Prop position on ,the mat, with hands
under thighs and legs extended togatzer On command,

;

Fig. 16 Crossover

Teach ing'Hin ts
: Start7With a slow.cadenceffor a limitedperiod of

time.
. Increase cadence ,ant time demand as progrJss it

noted.
Add verbalization by having Students count every
time the left topt strides the floor.
Fialre the students perform the task while lying in a

supihe position. iv
Wry they task m+ng,Iregs apart and together, or

crossing'SltiCieg ov,er. the ditherk

ODINESPIRATORY ENDURANCE

1. Name Marching-in-Place 4' --'-

Equipment:Norie
DescriptiOn. Have the student stand at attention. On

command:the,student: ,
Marches-in-place:starbng with the left foot. :'

Swings arms naturally. i
Counts each time his left foot th4es the floor.

.-

. Stops when The teacher gives thecommand.

Teaching Hints '-'
- .

...
Vary the learning experience' by. keeping the

performance time and repetitions constatt, increas-
.). gri the time while keeiiirig the repetitions cons

Have the students march to-music,
- .

andObserve performance d hotetitaterality and./
:,----

' gross body co problems. -,
, 71

2.. Name: Endurance mping-, -,

i.

the student
Keeps chin and trunk in contact with the floor
Alterratel,y raises and lowers legs as in the flutter

kick'in

96

Equipment None
1,

Description: Have -the student aistime an upright
standing, position, . with his arms his sides, On

command, the student
Jumjls repeatedly, feet together, until requestek-to

stop. .

Places fingers on carotid artery (under jawbone)

and endeavors to locate pulse.

jeaching Hints
Explain the effects exercise has on the-heart and-

circulatory system.
Add music to make the task more enjoyable.,

Vary the repetitions according to individual

capacities.
V y the task by having the student jump forward,

ha ward, and sideward, with feet together and

apart

"

ea.



Fig. 1 Endurance Jumping

'3 Name. Endurance Hopping f.#
Equipment' Ntme
Description Have the student assume the upright
standing position, with his arms- It his sides On
command, the Student

Hops on his left foot
Hops on hkriglitlloot
Hops, altefrigtelyqn his left and right foot

Teaching Hints

Thlvme st s as for "Endurance Jumping

.

Completes the run as rapidly as possibit
Teaching Hints' ,

Recommendedi chitances: grades K-2 200 yard,
grades 3-6 650 yank gradT 7.9 onemile; ar%
grades 10-12 two Tiles. ,

'Add the competitiva-element by using team races,
tt5rn relaysoshuttle runs, and.obstacle'runs.

AP 6. Name. Trot, Skip, Run2
Equipment. None
Description:, Sub-divide the cfass int series of learns-

aligned in IN forrgation,lacing the same direction On
command:

The fiiNtstudent in each line begins trotting.
The next student in each line begins trotting, when,
the first student has moved forward approximately
eight feet.
Repeat the same procedure-tntil all* student3 in
each line have completed the task.
When the first student of each line (the leader) flies
returned to lie starting point, he or she begins
again by skipping the entire distance. is
The otter students replicate the skipping
The leaders will complete the third lap by running

Fig. 2 Endurance Hopping

4, Noe Spot Runningl-
Equipment. Stop Watch
Description. Have tht student assume the upright

?standing position, with his arms at his:sides in the
flexed position, On command, the student

' Runs in place at varying speeds, for varying lengths
of time

'Teaching Hints

'Have the students change pace by telling them to
imagutie they art. u,.ning uphill, downhill, around
a turn. or they' art a racing car; horse, bus, truck, or
a train

5. Name: Running A Meaiured Distance -
Equipment Stop Watch, Measuring Tape-
Description Establish a rnasurell distance ' On
command, the student

at full speed.
Teaching Hints- )

Have students select and include other types of %
(Oct:motor skills. J,
Identify and assist students who are having
difficulty Aith any of the locomotbr skills.

7 Name- Ski Star= Run
Equipment: Stop Watches, Boundary Markers
Descriptions Arrange markers as per the illustration
Space the markers so that the.krtal distance is 25-60-
yards. Or command:

1

One student at a time runs the entire/distance
-Repeat until the entire class has a time recorded

Teaching Hints:

The instructor. "times" each student. s, .

Vary the expririence by conducting a continuous
slalom (j e., students traversing the course, keeping

^ eight -foot sinterals.

-

"Start / Ali',V1411.1b 10).1 ,C0
; 1 t ; ; 101

; ; V

(C,..)' '01 .1.11 co,
Finish r.-.

Fig. 3 Ski Slalom Run

Thomas M odola, .Indovidu'alized Physical Education Pro
rain for the Handicapped Child,'' ) 161

2
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ft. Name: Follqwth: Leader

1

..Equtinent: Record Meer,
Description: Place students
to a tircle).

A designated leader performs an

hopping.
The other students in the circle replicate.
When the instructor 'calls "change" the student
the lift of the lead performs a different task.
The other students replicate.
Continue until all students have seived as leaders.

thlt has a fast tempo

in a circle formation (ten

exercise such as

Teaching Hints
Play a record
rhythm.
Encdurage the 4)clusion of tasks that involve the
different parts of the body. s.

9. Name: "Astronaut2-

E9uipment: None
Description; Have the entire class form one large circle.

Select one student to serve as the chief astronaut; have

him stand in the center of the circle.
The chid astronaut calls No..6 (or any number).

All astronauts whose'numbers e six .respond by

runningLyokihterclockw. oun the circle (space),

reenters' 'the 'ci (the earth's atmosphere) at
their original 1:iositions, and totAing the chief

astronaut's extended hand.
The first .'astronaut to make contact' becomes the
new chief astronaut and'calls a different number.

Teaching Hints:
Vary the number of space revolutions before
reentry is permitted.

Name: Red and Blue3

Equipment: Flat Object, with each Side a Different r

dolor
Description: Divide the class into

II
lines facing each

othei, Explain and demonstrate the game. Select a ,
leader to toes the.colored object.

to

to get the
,

A

Blue

Home

to

co

c9-

co

co

co

5

,Red

HomeI
C5Leader

Fig. 4 Red and Blue

1 Charles B. cort-nn, et al., Concepts in Physical Education, p. 61.

20rfahe Bryant and Eloise McLean Oliver, Fun and Activities
Through Elerrlentaty Physical Education, p. 51.

3lbrd, pp. 77-78.
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The leader tosses the object in the center area
between the two teams.

If the object lands with the blue side up, all

members of the "blue" team turn and run home,
pursued by the "red" team.
If the- object lands with the red sidd,up,
procedure is reversed. %

All players tagged before 'returning home join the
opposing team.
The team having the most players in a predeter-
mined time period wins.

Teaching Hints:
Stress the impcilnce of being careful to avoid

, injury. .
. .

Use blue and,red pinnies'or vests, if available.
If available, Use flag belts to tmjnimize arguments as

. to whether a player was tagged.

X11 Name: Grab thesTip
Equipmeht: Car Tire
Description: Divide the class equally Into two, teams
and assign a number to students-on both teems: Place

the teams at the opposite ends orthe gym and the tire'

in the cenyr, t
The irkruttor calls a number.
The students with that number run to the center
aind try to drag the tire beyond their line.
Score one point for each successful attempt..
Continue until all numbers have been called.

Teaching Hints:
'Vary the game by calling multiple numbers (e.g., 2,

6, 10). In the example cited, six students would run
to the cen*r.

ir Combine matirtlatics ,with thy motor task. For
. example, state, "Those stalents whose numbers are

a total of II- 5 run forward."

H

-O

9
10

10

9
8
7

6
5

4

3
1

F. 5 GrabIhe Tire

12. Name- Change Places
-Equierritin: Mats
teciiption: Divide the class into twp teams., placing
the teams at opposite ends of the room with each team

member assigned a number and requested to lie on a
mate Upon verbal co mand, the students:. .

H
0
M
E

1'
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Obey commands, e.g., "Turn on your stomach,
back, etc."
Exchange mat positions with their partners.

Teaching flints:
. Award. 'team points on the basis of proper task

_execution and reaching desgnatedmat
To minimize accidents, have studentsrun to flew -
rnorAraositions'around the outer perimeter of the
mats in a clockwise direction.
Vary tasks to include qikiing, etc.
Assign students to give verbal commands.

a

Fig. 6 Change Places

13. Name W dmill ending._
Equipm t. None
Description: Have the student assume a standing
position, .feet apart,with arms'extended sideward at
shoulder level. On command, the student:

Bends and twists histrunk, touching his left hand
to his right tde.
Returns4o the Acting position.
Jogs around the gym and,returns,to the original
floor position.
Repeats the task.

Teaching Hints:
'Vary the task.according to the endurance capacity,
of each student.
Identify and correct bilaterality- and/or flexibility
problem's.

0 Fig. 7 Windmill and Jog

-

14. Name: Cycling and Jogging
Equipment: None
Description: Have student assume the inverted cycling'.
position on the floor. On'command, the student:

Completh twenty-five leg cycles (a cycle is the
rotation of-both legs).
Runs five lips around the
Returns to the original cycling position.
Repeats the task.

.-Teaching lynts:
Vary the leg cycles and-distance to begun.
Keep the time constant and record 15; number of
"circuits" completed by each student. .

Stress the safety facto: avoidin0 contact with
running classmates. ,

Fig. 8,Gyi.cling and Jogging

15. Name: Mountain Climbing and Jogging
'Equipment: None
Description: Have the student assne the starting,
pos#Aon as in the illustration. On .command, tfie
student:

Reverse's llisfoot positron for thirty cycles.
Runs five laps around the gym.-
Returns to the originqstatting Position.
Repeats the task.

Teaching Hints: .
The same '.'hints" ast<ted in No. 14.

Fig.,9 Mountain Climbing and Jogging
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16. Name: Juniping Jack
Equipment: None
Description: Ilan the student stand with feet together

and hinds at sides. On command, the student:

Jumpt and rands with feet apart.
. Simultaneously, moves arms sideward and upward,

touching hands overhead. -

Returns to the "startjtpg position
Repeats the exercise. -

Teer,hing Hirits: . ".

, Vary the number of repetition's and cadence,
Increase the difficult:Vevel by alternately having

the student shift the feet lideward together and

fstaggered together.

If a student cannot perform the task have him
perform the discrete parts by the numbers.

Fig.'10 Jumping Jack

17. Name: Rope Skipping
Equipmeni- Stop Watch, Jump Rope
Description. Explain and demonstrate the proper rope
skipping technique. On command, the.student

190

GOO

Fig.,11 Rope Skipping

;

Sk rope for thirty seconds.
Rests for thirty seconds.
Repeats the exercise 'until he has skipped for 2:30

seconds and rested for2:30 seconds. '

Teaching Hints:
Wprk up to a cadence of 120 jumps per minute.
Increase the skipping time 'and decrease the resting

time. ^

Vary the task by havihg the student skip in'reverse

(i.e., bringing the cope over the head and behind'the

body).

18. Name: Bench Stepping
Equipment: Bench, Stairs, or Gymnasium Bleachers,

Stop Watch
Description: aye the student stand upright facing the

bench. On co mand, the student:
Places his right foot on the bench.
Brings'up his left foot and stands erect. one
,Lowers liis right foot to the floor. cycle

Lowers his left to the floor.

`6 Continues until he/has completed sixty'cycle3 in a
,

two-minute period (thirty cycles per minute).
Teaching Hints:

Keep the cadence constant by clapping hands;
counting 1, 2, 3, 4; or °sing music.
Increase the time, at periodic intervals, by thirty

1$4-'seconds until the students can perform the task for

five minutes.

Fig 2 Bench Stepping

19. Name. Circuit Training
Equipment: Timer
Description: Have the student assume an upright

A position. Qn command, the student
Hops on his left foot for 100 counts.
Hops on his right foot for 100 counts.
Jumps on both feet for 100 counts:

.Performs 100 jumping jacks.
Runs in place for 100 counts.
Repeats the circuit.

o, Completes as many circuits as possible in ten

minutes.

one
circuit



Teaching Hints:
Have the student keep a daily record of his

performance; two circuits, plus three exercises
would be recorded as72.6.

Encourage the student to better his score each day.

1

Hogging,
Left

2

Hopping
Right

to 5
Running in Place

4

Jumping
Jacks

3

Jumping

, .
Fig. ,13 Circuit Training

20. Name: Interval Running
Equipment. Tape for Measuring Distance, Stop Watch
Description: Interval running is a type of conditioning
that uses the "overload concept." The student is
overtaxed physiologically by being required to perform
a series of running events which include a relaxation
phase aryl a stress phase for a certain distance or a
certairsperiod of time. For example, the student might
be requested to perform the fo'llowing running events
in a ten-minuth period

Walk rapidly for two minutes.
Jog for one minute. one
'Run at one-half speed for one minute circuit
Spimt for one minute.
Repeat the circuit.

Teaching Hints:
The "overload _concept"' can be applied to any
activity. Devise a circuit that applies interval stress
to a series of exercises., the game of soccer, or
swimming.
Increase the "overload" gradually by decreas4r the
"relaxation" phases ol-the circuit and increasing the

---_ 'stress" phases.

21. Name: Road Runner 3.t
Equipment: Timer, Trick or Large Area
Description: Students form 't ne or mdre lines On

command, the students.
Jog slowly.
The last student sprints to the front of his line and
begins to jog.
The process is repeated until all -students have
Sprinted one time.

Teiching Hints:
Vary the task according to the ability level of the
students. For .example, students with extremely
poor endurance' could walk' in line, with the last
_person joggi to the front position.. _

Increase the j gging and sprinting distances as the
students improve.
Decrease the time permitted to\C6C:- a given
distance.

00000O
Jog in place

14@fifad Runner

22. Name: Suicide t

Equipment: Timer, Basketball Court
Description: The student stands behind the baseline.
On command, he: I

Sprints to the near foul line, touches the line with
his hand and sprints back to the baseline.
Toutl*s the baseline and sprintC to the half-cdurt
line and back.
Repeats .to the far foul-line and back and far
baseline and back.

Teaching Hints:
Kee- p a record of all times
to ::beShriteir own time.

and encourage students

1110., Have sev students perform the activity-at the
* same time; stress staying in their lane.

'-..Use markers so the activity can be used in an
Gall- purpose room, or out-of-doors.

Sig. 15 Suicide
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MJIA Pi
COMMUNICATIONS DISORDERS FLOW CHART AND

ACTIVITY CHECKLIST

NETWORK 19
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS PRESCRIBD

REVIEW PERMANENT RECORD EXERCISES

PROCURE

MEDICAL

AND MEDICAL HISTORY
(1 hour)

ADMINISTER PHYSICAL

FITNESS AND MOTOR
ABILITY ITEMS (THAT

7% CAN BE PERFORMED)
(2 hours)

. APPROVAL FORM
('/ hour)

ADMINISTER OTHER

APPROPRIATE TESTS
(1 hour)

ASSESS PERFORMANCE

SUBJECTIVELY
(part of time above)

NETWORK 20

'COMMUNICATION DISORDERS

CONDUCT
STUDENT

IMPLEMENT
INDIVIDUALIZED

RECORD

OBJECTIVE/,
SUBJECTIVE

DATA
(1/2 hour)

RETEST AND
EVALUATE RECOMMEND

INDIVIDUAL FLEXIBLE

APPROVED BY
THE

PHYSICIAN
(1/2 hour)

PRESCRIBE
ACTIVITIES

FOCUSING ON
ABILITIES

CA hour)

CONTINUE
PROGRAM

(18 hours)
- 9 weeks

102

ORIENTATION
('/2 hour)

I

PROGRAM"
(18 hours)
9 weeks

2

4

ON
GOING

PROGRESS SCHEDULING
(11/2 hours) (1/2 hour)

REFER TO
PHYSICIAN

FOR
PROGRAM RELEASE
(SUBJECT'S FULLY

FIECOVERED)
(1/2 hour)
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APPENDIX A (Continued). , .

.ACIIVITY CHECKLIST
< .

., ,

EVENT NUMBERS AcTiviTY ----,
TIME '

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION

NETWORK
NUMBERS

-t'''.409
EXPLANATION

Ak
BEGINNING ENDING

1

1

_
.

.

.

11

,

2

-

.

.

1/. hour

,

t
,

.

4

.

.

IMPLEMENT PROGRAM FOR
STUDENTS -WITH COMMUNICA

.TION DISORDERS
...k

, Procure 4Medical Approval Form

Note: The original form is to be
filed in the nurse's office, a copy
of the form is to be pl in the

, child's folder
\

. -

1

*

,

f 19

1941

D8,A Program will be provided for the
partially-sighted, blind, hard-of-hear
ing, deaf, and autistic ,

-../
, .

Self-explanatory
- ,

..

,,,..
1 -

..

. l
, ; ,

'

.

,

1
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% - APPENDIX A (Continued)
ACTIVITY CHECKLIST '

ii ,!t

EVENT NUMBERS ACTIVITY
TIME /

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION

NETWORK
NUMBERS EXPLANATION ,

BEGINNING ENDING

2 ,

-2

,

2_
L...,

. :'''

.

k....-5

3

.

3

I
I 3

-

1 hour

2 hours
.

.

1 hour

.

.

-
N.
..-

.

.

. Review Permanent Records and

Medical History .

Carefully check auditory and vis-
ukinftSrmation

Administer Physical Fitness and
Motor Ability Items -; , =

Keep. zi record of pre- and post-
test progress

,

.

Administer Other:Appropriate ,
Tests

Where appropriate, devise tests to

assess peripheral vision, depth
Perception, and kinesthesis

1

. .

.

19

,

19

.

19

'

\.:.

.

The D&A teacher will review the per-
manent record and medical history of

every student in the prdgram
v-

Students will be ericoaagecr to pet-
form those items that are within their

ability levels
t

e ,

.

i
Tests designed to assess progress in
terms of "use of th& senses will be

administered ,

-

, c.

.

.

.

,
, ..> ,,

-..-

..,

.

I
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/ APPENDIX A (Continued) ., ,'

, ACTIVITY CHECKLIST ., .

.
. .

.

EVENT (UMBERS . ACTIVITY'
TIME

ACTIVITY '

DESCRIPTION
NETWiRK
NUMB1RS

r
EXPLANATIONBEGINNING ENDING

2

.

3

.

4

.

6,

,

-
. /

.

'3

,--

' 4
;

-

5

,

5

6-

Part of time
aoveb

1/2 hour

.

1/2 hour

,

1/2 hour

. .

-
.

1/2 hour

N

,..

1

.
_

Assess Performance Subjectively.)

.
Record Objective and Subjective
Data

. ' ,
Prescribe Exercises -Approved by
the Physician ,.

,

Record prescribed exercises on
each student's prescription card

.,.-
.

Prescribe Activities Focusing on

Abilities
Post a list and discuss modified

..

games and activities that have --
been approved by the physidian
or C611-d-Study Team

.

Conduct Student Orientation
. Explain rules and regulations,

program values, etc'
. .

. /
,

A
_

.

.
19

19
,

,

19

'

\ 4
19

20 a

.
.

7
. ....-.

k_ ..

Self explanatory ,

...

Self -explanatory 1

.
The family or school physician will
prescribe at exercises

'
* -- .

,

.The family, or school physician or
iChild Study Team will prescribe all ..

games ,arid activities .

.

- .. .

Se Kexplanatory "'

.

' .of ..10. /
,

.

.
.

r*,,,e t, ,,,

4..
...

1 2 1)

)

11

f.,

-.

r

_121:,
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
.

ACTIVITY CHECKLIST ,

,
..

EVENT NUMBERS AaTIVITY
TIME

.

ACTIVITY s
\ DESCRIPTION .

, _

NETWORK
NUMBERS

441 ,

EXPLANATtON
.

BEGINNING.. ENDING

6

,

7

7

. -) 8

- . .

18 hours
(9 weeks)

1'/ /hours

.

a

. ,

.

Demonstrate correct testing tech-
nique %

Prepare the necessary forfns

Assist conduct testing -

Note: Autistic children should be
gui4d through all tests

Implement Individualized Program
. Provide an aide to work with

each autistic child,utilize immed
late, positive reinforcement for
the slightest accomplishment

.
.

Retest and Evaluate In ividual Pro-
press
. Refer students to ysician for

potsible release from he program

0 .

.

20

20

.

.

. .

,

-

.

.

Each student will jreceive a program
based on his spft*ic needs and inset
ests ,

- ,
.

.1

. Students,will beytested at nine-week
intervals

4.

'

,,
.

.

11-- '

p
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a o APPENDIX A (Continued)

ACTIVITY CHECKLIST
.

-1 .
,

EVENT NUMBERS ACTIVITY
TIME

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION

NETWORK
NUMBERS

"
EXPLANATIONBEGINNING ENDING

..0 3 N

i,

'8 ....t/'
,

..r

8

,

. C

9

M

/0

11

_

18 hours
(9 webles)

.

1/2 hour

.

'/2 hour

.

.4 (whe results are supportive of
such a recommendation

Continue Program
. Consideration should be given to

posiible revision of exercises,

stimulation of motivation, etc.
. .

Recommend Flexible Scheduling
. Prepare and submit supportive ev-

idence for your recommendation
_

Refer to Physician For Program Re-
lease

. Prepare and submit supportive ev-
idence for your recommendation

. t

.
..

.

. .

20

20

.. 1

.

.

20

,

.

,

'

fa'
Self-explanatory ,

, ,......

.

Where possible, students will be sched-
uled in with their peer group -
' ,

. , . .

.

,
Students will not be returned to, the .
unrestricted program unless they have
a signed re/ease from the family or
school physician

..

.

. .

a

a
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APPENDIX D

POSTURE SCREENING GRID CONSTRUCTION DIRECTIONS
(Court of the Township of Ocean School District)

CONSTRUCTABLE ITEMS

Materials

Grid: tone 1/8" k 4' x 8' masonite
Frame: one 3/4" x 3" x 24'
Rod; one 3/8" x 30"
Clamps: two
Wooden block: onel" x 4"
Plumb bob: one
Paint:

1 quart of flat black enamel
1 pint of fast-drying whife lacquer

Striping tool. one
Straight edge. 8' long, 3" wide

f

2 8-penny nails

24"

Rear view

Instructions:
1. Recleice masonite to proper site:
2. Paint masonite.
3. Place frame on masonite; secure

with 3/4" roofing nails (miter
corners).

4. Draw horizontal and vertical
lines. Start at midpoint and paint
lines 2" apart with the striping
tool. Be sure to secure the

straight edge to the frame with
clarrips to insure straight lines

.5. Tduch up any overrun of strfping
with black enamel border.

r.



APPENDIX E

GUIDE
TO THE

EVALUATION

OF

POSTURE ANt4.130DY ALIGNMENT

The evaluation of body alignment and posture by the evaluator helps to serve a dual
purpose

Purpose I:
3To acquaint the examiner with postural deviations of the individual and thereby

. serve as a guide for the exercise program.

Surpodh I :

To proviga record for the future reference from which to evaluate progress or
change in body alignment.

to

PerMission to publish granted.

'Cherry Hill Public Schools
Mr. Al Daniel
Department of Physical Education
Developmental, Physical Education

13 t

41'

r.

b



APPENDIX E (Continuel)

EVALUATION OF BODY ALIGNMENT
AND POSTURE

A. Notations on screening form. :
t,',4-The name of each child should be clearly PRINTED.

'2. Age of the child should be recorded in years and
months.

1--
3. Name of school is clearly indicated.

--- 4. Record weight accurately.
5. Recon4 height in inches
6. Leg length record in incktes - be careful to place

correct measurements -with correct leg.

7. Record all other anthropometric measurements

carefully.
8. =fn "remarks area" make,notations of past and pres-

ent-history from student which may have a bearing
on posture and body alignment evaluation.

9. Record correct date of examination.

B. Screening Procedure.
1. Boys should be screened in gym shorts.
2. Girls should be screened in bathing suits or any

other suitable attire to allow efficient evaluation.
3. No footwear or socks should be worn by students.

4. In evaluating the student for postural deviation "0"
is ideal and any slight deviation from this is consid-

ered normal-and should not be recorded.
5. Adjust the student's stance without attempting to

correct a postural deviation in order to allow the

best evaluation by the evaluator.

6. Use a red pencil for initial Screening to indicate first

observations, and do not hesitate to recortl on the

figure and deviations noted.
7. Leg length' is measured from the anterior superior

spine of the ilium to the internal malleOlus.

8. Calf circurnierence is measured 4-5 inches below

the inferior tip of the, pate1199nid-cal!). (Measure.

ments taken with steel tapi)
9. Thigh circumference is measured 6 inches above the

'superior tip of the patella (mid-thigh). (Measure-

112

ments taken with steel tape.)
10. All skinfOld measurements are made on the RIGHT

side of the body. Apply the calipers about 1 cm.

from the fingers holding the skinfold and at a depth

approximately equal to the thickneks of the fold.
All folds are taken in the vertical plane except when
the lines of Linn result in torsion of the skinfold in

which case itaken along these lines:

(a) Chest Midpoint between the anterior crease

Of the ancilla and'ihe nipple.
(b) Abdomen - adjacent to the umbilicus. >
(c) Arm-- Midposterior midpoint between the tip

of the acromion and the tip of the olecranon
with the elbow in 90° flexion, and with the

.11

extremity hanging straight in an extended.
-

(d) B - Tip of the scapula with the sub. ct in a

Taxed standing position.
Grip strength - Taken with a grip dyria eter, be

careful of placerae4t of dynaniometef scale

shthild be facing out.

REAR VIEW 44.

Plumbline should bisect the body into two eqiial parts
as in form II.

A. Head
1. Tilt - head may slant toward one side or the other,

evaluator may indicate on figure.

B. Shoulder level
1. One higher than the other, evaluator may indicate

on figure. (Use horizontal grid lines as a guide.)

C. Shoulder blades
1. The inferior angle. of the 'scapula is normal at the

level of the seventh thoracic vertebral spinous
process.

2. "Winging" of the scapula the vertebral border is

pulled away from the posterior back or spinal proc-

esses of the vertebrae.

D. Upper and Lower spine
1. Mark direction of convexity.
2. In reference to "C" curve the examiner will mark

both upper and lower spine in direction,
3. In reference to "S'' curve please mark convexity

carefully.

E. Hip level
1. Use horizontal gird lines as a guide.
2. if in doubt as to lack of prominence of hip bones,

the examiner may place hands on crest of ilium and

.4111F observe any difference in level of hands.

F. Ribs
1. The student stands upright. The examiner, using the

index 4nd middle fingers, rubs briskly over the
spinous process of theKertebrae from the neck to
4fhe hips. Check for spinal deviations.

2. The student now stands with the trunk flexed at
the hips, upper body parallel to the floor, the exam-
iner then observes the contour development of ribs
from the rear. Note any differences of rib growth

and/or lack of symmetry.

I:



G. Legs
; 1. Note only knock-knee or boted,legs.

H. Pop Meal line
1. At r4,7 of knee level is an indentation of break in

contour of skin where knee is flexed in movement,
check level behind each leg.

I: Pronation
1. -Achilles tendon is straight, note any deviation from.this norm.

SIDE VIEW

Remember, check total body alignment before making
segmented evaluation.

A. Head (plumbline through lobe of ear)
1. Head in front of plumbline - indicate (head forward).
2. Head back of plumbline - indicate (head back.

ward).

B. Shoulders (plumbline through center of shoulder joint).
1. "Cupping" inward movement of shoulders toward

,sternum (Kyphosis).

2. 'Winging" of scapula, this refers to prominence of
the inferior angle of the scapula or in some cases
the entire vertebral border, posteriorly. (Muscular

r' development may cause false winging.)

C. Spine (no exaggeration of wine curvatures.) f
1. Upper spine curvature.
2. tower spine curvature (Lordosis). Exaggerated lum-

ber curve often associated with an anterior tilt of
the pejvis.

3. Try to visualize long skeleto
4. Check at this 'point if the stu nt is `ling back-

wards.

D. Hip (plumbline through greater trochanter of the femur).
1. Flexion (indicated two ways).

(a) Student stands with the knees straight and the
trunk is flexed forward at the hip.

(b) Student stands with knees flexed_ associated
with hip flexion and trunk upright.

E. Knee (plumbline posterior to the patella).
1. Flexion - knee joint is flexed and may be anterior

to the plumbline.
2. Hyperextension knee joint forms an open angle

and is posterior to the plumbline.

F. Body
1. Forward most of body forward of line.
2. Backward - most of body back of line.
3. Bowed midsection more apterior than upper and

lower portions of the body./

G.'Arch Depression

1. Try to visualize a line from just below the medial
malleolus to the poximal end of the 1st phalange
of the big toe, then check scaphoid (Talus) bone
and its relationship to line and floor.

1.

GLOSSARY

Anterior. superior spine front, upper part of the
hip. (illium)

2. Patella - a round set/arm:kid bone in front of the knee
3. -Inferior - lower
4. Superior - the upper part
5. gilleolus the IoW end of the fibula- (ankle)-
6. Seventh thoracic vertebrae the middle area of the

back on a line with the lower angle of the scapula
Spinal processes - pertaining to the spine - part pal-

.
pated in the back

Pronation - the downward turning of the part
9. Posteriorly toward the rear

10. Talus (Scaphold) the "heel" bone of the ankle
11. Proximal nearest

12. Acromion - the process at the summit of the scapula
13. Olecranon--- large process formirn the head of the

ulna

14. Scapula - large flat triangular bone of the shoulder
15. Grip dynamometer - instrument for measuring mus-

cular strength

7.

113



APPENDIX F

WEAR ATTITUDE AMINISTRATION FORMS AND SCORING PROCEDURES

0,/

Form A
1. If for any reason a few subjects have to be dropped

from the school program, physical education should
be one of the subjects Vpped;

2. Physical education activities provide no opporAnities

for learning %control the emotions.
3. Physical education is one of the-most important sub-

jects in helping to eliablish and maintain desirable so-

cial standards:

4' 4. Vigorous physical activity works off harmful emotion-

al tensions

5 I would. take physical education only tf it were re-

quired.
6. Participation in physical education makes no contribu-

tion to the development of poise
7. Because physical skills loom large in importance in

youth, Kt is essential that a person be helped to acquire*

and improve such skills
8. Calisthenics taken regularly are good for ones. general

health

9. Skill in active games or sports is not necessary for
leading the fullest kind of life

10 Physical education does more harm physically than it

11

12

does good

Associating with others
activity is fun.
Physical education classes

in some physical education

provide situations for the
formation of attitude's which will make one a better
citizen

13 Physical education situations are among the poorest
for making friends ,,

14 There is not enough value coming from physical edu-
cation to justify the tim consumed

15 Physical education ski
1
s make worthwhile conteibu-

tions to the enactment of living
16. People get all the physical exercise they need in lust

taking care of their daily work
17. All who are physically able will profit from an hour of

physical education each day-
18. Physical education makes a valuable contribution

toward building up an adequate reserve of strength
and endurance for everyday-living.®

19. Physical education tears down sociability by encourag-
ing people to attempt to surpass each other in many
of the activities -..

20 Participation in physical education activities makes for
a more wholesome outlook on life

Source C L Wear, "Coriltruction of Equivalent Forms of An
Attitude Scale,- Research quarterly, XXV 11955) pp 113.119

.114

21. Physical education adds nothing to the improvement
of social betavior.

22. Physical education class activities will help to relieve
and relax physical tensions.

23. Participation in physical education activities helps 'A
person to maintain a healthful en(otional life.

24. Physical education is one of the more important sub-
lects in the school program.

25. There is little' value in physif,a1 education as far as
physical well-being is concerned.

26. Physical education should bikincliided in the program
of every person.

27 Skills learned in a physical education class do not ben-

efit a person.

28. Physical education provides situations for.developing
desirable charactercival

29. Physical education makes for more enjoyable living.
30:- Physical education has no place in modern education,

Form
1. Associations in physical education activities give peo-

ple a better understanding of each other
2. Engaging in vigorous physical activity gets one inter-

ested in practicing good health habits.
3. The time spent in getting ready for and engaging 19 a,.

physical education class could be more profitably
spent in other ways

4 A person's body usually has all the strength it needs
without participation in physical education activities

5. Participation in physical education activities tends to
make one a more socially desirable person.

6Physical education 7 schools does not receive the
emphasis that it should.

7 Physical education classes are poor in opportunities
for worthwhile social experiences

8. A person would be better off emotionally if he did
not participate in physical education

9 It is possible to make physical education a valuable
subject by proper selections of activities

10 Developing a physical skill brings mental relaxation
and relief

11 Physical education classes provide nothing which will
be of value outside the class.

12 There should not be' over two one-hour periods per
week devoted to physical education in schools

13 Belonging to a group, for which opportunity is provid-
ed in team activities, is a desirable experience for a
person

14 Physical education is an importansubject in helping a
person gain and maintaTn all-round good health

a

f.



APPENDtX F (Continued)

15. No definite beneficial results come from participation
in physical education activities.

16. Engaging in group physical education activities is de-
sirable for proper personality development.

17. Phyiical ethication activities tend to upset a person
emotionally.

18. For its ,contr/ibutionseto. mental and emotional `well
being physrdal education should be inclUded in.the
prograrnOi every school.

19. I would advise anyone who is physically able to take
, physical education,

20. As far as improving sical he is concerned a
physical education class is a Waste f time.

21. Participation in physical 'education class activities
tends to develop a wholesome interest !Tithe function-
ing of one's body.

II

22.

23.

24:

25.

26.

27.

28

29.

1

Physical education classes give-a person an opportun-
ity to have a good time.

The final mastering of a certain oirementar skill in a
physical education class brings a pleasurable feeling
that one seldom experiences elsewhere.

Physicil education classes prOvide values which are

useful in other parts of daily living.

Physical education contributes little towill the'im-
provement of social behavior.

Physical education should be .requtred of all who are
physically able to participate.

The tittle devoted to physical education in schools
could be more profitable used in study.

The skills learned in a physical education class do not
add anything of value to a person's life.

Physical education does more harm socially than
good

1

7
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APPENDIX F (Continued)

WEAR ATTITUDE INVENTORY SCORE SHEET
FORM & FORM B (CIRCLE. ONE)

\

PRINT,FULL*JAME

O. VALUE

5

4

3

GRADE ' DAYS & PERIOD

1 .1\

\ VALUE

DATE _ INSTRUCTOR

- TOTA

diadigr;

2. ( 1'( / .4-51 ) ( ) (

( ( ( ( (

4. ( 1 ( ( 1 ( 1 ( I

5. ( (. 1 ( 1 ( .) (

( ( ( (

7. ( / 1 ( 1 (

8 ( ) ) ( / (

1. I ) ( ( ( ) (

9. 1 ( 1 (

10 ( / 1 ( )i, (

.116

cn
co

To

*Example N VALUE
5 Pill

0

)1 1 ) « 1. (111(1(1(

4 II 8

12.1 I ( 1 ()( 1 ( 1 22. (

13. I I F I ( / ( 1 ( 23. (

14. )( )11( ( 24. (

15 ) ) 25. I-

16. I ( ) ( 1 ( 1 ( 26. (

1 ( I 4 / ( I (

( ( 1 (

1 ( 1. ( / (

( ( 1 (

( I ( I ( i (

17 1 1 ( 1 ( 1 27. ( ( ( (

18 )O 1)/ ( ) ( 1 28. I' ( ( (

19. ( 1 ( 1 ( 1 ( 29 (

20 ( ( ( 1 ( 1 30 (

'I4

( 1 ( 1 ( 1 (

1 ( 1 ( 1 .1 1 (



PRINT FULL NAME

VALUE

V-
4

3

APPENDIX F (Continued)

WEAR ATTITUDE INVENTORY SCOR)NG KEY

& FORM 8 (CIRCLE ONE)ORM A

GRADE DAYS & PERIOD DATE INSTRUCTOR

N VALUE

2

1

TOTAL

7,
co

a

r--

6 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 , 5 _4 3 2. 1

v-___---- -i-n ) ( ) (-
, ) ( ) (/ 11. ( ) ;l 1 ( 1 (T ) ( ) 21. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

, r. 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 --4 5 1 2 3 4 5 i
2-.9( 1 ( 1 ( ) ( 1 ( 1 12. ( ) (

-a.
) ( A( ) ( 1 22. ( ) r / ( 1 ( 1 ( 1

1 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 %2 17 1 2 3 4 53.1 ) i I ( )..1 ) ( ) 13. ( 1 (, 1 ( 1 ( ) ( 1 23.1 1 ( 1 ( 1 ( 1 ( 1

1 3 Q 4 5 5 4 3 2 1 - 1 3 4 5
4. ( 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 14. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 'A.A., ) I $1, ( 1 ( ) ( )1

5 4 3 ,2 1
1 2 3 4 5 5---14' 3 2 1

5. ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 5 . ( ) 1 ) ( ) ( ) ( 1 25.1 1 ( ) ( ) ( I (

5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5
6. ( / 1 1 ( 1 ( / ( 1 1. 1 ( ) ( ) ( 1 ( ) 26. ( 1 ( / ( 1 ( 1()

1 , 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1

7. ( I 1' ( 1 ( 1 ( ) - ) ( ) ( ) ( 1 ( 1 27. ( I ( I ( ) ( I (

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
8. ( 1 ) '( ) ( ) ( ) ' 18. ( ) '1 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 28. ( ) ( ) ( )' ( ) (

5 4 3 2 1, 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5
9. ( 1 ( 1 ( ( 1 19 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 29. ( )" ( ) ( ) ( Y (

,5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 5 4. 3 2 1

10. ( 1,l ) -( ) ( ) ( ) 20. (`1 ( 1 '1 ( ( 30. ( ( ( ( : 1 (

Instrpctions:
1. Punch out all areas enclosed by

Example N VALUE
parentheses marks.

5 30
2. Place "scoring key" over student's

II 84
answer sheet.

3. Compute student's total score for
all items.

I

4

117



' PRINT FULL NAME

APPENDIX F (Continued)

WEAR ATTITUDE INVENTORY SCORING KEY

FORMA & : R M (CIRCLE ONE)

GRADE DAYS& PERIOD

N YALUE N

5 2

4 \-, 1

3 TOTAL

DATE

VALUE

ti-

INSTRUCTOR

.t ..,

E

<
>.

?, w
.

o 2
,I,

'en 2
(75 i z < (7)

T?. rn
co .d 3y.
o. z Q (71

1 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 '.." 1 2 3 4 5

1. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 11 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) . 21. ( 1 ( 1 ( I ,)

1 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 4 5

2 ( ( I ( I ( 1 ( ) 1 2 . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 22. ( ) ( 1 ( I (

5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 6

3 H ( ) ( I. ( I ( ) 13. ( ( ) ( ( ( 1 23. ( I ( ' ( 1 ( I

5 4 3 2 _:1 1 2 3 4 ' 5 5 4 3- , 2 1

4 ( ) ( ) ( I ( ( ) 14 ( ) ( ( ) ( ( , - 24. ( ( ( .1

1 2 3- 4 5 ' 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 '3 4 5
5 ( ) ( ) 1 ( ( ) 15 ti I ( ) I I I I . 25 I I I I

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

6 ( 1 ( 1 ( ) ( 1 ( 16 I I I I ( ) ( I ( 26. ( ) ( ( (

. .

.=''''°5 4 3 2 1 5 ,4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

1. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) I 19 ( ) ( ) ( )1 ( ) ( 27
_. ( ) ( 1 ( .1 f \

5 4 3 1 1 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1

8 ( ) ( 1 ( ) li ) ( ) 18 ( ) ( ) ( ( ( 28. ( 1 ( 1 ( ) ( 1 (

' 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 5 4 . 3 2` 1

9 ( I ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 19 ( ( ) ( ) ( ( 29 t ) 4 1 ( ) (

1 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1

10. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1 ( ) 20 ( ( ) ( ) ( (

118

example N VALUE
5 lti1I 30

4 II 8

Instruction.:
1 Punch out all areas enclosed by

parentheses marks

2 Place "scoring key" over student's.
Jnswer sheet.

3. Compute student's total score for
all 'terns

a
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APPENDIX G

PROJECT ACTIVE
SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT NEEDS FOR

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Nan

To:_ "Adopting School Diptricts/Agencies . )From: Dr. Thomas M. Vodola Director, Project ACTIVE mot

Re: Supply /Equipment weeds for PrOgram Implementation

e

The appended tables provide specific information relative 'to supply and equipment needs for
program installation. The format has been designed to facilitate' the identification of items for those
who are adopting of adapting one phase of the program, or the total program. The information supplied
includes: : ,

The specific item

!:Essential items needed (coded with an 11")

The number of items needed

Items recommended (coded with an "R")

The unit price of each item

The source of the item 4

. , .

The tables reflect the basic needs for implementing the program in one school. it is recommended
that one set be purchased for each additional school involved. (If a district his some of the items on
hand, it obviates the need for that expenditure.)

ti

fir

I3

WI

Project Director
Thomas M. Vodola, Ed.D.
Township of Ocean School' District
Ocean TownIship Elementary' Sc
Dow Avenue
Oakhurst, N.J. 97755
201-229-4100 Ext. 260
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APPENDIX G (Continued) .

PROJECT ACTIVE SUPPLY/EQUIPMENT NEEDS1

COMPONENT ADOPTED

ITEMS ,--

TOTAL

,
N

.- -

' R

PROGRAM

-
Cott

-

Source

1
S-

IOW. MOTOR
ABILITY

N R

LOW PHYSICAL
VITALITY

N R

NUTRITIONAL
-"DEFICIENCIES

14 R

BREATHING
PROBLEMS

N 1-- R

POSTURAL
ABNORMALITY

N R

MOTOR
DISABILITIES

N R

COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS

N

ti

PC5028 Shoulder Breadth,
Length Caliper

X 74 90 .1 A. Preston Corp.
71 Fifth Avenue

, N.Y ,,N.Y .10003 011
e

X

--

-

PC5028 Large Skinfold
(Fat Caliper) '

X 142.45 J.A. Preston 1 X ,

.

PC5155 Dry SPsrometer X 176.85 J A Preston e 1 . . X
.

PC5158 Disposable
Papes\Mouthplaces X

r
31.60 J.A. Preston _

.
.X _ _

.
.. __ye,.
- . --

PC5059 Flexometer
or

PC5054 M ast e

Gonopeet rent)
X

X 246.85 J.A. Preston 1, '
.

ei

20
-

J.A..A. Preston 1

5

s X

e

PC5022A Symmetronif
(Posture Grid) X

'--
80.60

.
JA Preston 1

- -
X

.

1

No. 305 Stall Bars,
Sorter Unit (optional) X

a.

Nessen Corp.
93027th Ave
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

J
.

X

e
l

No. 39 Wall Fkiunted "

Horizontal Ladder
(optional/I

Or

Construct Horizontal
Laddeirloptional)

X

X

.

.

b
,i Nissen Corp.

Maintenance Dept

1

1

-
s

-

' X

.. 0

X

No. 92602 Utility
Playground Ball, P81.,G

X ' 3.00
J.L. Hammett Co. ."
2393 Vaux Hall Rd,
Union, N.J 07083,

12 )l.
k .4

.

/ X

No. 92855 Fun Balls
(Plastic) 5-850. X 55. .1 L. Hammett Co 12 X

...,, .

-

..
X --

,

Contact source for unlisted prices

a



.APPENDIX G (Continued)

PROJECT ACTI)/E SUPPLY /EQUIPMENT NEEDS

COMPONENT ADOPTED

ITEMS

TOTAL

Nr

PROGRAM

R Cost

,

Sourly

E
a

LOW MOTOR
ABILITY

N R

LOW PHYSICAL
VITALITY

N R

.
NUTRITIONAL
DEFICIENCIES

N R

BREATHING
PROBLEMS

N R

( POSTURAL,
ABNORMALITY

N R

MOTOR
DISABILITIES

N

,

R

COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS

N
.,_
R

No 92670 Saf T Bat
(Plastic) No 705 X 2 25 J L Hammett Co 3

,.

X ,
.

.
X

Plasbc Measuring Tape 36" X Local Fabric Shop. X X X

White Shoe Polish, Bottle X '55 ; Local Supermarket
i

3 X X X X

No 39170 Water Color
Marking Pen, Black 40 J L Hammettme r - X

No 61 145 Pegboard and
Pegs, No 7615 (optional) X 3 45

t

J L Hammett
.ir

6
sets

Ilk
X c

,. 'X

-

PE C 1 064 Walk On Letters X i 29 85 J A Preston
..-

I set X . (
.-

No 9201 Audible Ball
Electronic

Royal Nat'l Insi for
the Blind, 224-6-8Great Portland St.
London. Clii-1, England

IIIP
1 ("1.

tt X

...'-
No 92663 Audi Ball,
No AB-30 (optional) J L Hammen' 1 .

"
X

No 1%0357 Staley Sports
Field Kit (optional)

Itf

American Printing
HOLM for the Blind
1839 Frankfort Ave
P 0 Box 6085
Louisville,
Kentucky 40206

1

,

. -

.
. 4

,

,

,-

No 1-0304 Portable
AudiSle Goal Locator

X
American Printing
House' for the Blind---

1

0

,...

X

..

Barbells X = J L Hammett 1 X X
;._

X X

11

4



. APPENDIX G (Cet?tinued)

PROJECT ACTIVE SUPPLY /EQUIPMENT NEEDS

0

COMPONENT ADOPTED

ITEMS

TOTAL

N R

PROGRAM

. Cost r SourceN

, 1
E 15f i

LOVi MOTOR
ABILITY

N R

LOW PHYSICAL
VITALITY

R

NUTRITIONAL
DEFICIENCIES

N R

BREATHING
PROBLEMS

N R

POSTURAL
ABNORMALITY

N R

MOTOR
DISABILITIES

N R

COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS

N R

Stopwatch X J,,L. Hammett 1 X r X X X -
PEC2747A Beanbag Game 1 X 50 45 J A Preston 2 X

PEC2747B Beanbag Set X 32 40 J A Preston 1 X

Chinning Bar X Nissen Corp 2 X X

Mats, 5' x 10' X N.......-4.. Nissen Corp 3

3

X

X

X X X X

X

X

-X

a

No 92882 Number 3
Fleece Balls

X 1 50 J L Hammett

No. 92645 Number CT850
Endure Tetherball 10 90 J L Hammett X . X

'P EC4806 Walk-On
NuMber Kit

_17 85 J A Pr' ton '''3'
set.

12

4,de.r

Ail
t - ,r X\ .

No. 92656 Number S-630
Fun Balls

X 40 J L Hammett

No
oit

84252
Set

Rubber
Qu

565 J 1.rHammett
set

X --

No 60676 Footsteps to
Number's, 6076 .

800 J L., Hammett
1

set
- .

No 92730 Jump Rope 17'1 X 1 30
-

J L Hammett 6
11

Shape 0 Ball >c
Tupperware Prbducts 1 X X

..t.....*. 4--

PEC2600 Doorway
thinning Bar

X 14 95 J A Preston 1 X ' .-.-. ..
. X

_....-

PEC2766A Deluxe
SateT-Play Batting Set

X 56 90_ J A Preston, X .
,.

X 1

PEC2771B Pitch Back X J A Preston 1 X

Masking Tape X Local Store 6 roll X f X



APPENDIX G (Continued)

PROJECT ACTIVE SUPPLY/EQUIPMENT NEEDS

COMPONENT ADOPTED

ITEMS
-

TOTAL PROGRAM

,
N R Cost ! Source

:
f 2

LOW MOTA
ABILITY_

N il

LOW PHYSICAL
VITALITY

N R

NUTRITIONAL
DEFICIENCIES

N B--

BREATHING
PROBLEMS

N 33-

POSTURAL
A BNORMALITY

N FI-- --'

MOTOR
"DISABILITIES
-N R

COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS

-- N R

LP6050 Coordination
kills **---- ; X ' 12 95

i Kimbo Educational
1 P 0 Box 246

Deal, N J 07723
1 X

.-
_

!

EA606 7 Developing
Perceptal Motor Needs X 12135 Kimbo Educational 1 "4"4441910 rr
EA605 Developing
Body Awareness

X, 6 50 Kimbo Educational 1 X X X

E A655 Relaxation tX 650 Kimbo Educational 1 X X X X4-,/
E A657 Dynamic Balance X 12 95 K ITC49 Edvcational 1 X X

E A658 Balance
Beam Activity X _: 12 95 Kimbo Educational 1 X

-1
EA656 Pre Tumbling Skills X 12 95 Kimbo Educational

LP5000 Developing
Body Space Perception
Motor Skills CM1056,
1058,1079

X 15 75

-
Kimbo Educational 1 X

.

X

LP5000 Teaching Children
Mathematics through
Games

X 12 95 Kimbo Educational 1 X al .

LP8060 To Move Is To Be X 12 95 Kimbo Educational

LP4000 Rhythmic
Rope Jumping X 10 95 Kimbo Educational 1 X X X X X

4032 34 Devetop,r1q
Exemses X ...

Dance Records, Inc
'Waldwick, N J 07463

1 X X

?0013 Elementary School
Exercises to Music .

X Danse Records, Inc 1 X X - X X

Foot Distpfectant Local Drug Store
1

Gal X

I

S
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